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Dismantling the Deep Earth: Geochemical Constraints from Hotspot
Lavas for the Origin and Lengthscales of Mantle Heterogeneity

by
Matthew G. Jackson

Submitted to the Department of Marine Geology and Geophysics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Woods Hole Oceanographic Insitution

in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Abstract
Chapter 1 presents the first published measurements of Sr-isotope variability in olivine-

hosted melt inclusions. Melt inclusions in just two Samoan basalt hand samples exhibit most of
the total Sr-isotope variability observed in Samoan lavas. Chapter 3 deals with the largest
possible scales of mantle heterogeneity, and presents the highest magmatic 3He/4He (33.8 times
atmospheric) discovered in Samoa and the southern hemisphere. Along with Samoa, the highest3He/4He sample from each southern hemisphere high 3He/4He hotspot exhibits lower 143Nd/144Nd
ratios than their counterparts in the northern hemisphere. Chapter 2 presents geochemical data
for a suite of unusually enriched Samoan lavas. These highly enriched Samoan lavas have the
highest 87Sr/ 6Sr values (0.72163) measured in oceanic hotspot lavas to date, and along with trace
element ratios (low Ce/Pb and Nb/U ratios), provide a strong case for ancient recycled sediment
in the Samoan mantle. Chapter 4 explores whether the eclogitic and peridotitic portions of
ancient subducted oceanic plates can explain the anomalous titanium, tantalum and niobium
(TITAN) enrichment in high 3He/4He ocean island basalts (OIBs). The peridotitic portion of
ancient subducted plates can contribute high 3He/4He and, after processing in subduction zones, a
refractory, rutile-bearing eclogite may contribute the positive TITAN anomalies.
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Introduction

Unlike the earth's crust, it is difficult to sample the mantle directly. However,

there are a few isolated (and geographically limited) instances where we can observe the

uppermost regions of the mantle. Ophiolites-portions of oceanic plates that have been

uplifted and emplaced (obducted) onto the edge of continents-expose the uppermost

regions of the mantle on the surface (Dick, 1976). Similarly, at certain, ultra-slow

spreading mid-ocean ridges, mantle peridotites are emplaced on the surface (Dick et al.,

2003), where they can be recovered with deep submersibles or dredging operations.

Additionally, ultramafic xenoliths, which are pieces of the upper mantle entrained in

upwelling magmas, allow direct inspection of the composition of the upper mantle (but

unlike ophiolites and abyssal peridotites recovered by submersibles, ultramafic xenoliths

provide little spatial context for study of the mantle). Thus, except for these few rare

instances, we cannot examine the composition of the mantle directly: The deepest hole

ever drilled, only -12.3 km deep, took 22 years and untold Soviet resources to complete--

and got no where near mantle depths (unfortunately, the drill site was atop thick

continental crust). While robots rove the surface of a planet, Mars, that is > 56,000,000

km distant, we have not directly observed our own planet at depths >12 km!

Nonetheless, there are indirect methods for evaluating the composition of the

deeper earth. Mantle geochemists often use lavas erupted on the surface as "windows" to

the composition of the mantle below. Hotspot lavas erupted in oceanic settings, or

oceanic island basalts (OIBs), are formed by partially melting and upwelling, solid

mantle. During melting, several radiogenic isotope systems and a number of trace

element ratios remain unfractionated (or little fractionated, in the case of trace elements

with similar compatibilities, at least when the partition coefficients are much less than the

degree of melting) from the original, unmelted mantle. OIBs exhibit a great deal of

isotopic and trace element heterogeneity, indicating that the mantle from which they were

derived is also quite heterogeneous (Zindler and Hart, 1986). This fundamental

observation leads to some of the most important questions in the field of mantle
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geochemistry: How did the mantle become heterogeneous? At what scale lengths do the

heterogeneities exist? How long do the heterogeneities survive?

One common paradigm in mantle geochemistry assumes that oceanic plates,

which form by melting and depleting the upper mantle at mid-ocean ridges, are subducted

back into the mantle from which they formed. Covered with a veneer of

oceanic/continental sediment, subducted oceanic plates inject sediment, oceanic crust and

depleted peridotitic mantle lithosphere into the mantle (Hofmann and White, 1982; White

and Hofmann, 1982). In this way, mantle heterogeneities are born. Following storage in

the mantle, subducted plates and sediment are thought to be sampled by upwelling

plumes that melt and erupt lavas on the surface. However, a counteracting mechanism-

chaotic mantle convection-stretches, thins, mixes and stirs, and thus homogenizes (or at

least greatly attenuates) mantle heterogeneities on long timescales.

In Chapter 1, isotopic heterogeneities are explored at very short lengthscales in

olivine-hosted melt inclusions in oceanic OlBs. Using a laser ablation system coupled to

a MC-ICPMS (multi-collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer), 87Sr/8 6Sr

was measured in olivine-hosted melt inclusions recovered from Samoan basalts.

Complementing the pioneering work on Pb-isotopes in olivine-hosted melt inclusions

from two Polynesian hotspots (Saal et al., 1998), significant Sr-isotope heterogeneity was

also observed in the melt inclusions from individual Samoan basalt hand samples. Melt

inclusions in one Samoan lava exhibit a range of 87Sr/86 Sr from 0.70686 to 0.70926. The

isotopic diversity hosted in the melt inclusions from a single lava indicate that the size of

the melting zone beneath a Samoan volcano can be larger than the lengthscales of mantle

heterogeneities in the mantle upwelling beneath the hotspot. Furthermore, none of the 41

melt inclusions analyzed exhibit 87 r/86 Sr ratios lower than the least radiogenic whole-

rock basalts in Samoa (87 8r/86 Sr =0.7044). This 87Sr/8 6Sr data, combined with trace

element data on the same melt inclusions, provide strong evidence against assimilation of

oceanic crust as the source of the isotopic diversity in the melt inclusions.

Chapter 3 also deals with lengthscales of mantle heterogeneity, but by comparison

to Chapter 1, Chapter 3 considers the largest possible lengthscales of heterogeneity in the

Earth's mantle. The high 3He/4He (or FOZO, Focus Zone; Hart et al., 1992) mantle
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reservoir, a domain that is considered to be one of the oldest (and deepest?) reservoirs in

the mantle, is the focus of chapter 3. In this chapter, the highest magmatic 3He/4He ratios

ever recorded in a southern hemisphere lava (33.8 times atmospheric) are reported in

samples from the Samoan island of Ofu. These new measurements from Ofu Island place

Samoa in the same category of high 3Hei4He hotspots as Hawaii, Iceland and the

Galapagos. Along with Samoa, the highest 3He/4He sample from each southern

hemisphere high 3Hei4He hotspot exhibits lower 14 3Nd/144Nd ratios than their counterparts

in the northern hemisphere (excluding lavas erupted in continental, back-arc, and

submarine ridge environments). The observation of a large-scale isotopic enrichment in

the FOZO-A (austral) high 3He/4He mantle compared to the FOZO-B (boreal) high
3He/4He mantle is similar to the DUPAL anomaly, a globe-encircling feature of isotopic

enrichment observed primarily in southern hemisphere ocean island basalts. The possible

existence of hemispheric-scale heterogeneity in one of the oldest reservoirs in the mantle

has important implications for mantle dynamics. It suggests that regions of the (lower?)

mantle have escaped the rapid convection motions that dominate the upper mantle.

However, the origin of the hemispheric-scale heterogeneity in the FOZO (and DUPAL)

reservoir is unknown.

Nonetheless, having defined the variability that exists in the high 3He/4He mantle,

Chapter 3 also explores whether or not the FOZO reservoirs are truly depleted, as is

commonly suggested (Hart et al., 1992), or whether they have been re-enriched. The

recent discovery of superchondritic 142Nd/144Nd ratios in terrestrial (Boyet and Carlson,

2005), martian and lunar (Caro et al., 2007) suggests that bulk silicate earth (BSE) may

have superchondritic Sm/Nd ratios (147Sm/144Nd>0.209, the minimum ratio necessary to

generate the terrestrial mantle 14 2Nd/144Nd anomaly relative to chondrites), and that the

earth has a minimum 143Nd/144Nd of 0.51304. If this is true, then the FOZO reservoirs

are actually enriched relative to BSE.

Chapter 2 explores a common paradigm in mantle geochemistry, that subduction

of marine/continental sediments can generate geochemically enriched mantle domains

that can be sampled by mantle upwellings. In this chapter, remarkably high 87Sr/86Sr

ratios are reported in submarine lavas recovered from the flanks of the Samoan island of
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Savai'i. These Savai'i lavas exhibit the highest 87Sr/86Sr ratios reported for ocean island

basalts to date. The isotope and trace element data are consistent with the presence of a

recycled sediment component (with a composition similar to the upper continental crust)

in the Samoan mantle. Importantly, Pb-isotopes in the most enriched Samoan lavas

preclude contamination by modem-marine sediment. The ultra-enriched Samoan lavas

have most certainly been "contaminated" by sediment, but the sediment is of an ancient

(>> 200 Ma) origin and has been recycled into the Samoan mantle source. In summary,

Chapter 3 provides the strongest evidence yet that the sediment that goes down in

subduction zones does come back up in OIBs. However, given the large mass of

sediment that has been subducted into the mantle over geologic history, it is still a

mystery why clear signatures of sediment recycling are so rare in OIBs (Hofmann, 1997).

Chapter 4 reports evidence for radiogenic '87Os/188Os and enrichment in

Titanium, Tantalum and Niobium (TITAN) in high 3He/He lavas globally. To explain

these observations, the dominant paradigm for the formation of mantle heterogeneity is

applied to the high 3He/4He reservoir: Can the subduction of oceanic plates (crust and

peridotite) generate the geochemical signatures associated with the high 3He/He

reservoir? Radiogenic 187Os/ 188Os and TITAN enrichment are both geochemical

signatures that are associated with recycled eclogite, suggesting that the high 3He/4He

lavas were derived from a mantle source hosting a recycled slab component However,

eclogites are quantitatively degassed in subduction zones and do not have intrinsically

high 3Hei4He. None-the-less, the peridotitic portion of recycled slabs has been suggested

to preserve high 3He/4He over time (e.g., Parman et al., 2005). The eclogitic and

peridotitic portions of subducted plates are intimately associated in space and time, a

geometry that is conducive to later mixing in the mantle. Thus, together, the two

lithologies can provide the "raw materials" for the formation of the high 3He/4He mantle.

Importantly, the TITAN enrichment in high 3He/ie mantle sampled by oceanic

hotspot lavas may provide a clue about the location of the "missing" TITAN in the earth.

Shallow geochemical reservoirs in the earth-continental crust and the depleted mid-

ocean ridge basalt mantle (DMM)-have a shortage of the element Ti, Ta and Nb

(TITAN) (McDonough, 1991; Rudnick et al., 2000). The observation of TITAN

14



enrichment in high 3He/ 4He OIB lavas suggests that the mantle domain hosting the

Earth's "missing" TITAN is sampled by deep, high 3He/4He mantle plumes.
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Chapter 1

Strontium isotopes in melt inclusions from
Samoan basalts: Implications for heterogeneity in
the Samoan plume*

Abstract

We measured 87 Sr/8 6Sr ratios on 41 olivine-hosted melt inclusions from nine
Samoan basalts using laser ablation multi-collector (LA-MC) ICPMS. "Sr/86 Sr ratios are
corrected for mass bias after eliminating major isobaric interferences from Rb and Kr.
The external precision averages ±320 ppm (2cy) for the 8'Sr/ 86Sr ratios on natural Samoan
basalt glass standards of a similar composition to the melt inclusions.

All of the Sr-isotope ratios measured by LA-MC-1CPMS on Samoan melt
inclusions fall within the range measured on whole rocks using conventional methods.
However, melt inclusions from two Samoan basalt bulk rock samples are extremely
heterogeneous in 1TSr/6 Sr (0.70459-0.70926), covering 70% of the variability observed
in ocean island basalts worldwide and nearly all of the variability observed in the Samoan
island chain (0.7044-0.7089). Seven melt inclusions from a third high 3He/4He Samoan
basalt are isotopically homogeneous and exhibit 87 Sr/86 Sr values from 0.70434 to
0.70469.

Several melt inclusions yield 87Sr/86 Sr ratios higher than their host rock, indicating
that assimilation of oceanic crust and lithosphere is not the likely mechanism contributing
to the isotopic variability in these melt inclusions. Additionally, none of the 41 melt
inclusions analyzed exhibit 8 7Sr/86Sr ratios lower than the least radiogenic basalts in
Samoa (87Sr/86Sr=0.7044), within the quoted external precision. This provides an
additional argument against assimilation of oceanic crust and lithosphere as the source of
the isotopic diversity in the melt inclusions.

The trace element and isotopic diversity in Samoan melt inclusions can be modeled
by aggregated fractional melting of two sources: A high 3He/4He source and an EM2
(enriched mantle 2) source. Melts of these two sources mix to generate the isotopic
diversity in the Samoan melt inclusions. However, the melt inclusions from a basalt with
the highest 3He/4He ratios in Samoa exhibit no evidence of an enriched component, but
can be modeled as melts of a pure high 3Hei4He mantle source.

*Published as: M. G. Jackson and S. R. Hart, Strontium isotopes in melt inclusions from

Samoan basalts: Implications for heterogeneity in the Samoan plume, Earth. Planet. Sci.
Lett., v. 245, pp. 260-277, 2006, doi:10.1016/j.epsl.2006.02.040.
Reproduced with permission from Elsevier, 2007.
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inch iticlusions analizd exhibit '"Sri"'Sr ratios lo%scr than the least radiogen ic basalts in Sarnoa I Sr "Sr 0 1.7(44). withtin thle
sL0edI external precision. This proxvides ami additiotnal argunment against assimilat ion of oceanic crutst and lithosphere as the source
ofthiQ isotopic (htserstty iii thle tnit inclusions.

filhe trace elentent atid isotopic diversity iii Samoan meltCicI CUSIonS can he niodelctd by aggregated frictional nellhing of 'm5o
sotirces: A high 1lef"I I source atid atn L11,2 (enriched mantle 21 source. Melts of these two sources mix it) generate the isotopic
dir\ersi ty iti the Samoani melt inclusions. I losses r, the inchl inclusions from a basalt \with the highest 'llI l c ratios in Samoa
COllmbit no es-idence oif ant eniriched componecnt, hill call be modekled aS MeltS Of a pUrc hiigh 'I lc 'I Ic miantle source.

2(1006 L:lse%-ir B3.V. All rights rcser%ed.

ke, od, ' Sr "Sr; lascI ablaimoit \1('l('PiIS, Inelt Icluslon. Samoa:l [NM2: 11t1F %1, 1 OZO/

I . Introduction

Ocean island basalts (0l13s) erupted at hotspots are
thought ito he the surface expressiotn of buoyantly up-

Coren,vtingc author- tcl.: I 15 280) 349)i: favs i 51159457 2173. welling mantle plurtnes that sample the mantle's com-
I;-miijlari/n's Ill I.c . , hi C,Ill IN%I.4J ackson),i positional heterogeneitlies at various depths and times

ill i -5 ixs se frntmater 200f1, Fkixer BV .All rights resreed
do10t 101o1, ep, i5l 124
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[1,21. The Sttnoan islands and seanwouts, forned by icantly more radingenie'Sr- than D)MM and FOZO( and is
at mantle plume impinging on the Pacific plate just easily resolved fivom these two components. Uinfoirtu-
north of the Tonga Trench. form a time-progressive nately, DMM and FOZO exhibit simnilat- "'Sr/"~Sr ratios
hotitpot track 13,41I which conforms reasonably well to and] it will be. difficult to ditlerentiate between these two
Morgan's hotspot miodel [5]. Samoan lavas exhibit the components as potcntial sources of tile isotopic divecrsity

higes s)oSr ratios and the largest sSr.""'Sr in melt inclusion%.
\,ariation (0.7044-0.7089) measured in fresh Ollis We present Sr-isotope data fromn olivine-hosted melt

14,61. making them ideal tbir prospecting fi)r diverse inclusions recovered from Samoan hasalt., somec of
Sr-isotopec compositions in melt inclusions, which lie near thle EM2 mantle endmember, with the

01ivinte-hosted meclt inclusions in Samoan lavs goal of better understanding thle p~uzzling urdoei
provide snapshots of diverse magma chemistry before component sampled by melt inclusions. To this end, we
complete tmclt aggiegation- providing an opportunty to also contribute Sr-isotopc data measured onl melt
see more of the isotopic heterogeneity which exists in inclusions fi-rm a recently discovered high 'He/ 4 H
the ielt source but that is not detectable in whole basalt from Samoa [25]. Our strategy is to analyze St
rocks. H owever, the chemical variability in melt isotopes in melt inclusions ffiomi EM2 and high lle2'i
inclusions may be generated by a number of processes 4

HOk endmnember basalts fronm Samoa. to constrain the
that obscure source variation, iticludinu, pre-etitraptactnt role of fihe various eoilouenis-EIM2, IIHE9N47 100ki
fractional crystallization. post-entrapment diffusive re- and FOZO-that my be contributing to thle Sr-isotope
equilibration, crustal aissiiilatfion, and degree, type and diversify in thle Sanmanl plumle.
depth of tuelting 17 -101].

Studies delineating Pb-isotope diversity in melt 2. INethos
incim.ions have demonstrated that heterog~enous melt
source compositions arc an importain factor in gencerat- A detailed desctiption of thle protocol USOCI for itl Situ
ing complositiontal variability [ 17 211. A landmark Pb- measurement of Sr isotopes in basaltic glasses (atid melt
isotople study of melt incluLsions hosted in basalts from inclusions) by l_A-'.\4C-C PMS is provided in thle Sup-
Viatigaia Island tin the Cok Islanids revealed signifi- plenlentaty data. In order to lle;Lsure Sr-i.sotope natios
canily mote isotopic heterogeneity thlant is found in in situ, we use a 213 run NewWave laser ablation system
whole rocks from the island [ 1 7]. The results indicate the coupled ito a Trhemo-lFinnigan \eptune MC -lIV.\S,

presence of an unradiogetic Pb-isotope endmember in located in the Plasim Faicility at Woods Hole Oceano-
thle melt inclusions not discernabie fin whole-rock basafts. graphic Institution OKWI),h During, analytical trns, thle
Problematically, this unradiogenic Ph endmemher has laser is run in aperture mode with 100% powver, a pulse

beent poorly characterized, owing partly to the large rate of 20 liz and a spot size of' 120 pmn. The raster
uncertainties associated with in situ Pb-isotope measure- pattern varies dlependAing on the size and shape of the
nients: Pb-isotope data from melt inclusions generally melt inclusion, and the line speed is 4 pmnis. Surface

atelimtedin tP esu u'b 2 P sooe cnanation is removed by pie-ablationi using ithe

Projections (due to thle inability to collect precise ?(APb same raster and spot size, but with at pulse rite of ; Hz,
data on siliate melt inclusions), which place DMM 45% power and a raster speed of 30 ltnis.
(depleted MORB mantle, low 3H!H,low "S6/

5 Sr), During each anamlyxical sessioni, we measure intensities
FOZ( (li,cu Loe, hgh iHe, low , Sr 5 'Sri, ott masses 82 through 88. Raw data are exported to ant

PHElrM (Primitive I/e.ium, Antle, high Ille,,4 11C, offline data correction ptogram (TweaKr) for cornctling
middle-range 8S2'8iSSrI and EM-7 (enriched manitle 2, the Rb and Kr isobaric interferences. Runs with low

low ~ ~~_ ~Il 4 1,hg 'Sr/ ~Sr) in such close graphical intensities (i.e.,< I Von massU8, due to small size or low
proximity that they cannot be unequivocally resolved. Sr content) were discarded as they arc prone to large
Fhe true pedigree of the unradiogenic Pb endmemaher fin systematic errors [26]. Masses 85 and 889are pure Rbhand
Mangatia is still unknown, andK could be similar to any of Sr, respectively, with no significant knowni inttericrences,
these four endntmbers. and requite corection only for mnass firactionation. We

.An advantage to the Sr-isotope system is that the corr'ect for Kr interfererices on maitsses 84 and 86 so that
E\M2 eialducailer has dramatically higher Vsr 5.Sr the mass fi-actionatiotn-corrected "Sr!saSr value is
ratios (-.0.7089) [41 than the DMM (0.7026)1 221, canonical (0.0465725). The protocol for correcting
PU-IM (0.7045) [231 and FOZO (0.7030) [24] mantle mass 87 for the Rb interference is the following: A
emitninets, anid can be readily diffeirttated firom thle Samoan basalt glass with knowiwm tS!ist; (r"lla tialysis
three less radiogenic etndnicitnbers. PHEM hosts signif- by conventional Thermal Ionization Mass Spetrometry
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(TIMS), is measured by laser ablation, Kr-correctedt sis of Ofu melt inclusions, and the tight clustering of
and the 85Rb/87Rb ratio is adjusted until thc known the Ofua melt inclusions may bc partially explained by
TIMS X

7Sr/" 6Sr value of' the glass is achieved. We decreased error of' "Su'" 5 Sr measurement for these
adopted the strategy of using. the required 86RO 7 Rh of samples compared to other, higher Rb'Sr Samoan
the Samoan basalt glass standais to bracket the "'Rb/ glasses and me)lt inclusions from Vailulu'u aid Malu-
s7Rb of the basalt glass unknowns. In oixier to estimate malu. If we assume that tile Oftu melt inclusions are
the overall accuracy associated with this technique, we isotoipically homolgenlemus, then thle external precision
apply eontiguous brucketing of the glass standard runis, on these 7 melt inclusions is -1-335 ppmn (2u). Some of
and we are able to reproduce the known TIMS values ito the apparent variability may be it result of error fi-om
within anl aveagte of=320 ppim (2T standatrd deviation). the Rb correction, which is -t 190 ppin (2,7 at RW/Sr
However, due to unetainty associated with the "1Rb/ ratios of 0,053. and tmay not reflect true variability.

"Rb rato1( Q.575 -0.M0275, 2) the final, corrected Additionally, ititernal precision vatited from 610 to
~Sr'8"St ratio exhibits an en-4-H magnoification that is 226 ppmn (2ey standard ervor) onl the sc%cii Ofu melt

directly proportional to the Rbh/Sr ratio of the sample. inclusions.
Samples with lowv RK< Sr will exhibit less error fiom the Masses Xi and 99 represent pure Rh andt Sr. res-
Rb conrection (145 ppm, Rb/,Sr 0.04.) than samrples pectively, so that fairly picise measurement of Rb/ ISr
with high RK/Sr (505 ppm, Rb/St- 0.14) (see Supple- ratios can be generated. After correcting for mass tr-ac-
ntary dtIaa). I lowever, over thle range of Rb/!Sr in the tionation (=: 1 .5".wamu), Rb/Sr ratios onl Samoan basalt

Samoai basalt &,Lss standards (0.045-0. 126), we fuid no glasses nieasured by laser ablationi arc repioduccable to
relatioinship between the internal (in-iun) precision of'17 (2a, compared to. ratio)s obtained by XRFJICP
"7Si,"St ratios (which aver4ge: 45 ppmn, 26 stanidard techniques on the samec samnples), and precise (1.7%. 1 2,j)
deviattion) and Rb,Sr during analyses of basalt glasses duning multiple runs onl thle same glass (see Supple-
by laser' ablation. Similarly. there does not appear to be a mentary data).
telatiltNship between Kr Sr and hie internal iec ision ort M'1ajoi clemnti comtpos iitis oif glassy and honiog-
reproducibility (external p)recision) of thle 81 Sr 8Sr enized melt inclusions were obtained wvith a JEOL-733
ratios it Samoan glass stanodaivs over the ran&c oif autornated election microp)robe at thle Massachusetts
ratios that we have observed during melt inclusion Institute of Technology using an election beam with
analysis (',Kr,'NXSr from 0.00013 to 0.004). Finally, the cun'ent of 10 nA anid accelerating p)otential of 1 5 kV
reproducibility of Sr/ 0 'Sr measurement does not focused to a spot of 1 2 pm in diameter foir olivine
appeat' to be related to Sr intensity over thle range of analyses, and defocused to 10 lim for glass anialyses.
Sr intensities observed in lasering Samoan glasses, at Trace element Contents were determined with a Cameca
range that encompasses the melt inclusion analyses. IMS 3f ion microprobe following the techniques

Six melt inclusions were large enough for replicate descr'ibed ini [27,281. A small beam (5 lim diamcter'
analysis (one melt inclusion, 71 -2C, wats replicated over spot), combined] with a high-energy filtering technique
a one-yea' period), anid five of their 8SC8r/Sr ratios (80-100 cV window), was used to determine trace
were reproducible with-ini the quoted precision. How- element concentirat ions. Precision for Sr, l. Zr Y is
ever, the replicate analysis oftmelt inclusion 71 -1 a was estimated to be L 1% and _L20 30t!% for Ba. Nb and
di fillrei by 550 ppm (see F able 1), while error result ins, Rb_ Homogeitiizat ion of oI iie-hosted mielt mnllusions
from the Rb correction is only 260 ppin (2j) on Samoan was pert6ined in a furnace at 1187-1220 C (depending
v,lass standards with similar Rh'Sr ratios. The internal onl olivitie colillosition),at 1 atil presstire lor 5 matl in) a
precision of the rep licaite analysis of this melt inclusion graphite capsule.
was - 100 ppin (2a,). Data front this melt inclusion To correct for the effects of erystallization ofolivinle
indicates that larger-than-usual "S'~I Rh variations it thle glassy and hoinogeized mielt iniclusions, we add
over time can occasionally generate uncertainties equilibrium olivine to the melt inclusions in 0. 1%,
(above the 2rT level) in "Sr,s"Sr that are somewhat increments until equilibrium with mantle olivine (Fo. 1,)
larger than error predicted by thle data from Samoan is achieved, assumiing oilivinic-inch partitiottitng of Fe
glass standards, anid Mg fr-om [29]. Instead of correcting the melt in-

.Ani upper limit for the Sr!56 r Measurement clusions to be in equilibrium with the host olivine, this
precisiotn ott Samoan tneIt inclusions with low Rb/Sr correctionl scheme is chosen so that we can compare:
canl be inferred fi-om the neat-uniforma ratios obtained thlem to similarly corrected Samoan whole-rock lavas
oit) ielt inclusijons from the high 3He,4 H-e O)fu basalt. (after discarding data from the most evolved-
The Rb"St values were amonig the lowest durig atialy- Mgo<.6.5 wt."I_w hole -rock satmples).
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3. Results 0.710- Malumalu

0.709-
3.1 Sr-isotope variabilitf in melt inclusions 0.708.

Sr-isotopes were measured in melt inclusions from .0.707- Valulu stva"I

nine geochemically well-characterizedl hasalt samples 0.06
[4,25) from five islands and scamounts located along 0.7 05 Ta'u

the Samoan hotspot track. Olivines (Foa,a) with large 705
ellipsoithdl melt inclusions (50 250 im diameter-) were 0.704-

separated from the basalt samples for melt inclusion 0.703
e%posure and isotopic analysis. Most of the melt in-
clusions were crystalline and usually contained den- 0.702

dritic clinopyroxene in a glassy matrix, with spinel and 0.15"
rare sulfide globules, some (- '%) of the melt inclu-
sions were glassy. The high Ile,"lle basalt sample
OFU-04-06 was unique in that amphibole and apatite
were common melt inclusion phases, and carbonate was

al.M obser%erl. 0.09, A
olivilles (o 7 .)hosting melt inclusionm were

separated friom Malumalu scamtotuit dredge sample 78- 0.06+

1, a picrite with the highest X Srl'"Sr ratio (0.7089) of .[
any 0113 [41. Melt inclusion-rich olivincs were also o.3
recovered fi-om dredge sample 71-2 (Fos.,,) from
Vailulu'u, I seamount that displays intermediate _ _00 ._._._._._._._._.

enrichment relative to the other Samoan islands and ." .

.sc:ltlouttS (hulk rock . Sr! "Sr isotope ratios from
0.7052 to 0.7007, n=20). From Ofu Island, oltvines

(Fo'15-94) were recovered fom ankaramite dike sample

OFU-04-06. which exhibits the highest 3 Hc,'He Fit1 1 Sr!"CSr lep1wr paniel) and kitiSr (hwr imichi in iel

measured in a Samoan basalt 1251. 1 .tvas from Ofu inclusions from nrn basalt saipes comiwued to the total vartatom rr.

arc the most isotopically homogeneous of the volcanoes cachi iWia tVni (sowu hn lwxcsl Rcfcrcli(% fitr wh tlenwe
dta c found n he nine whole rocks tm wic the nlt

in the Samoan chain (""Sr.',"Sr from 0.70444 to icistons were separated are represented uy lWger symbols. No nilt

0.70480, n- 12). Finally, a smaller number of olivines inclusions are naxru it.tplaliy dptctol tha tile t1tIst icllei lava

were separated for melt inclusion analysis from nasurvd in the iland Chain 7SWSr >0.I14 L IThe range for hPR
Vailulu'u dredge samples 71-11 (Fo8 l- 8 3), 63-2 N.MORB f221 (aveiged y seprent) plots significar.tly below the

(Fo56 -s) and 68-(FoFo 5 ), Midumalu dredge sample Samoan whole mcim and nmel inchmiors Replicate analiyev or the
78 ) a u 6 sM dredge selsone lt incluson are averaged. The RbfSr for Savali whole-rock

(Fo8 4),Ta' Island dredge %ample 74-1 (Fos 5),and sarmple SAVI-25 is not included becaws of alicratior Irtetrntal
Savai'i subacrial post-erosional sample S I I (Fo7 6). precision 2i, staudard error) for "Sr,i Sr is approxuatelv the size oi

The Sr-isotope data ftrom melt inclusions in just three the data sybol SrSr ero- bar represent error promagated from
Samoan whole-rock samples (OFU-04-06, 78-1 and 7 1 - ihe Rb c ortditimi, as derinrttlteit tin Santuma Ila*% slandatrds, and

2) define a broad array that encompasses tie entire domnates th error associted with "Sr!"Sr measurentent bv lA-
tCiI-MS; mwiumn and minimum (500 iad 150 ppilm) eo are

spectrum of Sr-isotope variahility (07434-0,70926 shtwn fL retcmicc. Fitur am ior In r arc ± 17'., (2, slandard
recorded in Samotin basalts (Fig. I and Table 1). Eleven deviation). and are based on the reprodaceabdity of RbiSr nastue-
melt inclusions from 78-1 display n

7SrlSlr raluis of mnint on Saan 'lard ttanl, inIMItl prciiiin fin Rh/Sr averwev%

0.7(686 0.70926, and encompass over 30% of the an orier ofnmaenitude better Sampie, are lited in order ofincreasitg

isotope variability observed in the O113 mantlc. whole-rock WSrSr from left to right

Vailulu'u melt inclusions from dredge samples 71-2
( kSr/'Sr=t).7M59 0.70602, n=] 2 melt inclulsions) mately equal to the variability observed in Vailulu'u
and 68-3 (s7Sr,saSr= 0-70480-0.70624. n=3) exhibit a seamount lavas, although the melt inclusions sample a
smal ler ninge of'Sr-isotope vidues than 78-1. However, more depleted component than observed in \, hole rocks
the magnitude of the Sr-isotope heterogeneity in the fromthis seamount. Among the Vailulu'u samples, only
melt inclusions from these two samples is approxi- sample 71-1 (8;Sr/8Sr=0.70653 0.70692, n=2)
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hosts inclusions that sample compositions similar to the composition. I n Fig. 2, the Sr-isotope variahility ofmelt
most enriched isotopic compositions observed in inclusions in three basalt samples-those with the largcst
Vailulu'u volcano. Like sample 71-Il, isotopic analy- number of melt inclusion analyses is plotted against
ses of melt inclusions from sample 63-2 (S Sri the bulk 'SriSSr composition of the respective whole
5 tSr-0.70520-0.70613, i-3) lie completely within rocks. The 8 ?Sr'8 6 Sr variability. deternined by the dif-
the isotopic range found in the whole rocks ftom terence between the highest ard the lowest N'Sr5 6;Sr
Vai lulu 'u seanboutit. OFI J-4-06 melt inclosions exhib-
it the least isotopic variability (5 'Sr 6 Sr-0.70434- 5,000.
0.70469, n=7) among the samples with isotopic
analyses oi more than two different inclusions, and 4,00
this variability is similar to the variability sampled by I T

whole-rock lavas from the island. There is only a single A
inch inclusion analysis frota each of ba.salt samples 78- 0
3 (0.70807). 74-I (0.70477) and SI I (0.70518): the Sr- j
isotope ratios lie within the range observed in the ittoo

respective host volcanoes.
Although melt inclusions show more depleted iso- 1,0oo. 71-2

topic compositions than the island or seamount fiom
which they were recovered. they arc not observed to . W ...... ......... .......
sample compositions more depleted than whole rocks
fron the Sanoan hotspot (8'Sr'16 Sr,2 0.7044). Thete-
tore, the least radiogenic Sr-isotope ratios in Samoan
basalts and melt inclusions ue significantly more 0i0g
enrched thail tihe delcletd upper Ilatitle sampled by I
MOR-B along the EPR (East Pacific Rise 0.70228-
170287, N-MORB segment averages from 122]); the 00-

old oceanic crust upon which the Samoan island chain is ito-i

constructed is probably isotopically similar to these Ou 0o-06

modern EPR hasalts. 712

Rb'Sr ratios measured by LA-ICP MS on the same
set of melt inclusions tell a story similar to that of the o00- . . .
isotopes. Melt inclusions in sample 78-1 exhibit the 0.704 0.705 0.706 0707 0708 0,709 0710
largest variation in Rb/Sr ratios (0.0593-0.1421 ), and S

7SrP6Sr (whole rock)
the variability is similat to that observed in the whole

rock mesurd fom alunaloseaoun. Te R~Sr Fit 2. 1 7pptr pai:eli Moi, nctlais,r is.n,sspjc vaiai.lity Ore puti) a.s
rocks nmeasured froml Malurnlalu s.amlountl. The RbiSr functionor. of whole-rock- Sr^ Sx natio tot tle tuee Sarioan lavas with
ratios in OFU-04-06 melt inclusions show some hete- ithe greatest rumer of milt inchsior analyses. Melt inclusion isotopic
rogeneity (Rb/Sr fiom 0.0476 to 0.0595, n =7), but this variability ireaws with ua'casing S'!"Sr (and d'-rvasing It'

vHsriability is smaller than the vu,iability sampled by Ite. not sbown) i the three Samoan basalts. Variability is deternined

whole-rock lavas tron the island. Vailulu*u melt in- by the difference between the most solopicaltlv extreme melt
lusions from dredge samnples 71 -2 (Rb/Sr from 0.0469 inclusions in a basalt sanple The maximum ard minimun values

cuinfrmdtgs 7-2 (tot this vartabilitv are a result ofthe uncertnaint introduced Irv the Rb
to 0. 1028, n= 12 melt inclusions) and 68-3 (Rb/Sr fiom Correction. which is directly related to the Rb'Sr of th met inct.sion.
0.060 to 0. 1027, n=3) exhibit a range of Rb/Sr values For example, the maximuan varability in basalt sample 'lS-l is
that falk betweeti 78-1 and ()1.-04-06. Unlike the determined hV the diterence between the hithes (0 7092 ths

isotopes. however, the magnitude of the Rb/Sr hetero- 391 ppm uncenamilvi and lowest olausible SSt (0.7072 minus
393 pru unceitaintv). The irnmumt vanabitirsv is detertned 1)v thegeneity in the melt inclusions fi'om samples 71-2 and 93 'p en . Thr i mt, aihtc r, is7 ter in hil e tL. Cng"i t IhC ¢s h,WC A i;i 7Sr"' St irth mit. nrichm!d

68-3 is greater than the variability observed iii Vailulu'u Inlt inclusion (i.e.- 0.709. o 0.17092 minus 389 ppm uncertaityj and
seamount lavas. and. within error of measurement, do the higest plausible sSr"Sr in the most depleted melt inclusion
not sample a component with lower RbiSr than (o 7tir, t0r71172 phis 393 ppni dL,tiini . I nt ,'tor pawt MCII

observed in wholc rocks frion this scaniotuit. inclusion Rh'Sr variability (absohte) a%a hinctin ofwhole-mck S-r
"ISt ratio. Maximum and mrtisinum variability is determined the sameThe present dataset suggests that tile isotopic ii.n but s otai:s ti umx'rtamtv infr Rh!"r of I T7 Th x m!iiiagi i(-f

variability e%hibiled by the melt inelsions in a basalt varlahilit'v dc to intcrnal prccision i?rppmxiniatcd hythc sir otthc

sample may be a functioni of the whole-rock isotopic data symbols in both parels.
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ratios from melt inclusions in a given basalt sample, degree of isotopic and trace element variabi Itty in its
exhibits a maximum and a minimum due to the unecr- melt inclusions.
tainty introduced by the Rb correction. Although the
number,ftlataluintsis limited, the data are consistent 3.2. Major and frace element characteristics /i mwlt
with Ielt inclusion isotopic diversity increasing with inclusions
increasing ""Sr' 6 Sr (increasing EM2 component) and
ilecreasing 3Hc; 4 He (not shown). The range of varia- RhSr and S".rS6 r ratios from the nielt inelwiions

bility for Malunalu sample 78-1 is larger than, but definc a broad armty that encompasses the entire speetruin
overlaps with, the range of values fiom Va, ilulu'u sam- of Sr-isotope and RbISr %ariability recorded in Sanioan
ple 71-2. The melt inclusions from the high Hc"4 1C basrlt, i (Fig. 3). Curiouwly. the melt iclusions from Ma-
Ot basalt exhibit the smallest range of probable 'rS, lumnaludonot trman army by themselves, but plot over a
't'Sr ratios, and they do not o,s erlhp with the range frotm broad region. The RbSr and Sr-isotope data a 611 fon1.

samples 71-2 and 78-1. A similar observation can he crude martle iso hroo of 1.1 Ga.
made for the variability of Rb/Sr ratios in the melt Major and trace elements were measured on melt
inclusions, where Rb'Sr tends toward greater melt inclusionsfrom Vailuluu. Malumalu and Ofu bisalts.and
inclusion variability in samples 78-1 and 71-2; the Ofu they reveal a large range of compositions (Table 2). Al-
sample has the smallest range of variability, and though the trace element compositions oftVailuli't melt
overlaps slightly with the lowest probable variability inclusions an similar to whole-rock arulyses from this
in sample 71-2. It is notable that OFU-04-06 exhibits scarnout. melt inclusions fiont EM2 endmmtcr basalt
the highest 'Hle.'Ile ratio (and low "Sr, 6 Sr) fbund in 78-1 record a greater degree of trace element variability
Samoa, ati observation that may be linked to the siall than all ofthe whole rocks measured tion Malunialu. One

0,710"

0709 071.'

A 74-i-a"

0.707

0706Rocks

. Savan

0705 Ta'

0.704

0.703 
[

0,702
0.00 003 006 0.09 012

Fig. 3. "Sr "Sr versus Rb;Sr ratios for Samoan whole rocks and aelt inclusions. determined by taser ablation. The shaded regions represent the
extmt of mlt inclusion vanibility for the volcanoes (Vailu'u. Malumalu and Ofu). The open region encompasses the least evolved
(MVO >65 wtl !,. I %hle-mck mcilurcifllnii in these trm volitti% 11d ra, tUs en CtMtP;tine iWXtK anTU XUttRnIlii OnclysI. lI: CtMrn

halt of the Samoan hotpot track (where -98% of the analyzed melt inclusions were recovered). Whole-rock data liom Ou is tipubltshed and

for the other volcanoes is from - 1. MORD range is limited to EPR N-MORD (,M) segment averages . Iligh 'Iti1 te 1asalts from I Imas (III
171, Iecland (it) '39 and taftin land (H) [3Yl provit an approxrimaltion tor ()A) (higher 'Hc ,'Hc ratios exist lit Hawaiian 6uslts 4t J,

:1 St75 >S651 data are not availa4le th the%e uamples,: R!!Sr data or hii 3He/41e samples timn tatfin Island are t(rad in <,I trmr I'ars cm
svmools are internal precision of measaement (2cr. mean deviation). Error bars on periphery of fw.,ue denote extiral precision of measuretments.
as dItennincil hy Sanman Vls4 tandards with coinprtilins similar to thC HIClt inl AiotR: Rh/Sr eir is I , (2rr, siadani dcOialioI| anid 'Srj
terror is hased on error issrciated with the Rh correction (2r, standard dcvialion). Reificatc analvACA o the saenc mielt inclusion arc shonok

lIc mell inclvsion data iorn a crmde nantle isochron age of - 1.1 ,a.
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melt inclusion from sanple 78-1 displays high Sr and Ia

concentrations (2500 and 1900 ppm. respectively) that are
-a, - 6 times more enriched than any whole-rock lavas

examined from Malumalu. This ultra-enriched com-

.J. 1 , 1 1 A 4, . 1 , position is significatly morc enriched than observed in
any Samomi basalts, anid is derived from either an extre-
mely enriched source or from very small degrecs of

4A Melt inclusions fiom OFU- -06 also exhibit some
l 2 . 1 7 7. , unusual mapor and trace clement compositions. (ne

Ofu melt inclusion exhibits unusually low K.CO
conicentratiotns. Additionally, the ONJFI--6 melt

E inclusions exhibit a large range in Sio,, including
...... . -.one sample with unusually low SiO, (38.0%) and high

- - Cao (17.2%). These uncommon major element
2 _- F ,-I- "' " S ._"compositions may be due to the combination of

. 2 .unusual phases present in the OFU-04-06 melt
..... ,inclusions prior to homogenization in the lab. ILow

" " .. - glass totals in the OFU-04-0 inclusio -es c likcly dueA it to high volatile contents in the homogenized glasses, a

Z z. ." hypothesis consistent with the volatilc-rich phases In

S ~melt inclusions tioin this sample.
- .... . In addition toRb/Sr ratios, several other major and

Z 3 trace element parameters correlate with SI S I In the
:-, - , melt inclusions. Melt inclusions from Oth. Vailulu'u

D C, "D D C, C,.. and NUlurnalu exhibit negative 1a auomalies that also- - L' 3are observ.ed in Samoan shield-stage lavas (4] (Fig. 4).

An approximation for this Ba anomaly is (IBa Nb)h,
- (norialized to PUM, primitive upper mantle [301). a4 'i 4

S.... 4-, ratio which correlates with 8Sr! 8 'Sr in whole rocks and
I , In . I,: , melt inclusions(rig. 5). The(BaNb)N values are lowest

(largest fla-anor aly) in the hasalts anid melt inclusions
2 Q , with low R7Sri 6 Sr, and highest in the basalts and melt

k - inclusions with elevated "Sr!"Sr ratios. It is notable
that basalts and mclt iclusions associated with elc% ated

Ro 1He 4 He ratios, and not the high "Sr 6 Sr EM2 end-
6 , a a,- o - ,-n 0i ,VE member basalts, have the largest Ba anomalies. The

U - - mechanism that generates this anomaly is unkno%n 14 ].
X and the anomaly also exists in MORB and HIMIT ba-

salts. but riot in hasalts with EM characteristics.
-_ , C., - - - The negative K,O anomaly in the Samoan melt

S -, , , inclusions (Fig. 4) is commonly observed in OIBs. Cu-
S-, . , Cl - 'C 'C a. riously, however, PIM-iioimAli .ed K exhibits little va-

7 - . . "riability regardless of the degree of etirichment of the
' ;"g fother trace elements (with the exception of a single Otu

1. '*.1 A 0. C4 Ii mi itclusion). Despite the limitcd variability, olivine
U P-~

4 7-, fractionation-corrected K,O concentrations exhibit a ie-

C 0 00 0 C 0 0 lationship with "'Sr'Str i the melt inclusions (Fig. 5)
13Nb/Zralsocorrcts with tSr!Sr nSamoanbasalts

• v , v --: .-r ... .... . an- mach inclusions (Fig. 5). The lowest NWh- ratios are

~J -9 CO) ~soialed with wirardiogenic S'Sr!"Sr values, Nb r h
0 C 0 C 0 0 0 C C 0 C 0 0 a tioscotrclatc with P-isotopeCs[4] andinNcslylivithi'Hc
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41le (not shown) in Samoan hasalL.s. Nh/ZXrmay serve a
proxy for 3Hc-'}Hc isotopcs in Samoali mnch iniclusions:

1,000_-_--_-_--_---_------- therefore, it may be important thait the Nb,'Zr ratios in
several of the OfU-(-0( melt inclusions exhihit values

va.lJUU' met lower than die ratios observed in wvholc rocks.
inclusions

.4.i. Mlinag M101144 I)fJz1h . tppye

It is important to plict: constntits onl the trace
~ /..N~...element variability introduced by melting ptocess"s. A

to0 plot of Sr versus,rL,,zr shows that the majority of the melt
ncilLsonis folill anl arraly that extends outside of tile

wh)olc-ro(-ck field to cnriched Sr and low T i Zr ci talcs
(Fig. tjy The low 7111r1 ntios ( 1 -88) observed in the
melt inclusions extend ito lower values than observed in

1 wholc-rock basalts fi-om the eastern Samoa islands and
MAliMaIJ lt seitmounts (63-130). Such low values cannot be

isions produced by crysial ftactionation ofiels before olivine
entrapmtiil, and assinilation of MOKB (Ti-Zr- 88) also
fails to pru~duce low [i Zr values [311. A model offthe
Saimoan ENE- source comnposition [4] jpru\ ides a robust
estimate fior the mantle source saimpled by the extreme
EM2 basalt sample 78-I. andt variable degrees of

a11)(0.41 noa f'IaCIIOtol CI S Of th SOLUrCC
(Sr= 20.0 ppm., TiiZi= 101.9) in the garnet and spirle)
stability Fields canl descrilbe much of the mel It nc lviotl
arra\' in Fig. 6, Consistent with the model of the ENT2
source as a metasoinatized harzbureite 14], we adopt at

ON mel har7burgite source lithology (1 !- spinel, 3.6 . clitiopyr-
inclusions oxene lep.N], 20.6% orthopyroxene lopx] and 74.80-

olivine). with mineral modes from 1121 land mineralrmelt
00 Ipatitill Coeffictetts film [33;]. W\e assu-Me the mine ral

modes of a similar bulk composition fot melting in the
garnet stability field (8%garnet, 2.7% cpx, 17.7o oipx
and 7 5.8q" o1i ille) usitig the spincl to garnet conversion

to f-rm 1341. "1he two melting nodlels follow similar
trajectories, but melting in the spinel stability field is
required to genclrate thle excptionally high,1 Sr and low
Ti-<Zr observed in the uti-a-enriched Malumalu melt

R b B a Nbi K La St Zr Ti Y inclusiois. Interestinigly, if thle EM'2 source [4[ has ia
mo1re CpIX-rich filo1gy than thle halr21UrTC in our'

ie1. -1. PUM-rionnatized trace element patterns ilsamoan oasats ancd melting model, it will not p)roduce melts with the Sr
tUli JWtSjiS imt iclsio db.is ro istipruu naliss. Xc,t cincentrations observed inl the niost enrichecd melt ii,-

10T K 3nii Ih, "-hti %nniiMs hV Cia7lInmu "116C. VAIlUIULl Inll clusion at reasonable degrees (:->1%) of tieltilig (Fig. 1).
fn:so. r om three -.anipi" 71I-2 (Ctey fine0t, 68-3 (cia.,hett line)

" -It oi tc ie zutauiii~timt-iicuin Other ge4chemical irtilicators, including Y;7.r ratios,
'uinlus 78.1 Amil OFt4-016, respctiively. All ivielt incicsim:xulnexmpt more clearly resolve the velaiN.e roles of mncIting in the
for nne melt inclusion ironm -. 1adN trawirntFU1-0l6 thihave no gar-net and spinel stability fields. Due to the relative
major element conilltsitions, see Ta31c 2) are corrected foT Otlvite compatibility of Y in residual gamnet, low Y/A ratios tur
fracliouatiun tu i: in CUuii',TirLUmm With nTNItC olivilie ofFp bu-e tec mxt
1Troirructlin sncieme) th rli ry lik! Incs the rante tilwthiotie-mck coitsisteint with melting in dhe presence of gartiet. A role for
paterrr% from the least evolved 'xisalis I(.3 set" Nigol trom melting in the garnet stability field is suggested in a plot of
Vitiliil,Cu, Oi are, M-ahuntalit; whome-ruck CoiTiiins have becil V ragainst Nh,/in iE-- 6.Tihis is Ivtlicularly true for thle
vo.rnrtio i it hiiiiicirmajm Pt JXt val,eS fin,111 310 ONu vilt inclusions, which trend to the lowest Y!Zr ratiois
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observed in the melt inclusioms suite and straddle the zianiet

0.710 mlig trvid at SON melt.17his is similar to thecTi2r versius
0OOFU,04-06 Sr plot, where the garnet melting cuive trends through thle

079078. Ofii mielt inclusion field at -4% melt. Malurrudu and
071-1166- Vailulu'u melt inclusions (mnd Sarwall whole rocks) are

0 708 offiel to higher Y 2r ratios, perhaps suggest ing at larger role

0.707 for inchting in the spinel stability field, an observatioii that is
(A a consistent with the sanme subset ofinchi inclusions in the Ti

0,7M. u Z1 versus Sr melt mradel.
No single mnelting model ofthe P.A2source perl'oelly

0705 173describes the melt inclusion fields for all three volcanoes,
c) % a hut we Find thlat a coltibillat ion of mnelting and mli\xlv

(.M0l salisfactorily rel-roduces. thle nwlt inclusion Pceocheinial
0OA 0,5 0.0 0.7 0.e variability. Thle relative roles of melting and mnixing of

0.710 (&bNdifferent components canl he partially derconvolved in a
plot of 87Sr 8 ('Sr versus I'Sr (Fig, 8~), where two-

0 J00 -component mixing trajectories are linear and \-ariable

0.08 es of melting result in hori7A)ntil tmaiectories. [he
Ofu melt inclusions lie oil a horizontal trend, %chich call

* be described by various degrees of melt ing of a sinsgle0.707-
a 0 source that exhibits a" St/9Sr ratio of -0 .70)4i. and the

0706 M 0i 0 Malumidu and Vailulu'u melt inclusions tbrm a diagonal

0 array that suggests a role for two-component mI Nau,

0 M-00 13 e 4. Discussion
07041

00 O'S 1.0 1 5 20

K20 Wt-N 4.1. .4 hotnqgerteous sourrefivr PHEM basalls
0 71

Comrpelling evidence that the Sainoan melt inclustons
0709 00 sample a heterogeneous source conmes frin R-isotope

* analysis of' the melt inclusions fi-rn Vailiflu'u andl
01708 Malumialu hasalts. I lowever, the unifiamly unradiogenic

0,70 chuacter of the Ofus melt inclusions precludes a significant
contribution fi-rm an enriched, radiogenic (ON42) compo-

0-706 0nait. This suggests that Saioun meWts with higli "lie4 l-l
n ~sample a hotiogetncows souce aind do tiot mi.x with tuelts of

0.70 0 an eniched component. By wniparison, the melt iclu-
(9 0 0 b siom firomn Malunialu mid %%silulu'usaii a large iangeofSr

00 01 0. 0. 03 ... .conenftraitionis and isotopic compositions, indicating that
NbZr both variable tiegrees oftrmelting mid mixing hic e otcurred.

An aWgiated firactional melt trajectoty, for thti grnet
rig. 1. ZbZr, k,O and Ba.Wb,5 versus Sr?cSr. K20 measurtd by stability field is plotted (Fig. 8j fixr the EM2 source 14 1. andi
eleamrn prn',e, ance NI), Zr and Hat hV ion liohe. (Ra.Nb), (normatizee. thle Malunials andi Vailrflu'u melt inclusicos forn 1 biroiad
to PLIN I iis ased as a proxy for the pervasiae negaivoc ba anomatly m. array that ted ignlyaa ii h oinlOi
Samoan slucld-staqebasatts. The ENt2 basats and inlsos eltetn tr*end ignlyaa l-mtehrzna h
a-.ictawiiW cl"ait,, Nh/c.t K20 anti (H*,NhNlIHIC ( T%llrRlV j met -etory towaird low degree (,-- 1%a) melts% of the
Ba anomalies), and the low' Sr' Sr basalts exhibit lower M ILt KO F2EN42 soure,~ the Vailulu'u andi Malunialu melt inclusions
ard (DiaNbria (lager negalive B3a anomnalies). All mell inclusions ar can be produced by aggregated melts of anl Ofus source that
cce ic 1,, 1 r ol t%a IJMIitiaii,n ThC res hld,. CTICl IhC tatiff ,I therl mix with aggregated ti-actional garnet melts. of the
whonle-mock pattems tromt the leami evoilvedl liaraltls (vci. % Meo) EM 2 

soturce.
from Mivh~. t and Malu,malu (whole-rock compositions have

been~~~~~~~ Svrcie .o Mhoivis areiinfwt.niir) Ilniic th 2 source, the trace element source

same aUtir S. 
t

Sr
5
6r InTeAlA j*cCCi.VOII (2ff, IdAnCIATT MT erirS conitposition of the 'lt He,"14c, lower OS.~'r(ftj

approxiatcly the: size of the symbol. source cotaponcent is less clear. Called PHEiM 123]. this
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Fig 6 Upper panel- TvZr vers'as Sr conentration in melt tnchtsiorns ane, whole rocks wvith melting models All melt unchisions and -hole rocks are
corrected for olivine firactionaiion to be in Nui~librikun wvith marntle olivire. Grev field is for whole-rock samples from Vailulu',L Mahunahu ar.d Of,:
I ijuN , ilh close,: lm%LN ruscoi arrrertcil fractional mcllnig inids oflic FAV.simra in tvn raatndi spincl Ntahilitv fields, pi~aritiofll
coefficienis fromt "131. llamzburpitc minerl moces are from 12l. All meltin.g is non.-modal. Tick marks are cvere 1'. melting, begtrnirfat 1% and
merrcasing to the tlf Lowr par.rl )*,Zr versus NbZr in melt inclusions and whole rock, including melting models In the gpmet and sptret stabilitv
fields Tick miarks are cc tM und thec degroe of 11WIling increalses it, tile Int. Melling :.wijtueris and rruysficd are thc ameo as ar.r pa el

olwynenl trtt melt% to forni hasalts and Inlt inc lusions ()t )inelt Incl usin. 'I'li second seellaio can be tested
tiom1 Ofu. However, it is possible to bracket the source by invoking the trace element enriched EM2 source, and
compt-sitionl of this compontent atnd esltinale the degree 11signing it at IhCrAflitliC lit h0l()Vy that is s Siuat to
ofmchting captured in the Oft melt insclusions. Although DMM. At reasonable degrees of melting (F= 5i

the Oftb basalts ate more isotopically depleted than the such a source can generate melts with sufficiently high
I'M2 hwsalts, att isotoplically and trace element depleted 'Sr crntents to match the tnge obserNed in M)u. Pitially.

DMN1 lhenzolite source (7 ppm Sr) [35] fails to produce a hamzburgitic EM2 source, which is both more
the high Sr concentrations ohserved in the Ofui melt refi-actory and trace element enriched than DMNM, can
inclusions (Fig . 7). This would suggesi that the OfN gencrate the 11cist enriched melt inclusionis fi-onw
source is either mote refiractory or more trace element Malumalu and Ofu between 19' and 2% melting. The
enriched, or both, than the lherzolitic 13 ;5 DIMM source. li.uzburgitic EM2 source can serve as a probable upper
The first option can be explorcd by invoking a more limit for the trace cleruent eturichnictt of dhe PHEM
reft-actory, harzburgitic DMM source. H owever, only soumce because we consider it unlikely tbr the less
utnreas.otably low (Fc ~ degrees of minig can isotopically enriched PHFM~N comnb tetnt to exhibit
produce the most clrtched Sr concentratiotn observed an greater trace element enrichunxtit than EM?1. However
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I i. S . mltverusdegeeotmeling 0F for vartms ombiations oftwo ftogesadtwo trace Cereli occaiidne.FnvdslCIe

reymset livnefractionation-cofrected Sr concentraions mn the most ertcehed melt Inclusions from %Mala=Ul sample 7,S- I (t1ipet line I and
simle 71- (owe lie).VNM tre element tource arAd lhemzlite litholog*y tim [31 converted to rqiavalen.t garret ftnces litholtog',

1-12tiri r7 arhurrite lithnlney hom.,~171 Note that mily the FNQ2 source with a hzir7hurZjte htf.nInLN can,

Proilice the highest Sr concentration oliserved Lnthermelt inclusion from sample78-.l atFL<% Almeltmng is on-niodal it, tl.e gamnet stalmx felk
Neither mocazl melting nor melting ir. the "piret stabilitY field sigriticaritly changes our conclutions at F.2 1%,

;I PHE1V FMsource with a l ithology (antdlor Sr coneetrm- "
6

Sr of cpx tin nittet ati/i,d xcttkdit hi front Sa% a"It InI

tions) intetmediate between DNM and EM2 cannot be western Samon. Unfotunately, this ultra-criched melt
r.uled out. If Pl IEM has thle :Vunle Str cotent anid intclusiontt, lto smtall lor, isotopic tialysit.
lithology as the EM2 source. the Vailulu'u and
Malumatlu melt friclusion arrays Cani be explained as 4.2. Isolopic vaiabilitv io Sazmoan nielf int-hsions

mixtures otf 6x5 % melts otf PI IFVT and - 1 0Melts; A1fW or F0/0?

of EM42. However, the degree Of meltinig of the PHIEM
source that cotrihutes to the Malumalu Vailulu'u mi- C'orrelations betwern trace elements and Sr isotopes
xing~ array should he taken as aI maximum. suggest that trace element vartahility in Satmoaln hasalts

Unlike die Ofu melt inclusions, which sample a purc and mclt inclusions may rcflcct lictcrogcnicity in thle

PHlEMv source, no melt inclusions sample a pure rM2 Samoan mantle. Rb/Sr, K,,O, (B3aN h)N and Nb 'Zr ratios
inlelt fas calclulaled by [4], using ultrd-entriched Sr- corrtelate with Sr isotopes inI Samouan lavas and nilt
isotope compositions from Sarroatn xenoliths 1 361). inclusions, suggesting that these trace eletments tire hete-
Mixing lines in Fig. 8 brtween a 1%' 12\2 melt and rogeneous ill the Samoan mrantle source. Hlowever, a
6.5,V1 4 PHEM trelts indicte that the subsLt of' cotihititon of onelttttg proeesse:s anti variable source
Vailulu'u and Malumalu melt inclusions with both I' Sri lithology nmy drive the observed correlations. Imitting
1 Sr and Sreoncentration data are dominated hya PHEM the role for -source heterogetncity. For example, thle
component. and exhibit less than at - 30% contribution relatively constant K20) concentrations and negptive
from the EM2 component. However, one Malumalu melt (PUM-normalized) anomalies in Samoian lavas may be a
ioclwsioni e,hihbits I much larger contribudion fromn ait result of residual phlogopitc, which maity cause K,() to
EM2 component, as indicated by its high 1- 1865 ppm) beh-ave more compatibly in the Samoan source during
Sr content and low (-17) Ti/'7r ratio (Fig. 6). The melting. I owever, K ,( correlates with 5 st-i"Sr Inl tile
PH-EM-EM2 melt mnixing lines in Fig. 8 suggest that this whole rocks attd tmelt intelusiotns (Fig. 5), suggesting a
nelt inclusion contains mnore than a 70% contribution role for K,O heterogeneity in the Samoanl source, and
fi-om the EM? melt component. The mixing model that Kj,0 concentrations in Samoan btasalts and melt
suggests that a 7W;,' conitribution from anl EM?2 melt inclusions may be cotrtolled otitly partially by rtueltintg
wvould produce anl extrapolaited "~Sr/s6Sr ratio of processes.
-- 0,71 2, which is a significantly higher ratio than has Assutmitng that Rh/'Sr variability IIt '.onoan telts
beent observ ed in a Satmoan basalt, but close to thle ""Sti reflects source variability, the array fonied by the ' ' St
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Fig. b; 'Sr' Sr vers,,s 1'[Sr] for Samoan melt mclusion,s and basalts, NAtmiiki anc~ Vaitluki. melt mcliiston.s form a cuailna , exvterdir-g
xiwAv ftini lEc wl.olt.rock basalls frLM11 Iatunialu, Oftl and Vailul'I'l tgrv. rICILL Same Mi rv 6) Ofi, Inch inclasisins fal ilT this arrv , plultirtg at
loWeT *S1 I"Si it a given Sr concentration. Aggiegated non-mlodal tractiornal mciti? trends of the EN12 aj,. 111UN sources ir. the gamnet stailbitt
tield are shouT. as horizontal lines (tick marks are every tMeltung, begrnmung at 0',, and increasing to the rightl Two mtixing lines. both extencdmg

tlagUtliI[MU f it aP6' E-PV2 IW1 toI 5 311d 8% PRtEM melt[%. are Shuowi:L ick i rerrcwN 10% tiiis%tun Startiriv at O'.rN12 and Jllu"NiLg it thI
tun-,er left I. Ofu n-elt inclusions lie on the miting trend tor I111-f-EM,l and req.-ite no ixing NNith an EMS2 coim onent. lkalumaL, andc N.au melt
MtcL'.siorAs car. beciescriiedovy mixing ofimelts from the ENU2 and l'1lrMI souces. Sr conce.trations in melt inclusions and whole rocks are correcte6
for obivire fractionatiorn P) LEN and 1-M 2 source comiosinors nloi outst6e of the figiur as oicated, at I Sr valkirs of -0 00 (Sr coticenlrahr.s of

2))nnjHe pnilsl ei source tort A2 'j v% usei in this tieiie, As a limit. PHIA N % isvie the tore elemert sou:rce aimc.arres u thiitLonv ot
ENU1 in t;r inclt Iwdrt. SYMbols satur its in fig. 3.

86Sr and Rb/Sr data can be modeled as binaf-iixn Samoa melt intclusion '"Sr"~Sr Rb. Sr artray. so it ts
between aI P1 IFM and in 1-M2 component, a model difficutll to (list inguish which, if' either, of these two
originally proposed by Farley etati. [23]. Such a moidel is comtnponetnts is sampled by thle Samoan melt inclusion.
con.sistent with thc trace clement mchting/mixing model If the depicted component is IMORB3. it may bc entrained
proposrd above, which suggests that the Ofu melt in- itt melt inclusions by shallow arratexis due to preti-relitial
clusions sample only a high "lic,41-1c PHEM iniantle coolitng and oliviic crystallizationi near triagnia climibe)r
reservoir and thle Vtailulut'u kind Malurnalu melt inclu- and conduit walls 1 7,8,211I However, the presence of*
sions result fr-om mixing melts from both thle II1 IEManrd FOZO (or any other high 3, le!"ifle component) in the
ISM 2 mtantle rctesviv'oirs. Saitanielt iticl usionis would requite that the Isotopic

Previous work onl thle Pb-isotopiC Variability in melt variability in telt inclusions reflect tnite source beteto-
mnclusiotts [17] Suggested that thle utmtdiogetnic cod- gecity, tissunintg thtl a high 3 1cf4 lic compionernt dot"
member in EM2 basalts krom Tahlaa may be depleted not exist in thle cea"ic crust or lithosphere.
(IMORB or FOZO?~), and thus lie at even lower 1". SrItC Sr
values than observed inI the high 31il le I l EM lavaus 4-3, the cLve tnM.uhull AIORB

fr-om Ofua (Fig. 3). In fact, an extrapolation of the Samoa
melt inclusionanid whole-rock hasalt array in Fig. 3 does It may be possible If) look at other lines of* geoche-
indeod trentd toward onec of two depleted components mitical c\ idetnce to discern whether MORB or FOZO p)lay
that are significantly less midiogenic than MI-EM: MORB a role in augmenting the isotopic diversity in Samoan
221 or a. common high 'lle"H1e mantfle component, melt inclusions. Models suggesting that melt inclusion

culled FOZO [241 (Fig. 3). The FOZO cotmpotiet is isotopic variability is caused only by coniataritnatiotn
represented by basalts with the highest 'le"Ilie from from urtradiogenic oceatic crust and lithosip)here at
Hala:i i [3A7]. Ic aod [3AX. and Baffirn Is land 1391- Bth shallow le%els do ttot ex.plain [tlow Several Samoan IlceIt
)VORB and FOZO) lie ott a similar extettsiott of thle inclusions have higher s ISr'5 '6Sr ratios than their host
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bulk rock compositions (see Fig. I1). Vor example, suggesting that the high ' le"Hec reservoir in the
Samoan wholc-rock basalt sample 71 -]1 hosts several mantle is at least mildly heterogeneous in "Su!'St-
melt inclusions that have "~Sr/lISr ratios (up to ratios. The same line of reasoning that precludes the
0.70692) that are significantly more enriched than its presence of' entrained melts from oceanic lithosphere
host rock (0.70550). The presece of 5 7 5r/8 Sr ratios in in thc Samoan melt inclusions also minimnizes tile
melt inclusions than are higher than the bulk rock possibility that at traditional, depleted FOZO-Iike
iequire that at least sonie of the Isotopic variability Uloiponentl ( 1S,Sr:Sor. 07010 1241) seve as the
present in tmclt inclusions is derived fr om the mantle unradiogenic Sr component. If melt inclusion diNersity
source, hecause the enriched component in melt were a result of'entrainment of*a component (MORB
11ncluslon 71 -11a, is toom enriched to fie found in the or FOAl)) more depleted than found In SaIloall
oceanic crust and lithosphere. Therefore, if-assimilation basalts. then the melt Inclusions Would eXtCend to '.S

of OCeailiC cr-uSt and lithosphere coitiinues heteroge- 86Sr ratios lower thatil found in whole rocks (0.70441.
licity, to thle srimoan melt inclusions, it Cannot he thle However, thle high 'He 4 fle Stanoin %aunple O1i -0)4-
only means by which isotopic heterogeneity is 06 defies the lowest "Su's"Sr potion of the Samoan

produced in Samoan meli inclusions, and some whole-rock mixing array (see Fte. 1)I and the melt
contribution fi-om, the melt source must be involved inclusions arc identica to the whole rock, suggesting
as welL that the least radiogenic Sr composition sampled hy

On a different tack, thle case for the less radiogenic the O)fu hasalts Is thle saime componetnt found in thle
melt inclusions samipling dhe depleted oceanic crust and inclt inclusions. Therefore, we maintain that the
lithosphere by assimilation is limited severely by the unradiogenic Sr component in Samoan mrelt inclusions
obheiv.ationi that, withit analytical uncertaunty, tiot a is more enriched than IMORB or F:()O. and is likely
single melt inclusion has an 1;7 Sr/8"~Sr ratio that is lower the same PHEMN component sampled by thle high 3~He
than the least radiogenic (""Sr!"5 Sr=(l.7044) whole- 411c Samoan basatlts, suggesting that a twO-compontent
tock basalta measured in thle Samon islands (Fig. 1).TIhe EM2 -1PHFM mix.ing nmodel may he the most
Samoan melt inclusions trace out a range of'Sr-isotope appropriate fory melt inclusions originating il thle
variabi lit y thai is. con finted to thle region of Sr-is otope enriched Sailloall otatte. Scatter at oulnd such a

space defied by the Samoan whole-rock data (Fig. 3). mixing model (Fig. 8) may he due to minor
On an island-by-island hasis, thle untetpretation is more contributions trom other components 141 thai may
complicated, as melt inclusions from two Vailulu'u exist in the 'kinan mantle.
whole-rocks sample a component more depleted than
tbund iii whole rocks mewsured firom the seamnount. 4.4. Imnplications fin- soru,e hietergeneity (or lark
I lowever, the least radiogenic component found in V at- therentl)
lulu'u melt inclusions is also found in lavas from nearby
Samoan islands (e.g., Ta'Ll and Ofiu), exhibits elevated The results for Sr-isotope measurements in Samini
3 
HC!'4 fie ratios, mnd is thus knowit to exist int the Samoan melt itclusions support anl argument for ain oigmin of the

plunwi. Miany of thie downstream Samoan seamnounts isotopic variability in the melt source, not contamination
also amre dominated bry 8" ,Sr'"Sr between 0.7044 and by oceanic crust and lithosphere. We assume that the
0.70149 [3]. It seing unnecessary, therefore, to invoke isotopic variability (or lack thereof) in SHnioatiniellI

contminatioin fi-om the oceanic crust and lithosphere to inclusions is not a p)roduct of variable degrees of hon*o-
C'qlaitl thle presene of' thle less nadiogellic Component geni/aion in mnagma conldutts aid chtinbers hefot-c
w.~hen it ahready exist-, inside the plume! Although the olivine entrapment, hut rather that the isotopic variabil-
argument canl be made that an insufficient number of ity in melt inclusions reflects the heterogeneity of thle
mtelt iniclusions hav.e been analyzed ito detect a melt source; When thle melt source is heterogeneous '
component more depleted than what is found in whole melt inclusions capture the range of heterogeneity while
rocks, the number of melt inclusions analy7rd for Sr the isotopic coniposition of the hulk rock lava represents
isotopes (nt-41) is already sigiicant. and is equal to an average of the heterogeicity saumpled in thle melt. By

-301,' of the number of published 97 Sri'146Sr whole-rock extensiotn. we infer that the high 11Hei4 lie x%.bole-rock
analyses fivm thle Samocan hotspot. sample OFU-04-06 tends to sample a more h ope

The high 'Hei4 11e, unradiogenic Sr compoinent neous; source, as the tmcIt inclusionis are tiearly isoto-
in Samoan basalts (P1 [EM) is unique in that it ex- pically homogeneous and identical to the bulk t-ock.
111hits 8"k." 6Sr ratios more enirichedi than in the high Plerhapq, then, otnly ielting ofl a purte PHIEIM siouice

fi e, He Hawaii, Iceland or Ballun Island basafts, allows the high "He.'He composition to persist utl thle
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Ofu whole-rock lavas. Vailulu'u and Malumalu mnlh other Samoan hasalt% do) not exhibit ratios lower
inclusions arc more isotopically heterogeneous, and thus than 0.7044. This observation is consistent with
are inferred to sample a heterogeneous source dtt cap- the hypothesis that a high 1l Ic/4 le component,
tures much of the mixing spectrum between the EM 2 not MORB, is the urtradiogenic Sr endmember in
and PH-EM componenls. The contribution of an EM2 Samoan melt inclusions.
component may explain the diminished '1lel 4 ile comn- 4.) Melt inclusions tirm a high 'Ile.411c Samoan
position in the lamas fromt these two volcanoes. Al- basalt (with) less radiogetic V

7src%S - r, soo
though "' Sr""' Sr analyses of the mnelt inclusions frot pically more homogeneous than the melt inclu-
high- 311c74 1-le bisalts f-rm other localities are not yet sios from basalts with higher $1,S r;' V6Si Irlore
available, perhaps the high 3 Hc/ 4 Hc mantle that these contribution from an EM2 con eniwrt). T his may
basalts sample is homogeneous and devoid of enriched tidicate that the Samoarl high 'He.,4 1-e basalts
domains. Ibshypothesis is conlsistent With the niel- samiple a source that is mnore isott-pically honit-
tiot olixing model above (scc Fig. 8), which sa,ggcsts gencous thain the source that prciiacs hbavalls with)
that the isotopically homogeneous melt inclusions ftom anr EN42 component.
the high 'Ile,4 le/ hcasalt from O)fu exhibit no evidence of
miNing with an EM2 component. Acknowledgements
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Supplementary data associated with this article can
The following conclusions can be draWn thumr this be tbjund, in the online versiion, at doi:10.1016rj.epsl.

study: 2006.02,.040.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data (as it appears, published, on the Elsevier website)
Back~ground Datasets TextFigs& Tables
Click here to download Background Ontasets: SuppDateFigsTables.pdf
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Supplementary Data (Jackson and Hart, 2006)

Sr isotopes by laser ablation PIMMS: Application to Samoan basaltic
melt inclusions

1. Introduction
We have thoroughly, but not exhaustively, investigated the parameters necessan

lor precise and accurate Sr isotope analysis of basalt glasses by in situ laser ablation
PIMMS. The lower limit of extemal precision attained under optimal conditions lior the
SRM987 Sr solution standard isa 5 ppm (>25 volt data. lo), and is fairly comparable to
good TIMS data. For lower intensity data (- 1-5 volts). more comparable to our typical
laser ablation work, tile external solution precision is in the 20-80 ppm range. We have
instituted a new method for Kr correction that is based on 84Kr. and a method for Rb
correction that utilizes basalt glass standards with significant Rb.Sr ratios and knownR'Sr/s6Sr ratios. Even in basats requiring very large Rb corrections. we are able to obtain
8'Sr/*6 Sr data with -.320 ppm extemal precision and 45 ppm internal (in-run) precision
(2a standard deviation) on a suite of Samoan glasses with known Sr,A6 Sr ratios.

We developed an analytical protocol for the measurement of Sr isotope ratios by
Laser Ablation PIMMS for analysis of melt inclusions in olivine phenocr-,sts in OIs
(oceal island basalts) from the EM2 (Samoa), EMI (Pitcaim, Christmas) and HII11t
(Maigaia) mantle eld-members. We acknowledge a significant existing body ofwork on
Sr isotope measurement by laser ablation PIMMS, but will not attempt to review this
literature or compare it with the protocols we have installed on the NEPTU1NE at the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 11-61.

2. Techniques
2.. Instrumental Description

The data discussed here were obtained with a ThermoFinnigan NEPTINE
multicollector ICP-MS, coupled to a NEW Wave UP213 laser, housed in the Plasma
Facility at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. This NEPTUNE was installed in
June 2003. replacing an earlier one that had been installed in February 2002. but damaged
by the October 2002 fire in the Ion Probe Facility.

The typical operating parameters of the NEPTUNE and laser are given in Table I
(note that our techniques have evolved over time, and some earlier data may have utilized
somewhat dillerent protocols). Currently, we aspirate clean dilute (51o) nitric acid during
the lasering. to allow solution standards to be interspersed with laser runs when needed.
The arrangement of Faraday cups, and the relevant isotopic masses that are collected, is
given in Table 2. Amplifiers are not rotated, as this rotates the Faraday (off-mass)
baselines as well. The mean raw Faraday intensities are transferred after all analyses to an
ofline data reduction program (TweaKr), For the various corrections.

We have opted to run the laser at 100% power and in apertured mode. While we
could likely cniplace higher energy density in focused mode, this tends to throw off
larger chips and particles. particularly from basalt glass samples. We have not made any
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investigations of the effects of particle size on mass bias, interferences, and the like. Each
analysis takes about 6.5 minutes of lasering, including offpeak baseline integration for 64
seconds and 20 cycles of 16 second integrations (and, more recently, 40 cycles of' 8
second integrations). Will a 120 am spot and 200 pm long raster lines (see Table 1),
spaced at only 20 Wm, the final ablation pit is pyramidal, approximately 300 x 300 tm.
and 250 pm deep. Typically, there will be little or no drift of Sr intensity with time
during ablation of homogeneous basalt glass standards, and the Icy standard deviation of
intensity will fall in the range 5-15%.

2.2. Standards and Canonical Isotope Abundances
For Rb and Sr isotope standards, we have used NIST standards SRM984 and

SRM987. '[lie certified values for these standards are listed in Table 3, along with the
ctuoted uncertainties. Note that 85Rb,'s'Rb in SRIN 984 is only certified to + 423 ppm.
8 Sr/86SY and 8SSrl,B(Sr to only 380 ppin. and 84Sr!8

6Sr to 0.25%. It is likely that the
uncertainties in 87Sr 8 Sr and nSrI"Sr arc not independent, but possibly related bv some
fractionation-dependence. Note also that the certified 8Sr/88Sr value isO. 11935 15 not the
consent value of 0.119400 adopted by the community. We have corrected all of the SRM
987 certificate ratios, by exponential law, to be consistent with the consent value of
0. 1194. Ironically, this results in a "corrected" 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.7101938, which is
lower than (but marginally within errors of) the value commonly adopted by the
community of 0.710240 (which is itself different from the "uncorrected" certificate value
of 0.710339). It will obviously be important for published papers to be very clear as to
their usage of SRM 987 standard values. For Kr, we adopt the isotope abundances
compiled by Ozima and Podosek (2001).

2.3. Backgrounds and Baselines
The NEPTUNE soflware allows a choice of baseline protocols. PIMMS users

frequently use "on-peak" baselines, after sample wash-out [ 1, 3-6]; the NEPTUNE also
allows a "detocused" beam baseline. Our experience is that baselines can be measurably
(> 50 MV) elevated across a broad mass region during actual sanple analysis and thus
different from those measured in a defocused "bean-off" state, or while running gas or
acid blanks. We have chosen therefore to adopt the common TIMS procedure of'running
"off-peak" baselines while sample analysis is underway; while this consumes part of the
sample, we see no other way to ensure reliability of baselines. (lowever, baselines on
Samoan basalt standards and basaltic melt inclusions do not change significantly over the
course of an analytical session, and we have adopted the practice of applying baselines
from larger melt inclusions-run during the same analytical session-to exceptionally
small melt inclusions to save precious material). We have chosen to measure baselines at
a position 0.70 amu below each mass; this avoids potential baseline interferences from
doubly-charged half-mass REE peaks, allows the Faradays that are intentionallv set at
83.5 and 85.5 in order to monitor these REE'2to offset 0.2 anu below mass 83 and 85
during baseline measurement, and places the SsSr cup near the minimum in the valley
between 8

7Sr and "5Sr during baseline measurement. With this protocol, the only baseline
that will have a significant tail contribution is 8-Sr. With the measured abundance
sensitivity at Sr mass of -.- Ippm at I armu, the S-Sr"86 Sr ratio will be elevated by < 12
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ppm: this error is small compared to our external precision goal. and will also be
normalized, to first order, through the use of the SRM997 standard.

2.4. Kr Correction
As is well known, there are interCerences at 9

4Sr and 86Sr masses from Kr.
Conventionally, the Kr is considered to be a contaminant in the Ar plasma gas. and is
corrected by measurement of 32Kr or 83Kr. Over the past two years of measurement here.
our 3Kr intensity has varied from -- 0.05 rnV to -- 20 mV. and we believe that not all of it
comes in with the argon. nor is all of mass 83 actually Kr. Typically. after changing
samples in the laser cell, there is a component of air Kr which slowly decreases as the
chamber is purged. t llimately. the Kr intensity with He flowing from the cell into the
machine will decrease substantially below that in aspirated solutions (because the He has
less Kr than the argon). It appears to ts that there is a component of atmospheric Kr
dissolved in aspirated solutions and this contributes to the Kr background. This could be
possibly moderated by hemietically isolating the solutions from the atmosphere. Air
entrainment by the plasma at the torch is also probable, but has proven difficult to
constrain.

We have typically measured both 82Kr and 83Kr during all Sr anal-sses. Deviations
of up to a factor of two from the canonical 1

3Kr/sKr ratio of-- I are very common in
laser runs, with values most often above one, but also frequently below one (Fig. 1). Even
solution runs on the 987 standard will frequently show 10-20% deviations from a ratio of
I. typically with the ratios being too low (interferences on mass 82). Clearly there exist
isobaric interferences that seriously hamper elorts to ise either of these masses to correct
for Kr. We have adopted an alternative schene which basically uses the most abundant
Kr isotope at mass 84 (-570) to make the Kr correction on mass 86. This mass has a Sr
"'interference" on it, but for 82Sr intensities in the 1-2 volt range. the Kr makes up 35-75%
of the mass 84 peak (i.e. the Kr and Sr are approximately equal in intensity). By
.'subtracting" Kr until the 84Sr/8"Sr ratio equals the canonical value of 0.00675476 (while
iterating the mass-bias correction), this allows a robust correction to be made on mass 86
(there is a large error demagnification in this process, due to the fact that 86Kr1!sKr is -
0.30. while the 36Sr,?Sr ratio is ,- 17.7). Obviously, this technique relies on the absence
of any other significant isobaric interferences at mass 84: in any event, these are likely to
be less fatal than those at mass 83, because of the S4Kr '0Kr ratio of -- 5. One indication
that this calculation method is helpful is the observation that the external precision of
samples and standards run at low-intensity (1-2 volts on mass 88) is typically improved
by 30-500. compared to the same data corrected with 'LKr. Further discussion of isobaric
interference issues may be found in section IIF. below.

We are able to correct for Kr interferences so that elevated KriSr ratios do not
noticeably diminish the precision or accuracy of glass analysis while using our protocol.
provided that the SSr intensity is -, 1 V and S2KrfSr is , 0.004 (Table 4). At
exceptionally high Kr/Sr ratios, there may be a tendency for measurement precision to
degrade. Therefore. analyses ofunknowns that exhibit high KrISr ratios (8'Kr/ 8Sr
0.004) are discarded.

Uncertainty in the isotopic ratios of Kr used in our correction scheme does not
significantly contribute to diminishing the accuracy of "Sr/"Sr analyses by laser
ablation. A.t elevated Kr/Sr (S2Kr 82Sr 0.004) -*Where such uncertainties will play the
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largest role in affecting the final Kr-corrected 87SrI86Sr ratio- a 1% uncertainty in any or

all of the Kr-isotope ratios will change the final corrected SSri,"Sr ratio by < 15 ppm.
Additionally. allowing the Kr-isotopc ratios to fractionate by up to 2% (before or during
entry into the plasma) changes the Sr/86Sr by < 15 ppm.

2.5. Rb Correction
The analysis of basaltic melt inclusions typically involves samples in which 20-

50% of intensity on mass 87 is due to Rb., and large Rb correctiores are required. Our goal
was to devise a protocol where the Rb-corrected 'Sri Sr ratios are accurate to within a
few hundred ppm. We adopted the strategy of using natural basalt glasses (Table 5) with
precisely known 8 Sr' 6 Sr ratios (obtained by TIMS) to bracket the basalt glass
unknowns. for each "standard" glass. the -Rbis'Rb ratio required to give the TIMS
S'Sr/56Sr is calculated, and these bracketing 85Rb/s'Rb ratios are then used for the Rb
corrections in the unknown glasses. This method depends only on the Rb mass bias
being relatively invariant on short time scales (20 minutes). and not being a function of
the particular major element composition of the various glasses analyzed.

To assess these issues, we Performcd laser ablation analyses of a suite of 14
Samoan basalt glasses of known 8'Sri

6Sr, with significant variability in major and trace
element composition. The results of nine one-day analysis campaigns are shown in Fig.
2- interspersed with these laser ablation analyses during the first two days were a series of
runs on mixed 984-987 Rb-Sr solutions. While the total variability of the "Required

Rb"'Rb" (basically the variability of the Rb mass bias factor) is substantial (2317 ppm.
excluding the 987-984 Rb-Sr solution runs), the variation with time is relatively smooth.
such that the bracketing technique will be fairly effective (note that the error on R'7Sr due
to the Rb effect is de-magni ied by a factor of -2.59 due to the ' 5Rb/'7Rh ratio).

Several things may be noted. First, the "empirically" determined Rb ratio in
lasered basalts has an average value of 2.58745, which is some 2100 ppm lower than the
canonical value certified for the SRM984 Rb standard (the stated uncertainty in SRM984
is ± 770 ppm). Whether this reflects the existence of natural isotope variations in Rb. or
simply an underestimate of the SRM certificd value is unclear. If the former, then it will
perhaps be important to use basalt glass standards that are petrogenctically related the
unknowns. Secondly, there is a clear tcndenc- for the Rb-Sr solution runs to lie at the
high side of the data series, averaging 2.5900 (1200 ppm lower than the canonical value
f'or the SRM984 Rb stanlard). This would suggest a slight difference in Rb mass bias for
solution runs versus laser ablation runs (and this would not be surprising, given the much
larger plasma loading from the laser runs).

To assess the overall accuracy of this correction scheme, we have "corrected"
each run in two ways: first, using the contiguous bracketing runs, and secondly,
correcting each run with the global average "required" "Rbi'Rb ratio of 2.58745. 'The
resulting "corrected" 8

7Sr/8
6Sr ratios arc then compared with the known values (note that

the internal precision of the solution runs averaged about ± 10 ppm (Ic, standard error);
that of the laser runs averaged ± 17 ppm, with 88 intensities ranging from 1-12 volts). For
the "bracketing technique". the mean deviation (measured against TIMS) for the nine
analytical sessions is 127 ppm (320 ppm., 2o standard deviation, assuming a Gaussian
distribution); for the "global average" technique. the mean deviation is 155 ppm (Fig. 3).
We adopt the first scheme to correct unknowns and when discussing the accuracy of
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standard glass (and melt inclusion) runs. this technique has the advantage of capturing the
downward drift of the 85Rb/S7Rb required values over time (see Fig. 2). While obviously
not as precise as TIMS analyses, this level of reproducibility is excellent for an in saiu
technique, and will allow us to embark on a realistic program of melt-inclusion analysis.

Due to the uncertainty of the S1Rb/S7Rb required value, there will be an error
magnification on the corrected S7Sr/"Sr ratios of basaltic unknowns as Rb/Sr increases.
In order to model this effect, we selected several glass standard runs with different Rb/Sr
ratios and similar, low Kr/Sr ratios, and varied the 85Rb/8'Rb ratio by 2 standard
deviations about the mean global value of 2.58745 (+0.00278, 2y standard deviation).
The propagated ert increases linearly to 630 ppm when Rb/Sr is 0.14. and the accuracy

appears to -Aale with the Rb/Sr such that the uncertainty in 85Rh,!87Rb magnifies the error
on the final s7 S Sr (Fig. 4). However, the "bracketing method" for the Rb correction
reduces the uncertainty in the OsRb/8 Rb required value by -20%. so that the propagated
error from the reduced uncertainty translates to an improvement in the accuracy of the5
7Sr/

5 6Sr r (i.e., to 505 ppm when Rb/Sr is 0.14). The internal precision for 87Sr/"S r
measurements on lasered glasses is generally an order of magnitude better than the
accuracy (this is also true for the Rb/Sr measurements), and does not appear to worsen
with increasing Rb/Sr ratios. However, the internal precision of the St, Strsr, but not the
accuracy, does vary with Sr intensities (Fig. 5), and, to a lesser extent, the number and
length (8 or 16 second integrations) of cycles of analysis. The precision on the melt
inclusion analyses also varies as a function of Sr intensity and the number and length of
cycles. lowever. because the accuracy of the STSr/"Sr of Samoan glasses is not related
to Sr intensity over the range of 1-12 Volts on mass 88 (Table 4). somewhat lower Sr
intensities during the melt inclusion runs (1-6.5 Volts) should not affect the overall
accuracy of 8

?7Sr/8'Sr.

2.6. Other Interferences
We have directly measured possible isobaric mass interferences resulting from Ca

dimers and argides, FeO 2, doubly-charged Er and Yb and KrI. The Ca dimers and
argides invoke errors of less than <10 ppm, for Ca/Sr ratios typical of alkali basalts; there
is no straightforward way to monitor or correct for these. Similarly, in a typical basalt
laser run (with 500 ppm Sr), the total propagated error in 87Sr/"Sr from FeO2 will then be
less than 40 ppm (and could be nil). Additionally, the REE4,invoke errors of <30 ppm
for typical Sr/REE ratios in alkali basalts; these can in principal be corrected for by16, -'+ P
monitoring the 83.5 and 85.5 half-mass peaks due to CEr and 7 Yb-*. Finally, there
seems to be some evidence for the formation of KrH in the plasma, with Kr/KrH
exh,ibiting ratios from 35-70. Kr hydrides create isobaric interferences on masses 83. 84.
85 and 87. and they may play an important role when Kr/Sr ratios are elevated. In
practice, however, it appears that there are frequently other unexplained interferences at
these masses, as well as at the Kr and Rb masses, so that correction for these isobaric
interferences is not always successful. These problems not only limit the attainable
precision of laser ablation analyses, but can limit the precision of straightforward Sr
solution analyses as well, even of the SRM987 standard. A continuing investigation of
these issues (and a fuller discussion of interferences from Ca dimers, argides, FeO2, KrI I
and doubly charged Er and Yb) is undervay (Hart et aL. in prep).
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2 7. Measurement ofRb'Sr by L-ICP-AIS
Masses 85 and 88 represent pure Rb and Sr, respectively, so that fairly precise

measurement of Rb/Sr ratios can be generated. After correcting for mass fractionation
during each run. Rb/Sr ratios on Samoan basalt glasses measured by laser ablation are
accurate to 7% (1 mean deviation, compared to ratios obtained by XRF/ICP techniques
on the same glasses). and precise (0.67%, 1 mean deviation) during multiple runs on a
suite of Samoan glasses (Fig. 6). We note that this technique does not appear to work
when running a "dry," plasma: Rb and Sr are strongly fractionated from each other, so
that the measured RbiSr ratios are up to 80% higher than in the standard glass (see last 4
analyses in Table 4).

2.8. Replicability
We have not yet made a comprehensive study of reproducibility of sample

analyses. We have done an analysis of a group of 50 runs on the SRM987 standard,
spread over a 17 month time period, using solutions varying in concentration from 10 ppb
to 600 ppb. All errors discussed here will be given at the Ia level- Considering first the
200 and 600 ppb solutions, the average internal precision for these was 7 ppm (for 88Sr
intensities varying from 8-28 volts). The average external precision. calculated from the
variations within a single day's analysis session. was 12 ppm (and the number of
standards run during each of these sessions varied from 2-6). While the overall ratio of
external to internal precision was -1.8, there was not a significant correlation between
external and internal precision on a session-to-session basis (i.e. the internal precision on
individual nins is not a good guide to the expected external precision). For the daily
means of 11 sessions over the 17 month time period, the average 87Sr,56 Sr was 0.710255.
with a Ia standard deviation of a single analysis of 15 ppm. We should note that this time
period involved a number ofdiffcnent baseline protocols and cup configurations. so the
statistics may not be representative of our current procedures. There is one obvious
conclusion, however, and that is that the precision on a daily basis is similar to the long-
term precision, in other words, the variability in standard rins has almost as much "daily"
scatter as it does "'yearly" scatter.

Within this data set. there is a thir correlation between Sr intensity and the
precision of the data; external precision for a given session is ± 5 ppm for >-25 volt data.
.t7-20 ppm for 9-15 volt data and .50-80 ppm for 0.3-1 volt data. Overall, the lq external
precision in M n. as a function of 88Sr intensity in volts, may be empirically expressed as:
1-1I80/(volts) , 1.

3. Summarv
The Finnigan NEPTUNE multi-collector ICP-MS has proven to be an excellent

instrument for developing robust Sr isotope analysis protocols. Among its advantages are
the stability of the Faraday-amplifier system. the ability to run with intensities up to 50
volts, and the stability of the mass bias for Sr and Rb. While the external precision of'
solution analyses are not yet comparable to the best TIMS techniques, the in situ laser
ablation technique appears to be a reliable and very promising tool for the study of small
scale-length isotopic heterogeneities, even in samples with a significant Rh component.
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Figure Captions

Fig. I. Variation of intensity ratio of mass 82 to mass 83 over time. Series of Samoan
basalt glasses analyzed by laser ablation (colored symbols) and mixed Sr-Rb standard
solutions (SRM987-SRM984. black diamonds). The certificate value for 82Kr/83Kr is
1.004. We observe no relationship between mass 82/mass 83 and the precision or
accuracy of 17Sr/S(Sr measurement by I-A-MC-ICPMS.

Fig. 2. 85 Rb/8'Rb ratio required to give correct Sr' Srofa series of Samoan basalt
glasses (analy-zed by TIMS, open diamonds) and mixed Sr-Rb standard solutions
(S RM987-SRM984. filled diamonds). The certificate value for 85 Rb?'-Rb in SRM984 is
2.593 -1 0.002, all of the "calculated" Rb ratios are lower than the certificate value, and
outside quoted error limits. Runs using a dry plasma not shown.

Fig. 3. Reproducibility of 8'Sr/ 6Sr for 12 Samoan basalt glass standards (with known
87Sr/6Sr by TIMS) by I,A-MC-ICPMS. Two data trends represent reproducibility
(external precision) using the "global average" and the "bracketing" correction schemes
lor the isobaric interlerence of Rb on mass 87. The bracketing method gives better
overall external precision, and is adopted as the correction sheme in the manuscript.
Mixed NBS987 and NBS984 solution runs not included in the figure. The downward
drill ot'5sRbi'Rb (see Fig. 2) is noted in the downward drill of error using the "global
average" Rb correction scheme. Error bars on symbols arc internal (in-run) precision (2
mean deviations). Dashed lines mark external precision of+ 320 ppm (2a, standard
deviation). Larger scatter in later runs is due to higher Rb-Sr ratios of the glass standards
analyzed. Better external precision in early runs is due to smaller variation in RK, 'Rb
over time. The glass standard runs at the beginning and the end of each analytical session
are not correctible using the bracketing technique and are not plotted. However, all glass
standards are correctible using the "global average" Rb correction scheme, so more data
points are plotted for this latter correction scheme.

Fig. 4. Rb/Sr vs. propagated error on 87 Sr/ 6Sr measurement due to uncertainty of the
85Rb/87Rb required value. The average 85Rb,'8-Rb required values (used for correcting
the , Rb isobaric interference on Sr) during all laser runs on Samoan glass standards is
2.58745 (0.00278, 2o). and this uncertainty generates larger errors on the final 87Sr/ 6Sr
at higher Rb/Sr ratios. The upper model line shows the error (2a, standard deviation) on87 • M ¥

final Sr' Sr ratio when using the "global average" technique for the Rb correction (see
text for description),. Symbols on line represent error propagation on (from the
uncertainty on the 5Rbi 8' Rb) using actual basalt analyses by laser ablation.
Alternatively. error using the "bracketing" method for the Rb correction is 20% lower,
and is described by the lower line. The Rb correction contributes the vast majority of the
error on the final s'Sr/6Sr in our protocol for measuring basal glasses by I,A-MC-
ICPMS. 'Therefore, we consider the lower model curve to be a good approximation of
the reproducibility of our method.
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Fig. 5. Relationship between intensity on mass 88 and internal precision during laser
ablation analysis ot'Samoan glass standards. Various Neptune and laser operating
conditions and variations in basalt and plasma chemistry. inclusing RbiSr and Kr/Sr.
show little or no relationship with measurement precision. The curve models the
relationship between intensity and internal precision (I mean deviation), and is described
by the following relationship: Precision 45*(Aintensityyhltensity.

Fig. 6. Samoan glass Rb/Sr measured by LA-MC-ICPMS Neptune plotted against Rb/Sr
Measured by standard techniques (XRF or ICP) on powders of the scame glasses. Error
bars (2o standard deviation from the mean of measured values) are shown on samples
with at least 9 laser analyses. All other glasses had one or two analyses. One-to-one line
is solid, and weighted least squares regression (including equation) is dashed.
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Table I Typical INEPTUNE and Laser Operating Param eters

Rl-'Power 121.00 WV
Argon cooling gas, flow rate 15L/m in
Ar auxiliary gas, flow rate 0.8 Lim in
He sample gas, flow rate 0.5 I./mnin
Interface cones N-cones

Mass analyzer prissure 5xO Ct) rahar
Resolution mode Low (400)
Abundance sensitivity --I ppm at -1 amu. mass 88 (RPQ off)
Detection system Faraday cups (9)
SignalI analysis set-uip 8 sec or 16 sec integration/cycle. 40) or 20 cycles
Backg,round-baselmne protocol I m i integration pre-analysis. -0. 7 amu allI Faradays
Nehuliser and uptake rate Elem ental Scienti fic, I nc., PFA 20-50 miwroliters per minmute

Spa-hme Elemental Scientific, Inc ,Stable Introduction Systemn (SJS)
Sensitivitv, solution Sr 75 V 88Sr per ppm Sr in 51,. 11NO,

Sensitivity, laser Sr -- I volt "'Sr per 100 ppm Sr in basalt at Ira

Laser type New Wave UP21 3. quad Nd Y'AG 213 rn
Carriergas Hlelium
Beamn optics Apcrtured mode
Spot size 120 umn (60 urn or less in high-Sr carbonates)
Raster pattern I200 x Xx0 um., 20 umn line spacing. 4 um,'sc
Pulse rate 2-0 Hz
Power setting 1001% (lower for high-Sr carbonates)
Power delivered -1- I i-3 raj
l1re-ablation same raster and spot size, 5 l Iz, 45% po)wer. 30 urnlsec
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Table 2. Faraday Cup Configuration
Laser Ablation Sr Isotope Analysis

go mml
H4 88
H3 87
H2 a6
HI 86
C 84
LI 83
L2 82.6

U 82
L4 81.6

Centered for Sr amu, C - 83.913
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Table 3. Adopted Isotopic Abundances.

Krvyton Isotopic Abunance
78 0.003469
80 0.02267
82 0.11523
83 0.11477
84 0.56998
86 0.17398

From Ozima and Podosek, 2001

Strontium SRM987 Isotopic Abundance- Isotopic Abundance*
84 0.005578 0.006574
86 0.098600 0.098566
87 0.070029 0.070015
88 0.825793 0.825845

Isotopic Ratios- Isotopic Ratios*
84/86 0.056573 0.066549 ±2529 ppm
87/86 0.710194 0.710339 ±367 ppm
88/86 8.375209 8.37861 ±388 ppm
84/88 0.006756 0.006749 12529 ppm
86/88 0.119400 0.119352 ±388 ppm

*NIST Certificate Values for SRM98 with quoted uncertainties.
-Renormalized to 0.1194 using exponential law;, this value has been used by
community consensus for decades. The corresponding '7 Sr/"Sr value adopted by
most of the community is 0.71024.

Rubidium SRM984
85 0.72168
87 0.27832

85/87' 2.593 1771 ppm

'NIST Certificate Values for SRM984, with quoted uncertainties.
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TatHe 5. Comnpositions of Samoan glasses t"standards") used in determuling'Rb! 'Rb reqLred values in this suy
Ilasti Naa 7l" 6- 7U1 72-2I 7&-13 7S-10 63-13 70-1 71-11 71-22 72-2 73-1 73-12 711- 69-3
VoNa..no m.1v ... lumalw,lu mai."Wlu PtA#lv.lu Ta.u Voitlv'. Va,llv'w VaAmlw'u Va,tluwj Vwiulu'u vdlluu VaoJul u va4hlu u Vadww'u
"Sif' Sf 0 706374 0 7088P 0 7-071514 13 7D&V5 a 704533 Q3 7055* 20 a :135371 0 705394 0 705-473 U 7D5N59 0 7067TM 0 7)6,53 0 715q43 J ' '053M

&0, 4-14 4554 47 33 4 35 471 10 47 16 4757 4757 45 1 4533 J-I 14 47, 10 43gr 17 84
AI..O 3 1339 894 1419 1355 16 29 1476 1363 1371 B 13 14 10 1397 1-.07 637 1 18
11O, 398 ' 96 3 29 386 4 03- 301 291 2 75 1 68 331 2 SIC 246 144 25
Fl,O, t1 93 1 1 a i114: 12 79 12.5i6 1 nss 1144 t1064 103377 12.13 11 2(6 10 ̂ ,." 1080 10 5

C30 1: 11 8 3 P 47 11 80 911 1237 1310,l 12 72 999 1188 1293 1:,0 An Ro 1 7
M(io 6 '7 19 fi 6 q3 84 516 657 756 860 21 79 It 5r 7,57 ll 70 .7744 In RA
K,O 1 92 -41 2 05 194 146 1 28 98 1 0i 7 ts140 1 37 t 15 0-5.9 19"
Na,O 2 1-5 1 92 2 7a 261 14-7 2 7' 235 235 1 39 254 2 5c 2032 1 11 226
P,0O5 0349 0 2-1 0 43 1049 063 037 034 033 00 ̂ a 0133 034 02 'A , 0 249

Pf V-1lt N 9'- 100 :7 ?9,74 99,12 99106 9901 geoi 99.74 go7 i 9,39 99. IC 99.13 98,jO 99-19
N, 6i5 616 97 71 5 so 57 135 '78 111) -1 20 1080 281,
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Chapter 2

The return of subducted continental crust in
Samoan lavas*

Abstract

Substantial quantities of terrigenous sediments are known to enter the mantle at
subduction zones, but little is known about their fate in the mantle'. Subducted sediment
may be entrained in buoyantly upwelling plumes and returned to the Earth's surface at
hotspots2 5, but the proportion of recycled sediment in the mantle is small, and clear
examples of recycled sediment in hotspot lavas are rare6". Here we report remarkably
enriched 87Sr/86Sr and "'Nd/'Nd isotope signatures in Samoan lavas from three dredge
locations on the underwater flanks of Savai'i island, Western Samoa. The submarine
Savai'i lavas represent the most extreme 87Sr/86Sr isotope compositions reported for
ocean island basalts to date. The data are consistent with the presence of a recycled
sediment component (with a composition similar to the upper continental crust) in the
Samoan mantle. Trace-element data show affinities similar to those of the upper
continental crust-including exceptionally low Ce/Pb and Nb/U ratios 8-that
complement the enriched 87Sr/ 86Sr and 'Nd/44Nd isotope signatures. The geochemical
evidence from these Samoan lavas significantly redefines the composition of the EM2
(enriched mantle 2; ref. 9) mantle endmember, and points to the presence of an ancient
recycled upper continental crust component in the Samoan mantle plume.

*Published as: M. G. Jackson, S. R. Hart, A. A. P. Koppers, H. Staudigel, J. Konter, J.

Blusztajn, M. Kurz and J. A. Russell, The return of subducted continental crust in
Samoan lavas, Nature, v. 448, pp. 684-687, 2007, doi: 10.1038/nature06O48.
Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature, copyright 2007.
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The file contains a Supplementary Discussion that gives a model of the Samoan EM2
source. including calculations and assumptions. Ilie file also contains a Supplementary
Table I and a Supplementar, Table 2 that together provide the model parameters used to
calculate the depleted rau and EM2 Samoan sources. respectively. [Ille tile also
contains a Supplementary Table 3 that provides the new Samoan geochemical data. Four
Rupplementary figures also are included in the file: Supplementary Figure I shows new
helium isotope data from the remarkably enriched Samoan lavas: Supplementary Figure 2
is an expanded view of main text Figure 1. and shows the composition of the Samoan
lavas in the context ofindividual samples from the upper confinental crust:
Supplementary Figure 3 compares the spidergram ot'a model melt of the :M2 source
with the spidergram of an isotopically-enriched Samoan EM2 lava. Supplementay
Figure 4 provides a model that explains the correlation between Si0 2 and 8'Sr'Sr in
lavas from dredge ALIA D1 15.
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I. Supplementary Discussion

Recycled ITCV In the Samoan EM2 mantle. The standard model for the genesis of the

EM2 reservoir suggests a role for recycled sediment. probably terrigenous in origin".

Ilowever, a number of problems with the standard model were outlined in ref. 8. and an

alternative origin of the Samoan EM2 source (recycled. metasomatized lithosphere) wa&

proposed. In light of the remarkably enriched Samoan lavas presented in this paper. we

reconsider the arguments against a recycled terrigenous component in the EM2 plume.

We demonstrate that recycled upper continental crust (UCC) can have an important role

in the origin of the EM2 source. However, we maintain that it is (most likely) not -upper

continental crust" (I JCC) that is being recycled. but sediment with a composition

resembling that of LCC. While the sediment recycling model presented here does not

invalidate the metasomatic model for the lavas presented earlier s, the new lavas presented

in this study are consistent with a recycled sediment component.

17he problems with recycled marine sediment in the Samoan EM2 mantle source

(as outlined in ref 8) are as follows. The variation in Is,Os ,"Os in Samoan lavas is not

consistent with mixing between recycled marine sediment and depleted MORB mantle

(DMM). Such a scenario would require 35% marine sediment in the EM2 source, a

quantity not observed in the trace element patterns of Samoan basalts. Additionally. the

smooth trace element spidergrams observed in Samoan EM2 lavas were suggested to be

inconsistent with a sediment component in the Samoan EM2 source. This is because.

9unlike Samoan EM2 lavas presented earlier , marine sediments exhibit "jagged"

spidergranis, marked by large negative anomalies for Nb (and Ta). Ti and Eu and large

positive anomalies for Pb (and K). It was also noted that EM2 lavas exhibit negative Ha-
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anomalies, a feature not characteristic oif marine sedinments$. Furthenmore. because EX12

lavas exhibit high 3 He41e ratios (,-8 Ra. ratio to atmosphere. or -1l.4,, 10*6). a trait not

shared with the low 31ICIAHe ratios in sediment-, (0.05-1 Ra)9 and continental crust (0,007

Ra)tO, it was suggested that the Samoan E1,12 source does not host a sediment

component s. Finally. Pb-isotope composition of modern marine sediment was observed

to be unsuitable a.s an endmember for the enriched Samoan basalts": Modern marine

sediments exhibit ZAPbi2'Pb ratios that are too low at a given 2' 61b/20 4P b to serve as

mixing endmembt.rs for the Samoan EM2 lavas.

Below, we suggest that, instead of a marine sedinment composition such as

GL,OSS (Global Subducting Sediment"). sediment with a composition like U'CC (a

composition here approximated by U CC from rcr. 12) is more suitable for generating a

source sampled by the most isotopically-enriched Samoan lavas. A small portion ( -50o~)

of (sediment with the composition of) U7CC mixed with a depleted Samoan plumne

component generates a peridotite that. when melted, produces a spidergram similar to that

observed in the most isotopically.enriclied Samoan lavas. ike Samoan EM2 lavas. I TCC

exhibits a negative Ila anomaly, a feature not shared wvith GLOSS"1. Furthenmore,

publ ished C)s-i%ottpcsgm in enriched Samoan E M2 lavas are not inconsistent with a U CC

component in the plume. The Os-isotope signature in Samoan basalts is not likely a

result of mixing between DMXl --mo~It 0  0.125) and marine sediment; however, a

mixture of UTCC (is- OsJ' 58 Os 1.05, 10s1 30 ppti") and a depleted Samoan plume

component generates a mixing trend that describes the Osiooedata for Samoan shield

basalts (excluding samples with <100 ppt Os. and assuming measurement precision of

t 1.5% in data from ref. 8). This mixing scenario uses measured Ta'u '~s"~srto

www.oatue.com/naWre 3
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of 0. 1293 and assumes that the Ta'u peridotite source also has Os concentrations that are

depleted relative to primitive mantle (>3.900 ppt14). Moreover, new helium isotope data

for Samoan EM2 lavas exhibit low ratios (<-5 Ra) that plot on a trajectory that trends to

UCC. and are consistent with the existence ofa recycled JTCC component in tile Samoan

plume (Supplementary Figure 1). Finally, our model for the formation of the EM2

mantle agrees with Pb-isotope constraints. UCC exhibits a large range of Pb-isotopc

value.s, and the Samoan EM2 lavas exhibit Pb-isotope values that plot in the field

previously defined for UCC5 .

MNdel for the EM2 source. In order to model the generation of the mantle source

sampled by the new Samoan EM2 lavas. we take advantage of the array formed by

Samoan basalts in 'Sr,"Sr "4 'Nd,'144Nd isotope space. The array suggests that the most

enriched Samoan basalts were formed as products of mantle-mixing between a depleted

component (here represented by the mantle source sampled by the isotopieally-depleted

and remarkably homogeneous lavas from Ta*u island) and a component similar to I TCC

(Supplementaryl Figure 2). In order to determine the proportion of UCC in the Samoan

plume, we first calculate a trace element peridotite source for the depleted Ta'u

endmember that is consistent with the radiogenic isotopes of Nd. IIf. Sr and Pb. We then

detennine the amount of CC that must be added to the depleted Ta'u peridotite source

so that the final mixture, an enriched peridotite. can be melted to generate a spidergram

similar to the new Samoan EM2 lavas.

In the following modeling exercise, we generate a model for the EM2 source that

describes the array fonned by the most isotopically-enriehed submarine Savai*i lavas

from dredge D 115, and we make no attempt to model the other components previously
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identiliedl' in lavas from the Samoan hotspot. We emphasize that the model is just one

possible model that is consistent. with the isotopes and trace elements inl Samoan EM2

lavas. Theli model is presented only to demonstrate that recycling sediment into Samoan

EN12 lavas is possible.

Composition of the depleted Ta'u peridotite source. Following ref. 8. we generate an

average olivine fractionation corrected trace element budget forT'ui lava%

(Supplementary Figure 3 and Supplementarn'Fable 1). In order to determine a trace

element mantle source sampled by the average Ta'u lava composition. we first assume a

peridotite source lithotogy, an aggregated fractionial mnciting model. and we adopt

mineral-melt partition coefficients from ref. 16 (Supplementary Table 1). We also

assume a two-stage isotope model for the evolution or the deplcted Ta'u source, and that

this ditferentiation event of a primitive mantle composition occurred at 1.8 Ga. 11iis age

is commonly quoted as the average mantle diffrentiation agel'. and is an age that is

20,p :10 '06 1014consistcnt with the array formecd by Tatu lavas in 2)b'Pb vs. Pblr 'Pb isotope space

(see Fig. 7 in ref 8). Given these assumptions. a Tatu source is calculated so that parent-

daughter ratios --Sm/Nd and I.u,"f-will generate the present-day depleted 'Nd!"'Nd

(Ta'u average is 0.5 12709) and 1711l 7-,,, f(Ta'u average is 0. 2829 $77 8) isotopes

mecasured inT'ut lavas given the two-stage isotope model. ilfheTa'u source is not v'ery

sensitive to its age or formation: ages of 1.0-2.5 Ga require only small variations- inl

nelting.4.5 to 5.59,o.to generate the averageT'fu lava. However. Assumsing a

fonnation age of 1-85 Ga. a 5.106 mett (with 50.60a garnet melting) of the hypothetical

Ta'u source will generate a model melt with a spidergrarn that is both identical to the

average measured Ta'u lava and consistent with isotopic constraints. I'lese highly
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specific melting parameters are presented only to generate an average Ta'u source that is

consistent with isotopic constraints, and by presenting them we are not suggesting such

precise lnowledge of the actual mantle "plumbing" beneath Ta*u island.

The Sr/"Sr of primitive mantle is umconstrained. so it is not possible to evaluate

whether the BSri 86 Sr measured in Ta'u lavas is enriched or depleted relative to primitive

mantle. lowever, the average 5 7Sr "Sr in Ta'u lavas (0.704650) and the Rb,Sr of the

Ta'u source (0.0268) can be modeled as having evolved from primitive mantle at 1.8 Ga

if the present-day primitive mantle 81Sr/6Sr is 0.70508. a value that is in the range

typically assigned to primitive mantle. In order for the two-stage isotope model to

produce the observed average Tau 206Pb!O'Pb (19.271) and 206Pbj2 "Pb (15.597)

(excluding T14 and considering only TI-spiked data8 ), the proportion of sulfide' 9 in the

Ta'u source mineralogy is adjusted to obtain an appropriate parent-daughter U/Pb source

ratio. The resulting calculated ThPb source ratio is within error of the Th'Pb ratio

required to produce the average Tau "Pb/ Pb composition (39.424) in 1.8 Ga. While

non-unique (a different melt model could be chosen or the Tatu source formation age

may be different. etc.). the trace element source calculated from Ta'u lavas is consistent

(within the uncertainties of the data) with constraints from radiogenic isotopes.

Generation of a source for the Samoan EMZ lavas. Determining the precise nature of

the recycled component contributing to the enrichment in the Samoan plune is not

straightforward. UCC rocks and individual marine sediment cores show a large degree of

trace element heterogeneity that varies considerably with geography and provenance 2 '2 .

and the composition of a recycled sediment may depend on the geography of the

subduction zone. More problematic is the issue oftemporal variability the trace
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element budgets of sediments encountered in modern oceans may be poor analogues for

the sediments subducted in the past. Finally, the poorly constrained processes operating

in subduction zones. iricluding fluid loss and,or milting of sediments, may modify the

composition of the subducted sediment component 2 ~

With these caveats aside. we take a simple approach. We assume that the

compositions of subducted material are conserved in the subduction zone. Perhaps fluids

and melts are removed from the slab and inoculated into the mantle wedge-. hut the

resulting slab residue and the fertilized mantle wedge may' in some cases stay together as

a package. This package is what enters the general circulation, to eventually be remixed

to end up looking like "closed system" %lab recycling. While the composition of the

original material sent into the subduction zone is undereonstrained. we explore whether

or not a modern U CC composition. when mixed with the depleted Ta'u source, can

generate a suitable source for the Samoan EM2 lava DII 15- 18. We assume that after the

depleted Ta*u source mixed completely with the enriched UCC compolent. thle resulting

peridotite (treated here as a single lithology) was melted in a modal. aggregated fractional

melting system. The modal abundances or the mantle phases, the contribution of' UCC to

the depleted T'u source, and the degree of melting (and the proportion of gamnet and

spinel melting) of the resulting mixture (the EM2 source) are all adjusted to generate a

trace element spidergram that is similar to the enriched Samoan EM2 basalts. The

combination of these parameters that generates a "best-fit" spidergram to the Samoan

EM2 lava composition is given in Supplementary Table 2. The agreement between thle

model spidergram and the spidergramn for Samioan EN12 lava DI115- 18 is optimized (the
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fit is within 14o for all the trace elements considered, or -11% if U is excluded) when

the contribution of the UCC component is -5%,

Having fixed the proportions of UCC (5%) and the depleted Ta*u source (95%) in

the EM2 source sampled by lava D115-18 (with S97Sr;sSr and 4 'Nd' 4 4 Nd ofO.718592

and 0.512314, respectively), we use trace element budgets and isotopic constraints to

calculate the r.Sr8Sr and 4-Nd'"Nd of the UCC component. Assuming a measured

isotopic (85 Sr'V Sr 0.704650 and 143Nd/'4Nd 0.5 12789) and calculated trace clement

composition (Supplementary Table 1) of the 'ra'u source and a trace clement composition

of*UCC' 2. we calculate the Sr and Nd isotopic composition of the UCC component in the

Samoan plume to he 0.7421 and 0.5117, respectively. The "'Sr'Sr and '43Nd/144Nd

values calculated tor the UCC endmember in the Samoan plume arc within the range of

values measured in ancient UCC shield rocks 6 (Supplementafy Figure 2).

While the addition of I CC to the depleted Ta'u source generates a spidergram

that is a close match to Samoan EM2 lavas. the fit is not perfect. In particular, the

element that exhibits the least perfect fit to the data is I.T. Samoan EM2 lavas have lower

U concentrations than the model result, and the disagreement may be a result of u-loss

during weathering (note the high ThU in sample D 15- 18; Supplementary Table 3).

Addressing cmtamination by marine sediment. Implicit in the model of the EM2

source is the assumption that the sediment signature in the Samoan EM2 lavas is a

primary mantle signal and not a result of shallow-level sediment contamination. A plot

of A20 Pb/ 2 'Pi A2sPb/2(4Pb (see Main Text Figure 4) indicales that sediment

contamination is not an issue. Further evidence comes from 8'Sr/3Sr measurements in

sediments from the Samoan region, which exhibit s"Sr/"Sr ratios (0.70614 to 0.70824)
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that are much lower than the most enriched Samoan EM2 lavas (0.72047 in whole-rock

sample D115-21). It is very difficult to generate the high 87Sr/8Sr observed in the new

Samoan EM2 lavas by sediment contamination. For example. the GLOSS average

8'Srit8Sr composition is only 0.7173 (327 ppm Sr)". a value that is much lower than the

most isotopically-enriched lavas from Samoa. Even if the most isotopically-enriched

marine sediment (87Sr!"Sr ; 0.73493. 251 ppm Sr) in the compilation from ref. I I were

added to the least isotopically-enriched submarine Savai"i lava (51Sr: 6 Sr = 0.705435. 374

ppm Sr). over 60% sediment assimilation would be required to generate the most

radiogenic 8- Sr. 6 Sr observed in the Samoat lavas. Such large quantities of sediment are

not visible in the trace element spidergrams of the most enriched Samoan lavas.

In general, Samoan lavas do not show a correlation between S'Sri5 6Sr and SiO,

(Supplementary Figure 4). However, 8Sr,'gSr ratios in whole-rock lavas from dredge

DI 15 do correlate with SiO,. Having ruled out sediment assimilationi using Sr and Pb

isotope data. the 5'Sr8^Sr - SiO2 array formed by ALIA )115 samples is interpreted to

be a result of magma mixing between an evolved (high SiO,), isotopically-enriched

magma and a less evolved, less isotopically-enriched magma. Other major and trace

element data are consistent with this scenario (see Supplementary Figure 4). Perhaps the

isolopically-enriched magmatic endmember evolved by crystal firactionation in a magma

chamber and, just before eruption. mixed with a later pulse of a less evolved, less

isotopically-enriched magma. Magma mixing is not an uncommon phenomenon;

heterogeneous 57Sr/86Sr ratios recorded in olivine-hosted melh inclusions from individual

Samoan basalt samples suggest that mixing of magmas from isotopically-distinct sources

is not uncommon in Samoa".
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Data sources for HIMU and EMI lavas. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 of the main text, trace

element and Pb-isotope data for the HIMU endmember are from samples collected at

Mangaia and Tubuai islands and are reported in refs. 41 and 42. Trace element and Pb-

isotope data from the EM I endmember are from samples collected at Pilcairn and include

data from ref. 43 and unpublished data (S.R. Hart and E.H. lauri). Only data from the

freshest, most isotopically-extreme samples were used.
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Supplemnentary Figure 1 8 7 Sr/86 Sr vs. 3He/4 He isotopes in Samoan basalts

New 3He/4He ratios in the enriched Samoan EM2 basalts are low (<5 Ra), and

plot on a trajectory that extrapolates to a UCC component with low 'Hj4H

(0.007 Ra)' 0 and high "'Sr/"bSr (0.7421). Data for the other Samoan islands and

sea mounts are from refs 8 and 40
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Supplementary Figure 2 87Srf%r vs. 'Nd," 44 Nd of Samoan shield basalts

compared with samples from upper continental crust (UCC) from ref. 26. The

grey field (with solid outline) encompasses Sr and Nd isotopic analyses on UCC

samples26 , and extends outside of the figure to values of 1.1862 and 051023,

respectively. The grey field (with dashed outline) encompasses the non-Samoan

OIB field. The orange field describes Samoan shield basalts observed in

previous studies: the new Samoan EM2 basalts (red) extend well into the field for

UCC. Tic marks represent addition of the UCC component to the depleted

peridotite Ta'u source. The isotopic composition of the UCC endmember in the

Samoan plume is calculated to have 87Sr/86Sr and 113Nd 1 44 Nd of 0.7421 and

0.5117, respectively (light blue box, see Supplementary Discussion), and lies in

the range of values previously measured on UCC rocks26 . 5% of this

hypothetical UCC composition is required to generate the spidergram of

Samoan sample D1 15-18 (and an estimated 6% UCC is required to generate the

87Sr6I*r ratios in the most enriched cpx from sample D1 15-21).
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Supplementary Figure 3 Primitive mantle 28normalized trace element patterns

for Samoan basalts and peridlotite sources. These compositions are used in a

sediment recycling model for generating a Samoan EM2 mantle source. Ta'u

lavas are assumed to be melts of a depleted plume component, and the average,

olivine-fractionation corrected Ta'u lava composition is plotted. A Ta'u source for

the average Ta'u lava is calculated to satisfy isotopic constraints, 5% of U CC 12 i S

added to 95% of the Tahu source to make the EM2 source sampled by the

Samoan lava D0115-18. and the model melt of the EM2 peridotite source is

plotted. The spidergram of the model melt is similar to sample D1 15-18 (the

second most isoto picalIly -enriched Samoan sample). The most isotopically-

enriched lava, D1 15-21, is too evolved to reliably reconstruct its trace element

composition. Plotted compositions can be found in Supplementary Tables 1 & 2.
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Supplerientary Figure 4 A model for the co-variation Of SiO2 and 87 SrP6eSr in ALIA 0115 samples.

Samoan lavas do not exhibit a one-to-one relationship between SiO:! (or Mg#) and 87 Sr/86Sr: evolved

Samoan lavas exhibit both high (up to 0.7205] and low (0.7044) 17 Sri/"Sr ratios. However, lavas from

dredge ALIA D 115 exhibit a correlation between 8'Sri"Sr and SiO 2. We explain this correlation in ALIA

D115 lavas as a result of mixing between a highly evolved, isotopically-enriched magma and a less

evolved, less isotopically-enriched magma. In this scenario, the mixing endmembers are a Savai'i

submarine lava sample (ALIA D114-01; Supplementary Table 3) and a highly evolved lava from Tutuila

(91TP-128: SiOj, = 6630 wt%. MgO = 0.41 wt%, FeO = 4.06 wt%, CaO = 1.62 wt %, A1203 = 1703

wt.%, Sr = 395 ppm; Natland unpubl. data). The measured ' 7Sr/'6Sr of the Tutuila lava is 0.705535.

However, for the sake of argument, this sample is given an 17Sr/arSr ratio of 0730 in the mixing model in

order to determine whether mixing between an evolved magma and a less evolved magma can generate

a mixing array consistent with the data from dredge ALIA D115 Sc was not measured on the Tutuila

lava, but its concentration is assumed to be 4 ppm. The reduction of Sc and CaO/AI 20 3 (including

reduced Mg#'s and increased SiO 2 ) in the most isotopically-enriched lavas from ALIA D115 is consistent

with cpx fractionation. Crystal fractionation of an isotopically-enriched magma followed by mixing with a

less evolved, less isotopically-enriched magma describes the geochemical data from dredge ALIA D115.
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3. Supplementary Tables

flupplementary Table 1. Colcidation of the depltedoi component In the Samoon pkwanek usag loves from Ts'u Island
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3. Supplementary Tables

Supplernnary Table 1, Calculation of the depleted component in the Samoan plums6 using lavart from Ta'u Island
primitive Awg Tau Inva' Variabiliy in is TWu liesi so&6 paition coeW & p..Ikm00 coeft, Deptleted Tau source'
mantie' (lnut * oo I0, lo, sM dwe,lgme Wii4 lltf rowdi4 (cacultefrom avg. Tawo lava)
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Chapter 3

New Samoan lavas from Ofu Island reveal a
hemispherically heterogeneous high 3He/4He
mantle *

Abstract

New measurements of high 3He/4He ratios in Samoan lavas from Ofu Island (19.5-33.8
times atmospheric) extend the known range for 3Hei4He in the southern hemisphere
mantle. The Ofu data suggest that the high 3He/4He mantle component thought to be
common to all oceanic hotspots, called FOZO (Focus Zone), is not homogeneous. Sr, Nd
and Pb isotopes in Ofu lavas indicate that the Samoan high 3He/4He component is
isotopically distinct from the high 3He/4He lavas from Hawaii, Iceland and Galapagos.
Along with Samoa, the highest He/4He sample from each southern hemisphere high
3Hef4He hotspot exhibits lower 143Nd/144 Nd ratios than their counterparts in the northern
hemisphere (excluding lavas erupted in continental, back-arc, and submarine ridge
environments). The observation of a large-scale isotopic enrichment (generally higher87Sr/86Sr and lower 143Nd/'"Nd) in the FOZO-A (austral) high 3He/4He mantle compared
to the FOZO-B (boreal) high 3He 4He mantle is similar to the DUPAL anomaly, a globe-
encircling feature of isotopic enrichment observed primarily in southern hemisphere
ocean island basalts. The recent discovery that terrestrial samples have 14 2Nd/ Nd ratios
higher than chrondrites has potentially important implications for the origin of the FOZO
reservoirs, and suggest that the high 3He/4He mantle has been re-enriched.

*In Press as: M. G. Jackson, M. D. Kurz, S. R. Hart, R. K. Workman, The Samoan lavas

from Ofu Island reveal a hemispherically heterogeneous high 3He/4He mantle, Earth
Planet. Sci. Lett., 2007, accepted manuscript, doi: 10. 10 1 6/j.epsl.2007.09.023.
Reproduced with permission from Elsevier, 2007.
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I I Abstract

1-2 New mestrcmicits of high 'BH
3

le ratios in Sanoant lavab fromt Ofti Lslald (19.5 33.8 times atmosphric) extend the known
1.s range for 1 le,

t
l Ie in the sorthern hemisphere mantle. The Off9 data suggest that the high e lie mantle component thought to he

14 common to all oceanic hotspots, calded FOZO (Focus Zone). is not homogeneous. Sr, Nd and Pb isotopes in Otu lavas indicate that
t1, the Samoan high 3H-e4 -e component is isotopically distinct from the high 3

He/!He lavas from Hawaii, Iceland and Galapagos.
i6 Along with Samoa, the highest 3

He/
4

t4e sample from each soxihern hemisphere high i3e,,
4

1Ae hotspot #exhihits lower I3N &14
4Nd

17 ratios than their ountcrparts in the northen hmispler: (euuding lavas erupted in contiuental, back ax. aid submarine ridge
IS envijoinuents). The observation uta large-scale isotopic cntichinctit (generally higher "Si-8 "Sr and lower 14'Nd'Nd) it the
19 07.0-A (anstral) high 11e-1 H e mantle compared to the I 0Z0-R (boreal) high ;Hel,He mantle is similar to the T)UPAI. anomaly
20 a globc-encircling feature of isotopic enrichment obsecrved pritrily in southc-m heutisphere ocean island basalts. The rccent
21 discovery that tLnustrial satnplcs have '

4
!Nd/'s4Nd ratios hig l r than chroixritcs has potentially iltportait implications for die

f t origin of the 17070 reservoirs, and suggest that the high 
'
llei"lle mantle has been re enriched.

23 0 2007 Published by Elsevier B.V
24
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q6

27 1. Introduction 3HelHe reservoir is thought to reside (Kurz et aL, 1982; 33
Hat et al., 1992. (lass ajd Goldstcin, 2005). Conc- 34

2s Oceanic lavas with high 3HefHe signatures are rare, quently, ocear island basats (Ol3s) erupted at hotspots ,
2-9 and derive fiom ancient reservoirs in the earth's mantle, provide a unique tool for probing the composition wnd 3k
so Volcanically active hotspots with high 3

fle/4He lava.s history ofihe deep mantle. Radiogcnic isotopes in Ofis m,

31 such as Samoa and Hawaii, sample melts of buoyantly are commonly used as tracers fr the various mantle 3s
32 upwelling regions of the deep mantle where the high components revealed at hotlxots, and show a diverse 3

range ofcompositions. or crdmentbers, including DMM 4-

CUrTUIp0ding aulha10 WoodsHole OUW1UgrXphiCittion. MS (depleted mid-ocean ridge btsalt [MORBI mantle), 41

#24, WoxLs Hole, MA 02543.1525, USA. H-MU (high 'i'', or 
2
3fL411h mantle), EMI antd EM2 42

E-mail adhss: mtackswonh-'o, ed (M.G. Jackson). (enriched mantle 1 and 2) (Zidler rad lan, 1986). 43
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tI limerging from this taxonomic diversity, a unifying available in the supplementary data in the Appendix). tu
4& theory in mantlc geochcmistry maintains that a single Tholciitic lavas in Samoa arc rare (Natlatid. 19W,; 94

a. mantle component exists that is common to all hotspots Workman et aL., 2004), and with the exception of a ia

.17 (1 art et aL, 199 K2): Mixing arrays from individual ocean cumulate (OVI J-04-14) and a gahhro (01,'l 1--17), %,t
48 islands originate near the mantle endmoeribers in various the Ofu lavas presented in this study arc alkali basalts.9-,
t9i radiogenic isotope spaces andi converge on a region (Table 1). The Ofu. samples are generally quite frsh. 9',
bc) characterizecd by depicted isotope ratios that is distinct With the excpfion of sample OFU-04- 12, which has a 99
,11 from normilal MORE (Hart ct aL.. 1992). Lavas plotting Th/U ratio of 4.8 ('and may indicate U-loss during sub- mio

s~in this region of convergence often exhibit elevated aerial weathering), the range of Th/U ratios, in the Ofui i
3a Hc/4Hc ratios, and are suggested to sample a comn- sample suitc is 4.0-4.4. thc IaWRb ratios for Ofu samu- ir)

.14 portent in the maIntle common to all hotspots. Variably ples (9.1:±1.1 at lor) tire similar to the values for young Ito
N11 called VOZO) (Harn ct al., 1992), PHEiM (ftimitive Sanima basalts reported previously (Workmani et &L to,,
i1 Helium mntle:, Farley ct al. 1992), or C (Cotnmon,- 2(004), and qomewhat lower than the canionical value of ias

z,7 Haanll and Giraham, 1996), the high 3 He/4He common - 12 for fresh 0113 lavas (Holmatin anti White, 1983). w6o
SS comItonent is thought to he a relatively less degassed Eixcludiitg the cumulatesamnple O)F1 -04-14, which has a w&r
L9i region of the (lower?) mantle (Kurz et al- 1982: C'lass Rb/Cs ratio of 280, the range of Rb/Cs values from the iwo
ti and koltstein, 208)5). Ofittsamples (from 73 to 137) is close to the canonical ip
61 New geochemnical dawa ftomi the Sminoani houiipot are rantge of 85 95 (I lofian mid W%hite, 1 983t). These ii:
4_1 not entirely consistent with this view of the mantle. weathering proxies indicate that elements equally or less iI I
61 The new I I I ;,41ll ratios (up to 33.910O.2 Rnt, ratio to mobile than If, Rh and C's yield usefil petrogentic ii'
64 atmosphere) from the Samoan Island of Ofu arc the information.13
66 highest yet recorded in the southern hemnisphere, and are

W significantly higher than 31 le' lile ratios previously 2.2. Ile., Sr, Ald and Ph braopes in Ofu lava,; III
W11 mneasured (25.8 Ra) ini Samoan basalts and xenoliths
tol (Farley et al.. 1992: Poreda and Farley, 19442: Workman New "Ifelle values (19.5 to 338Ra) were measured ill,
69 et al., 2004).Ahe new helium isotope data from Samoa at Woods Hole Ocanographic InStiutioi Oil oliiM 1nc16
70, extend the range of observed 3HeHe up to values and clinopyroxene (cpx) phenociysts sepaated fi-rm 12 It-
71 comparable to those tbumnd fin Hawaii (32.3 Rbi; Kurz hand samples (Table 1). Measurements were malde by iu
'11 ci al., 1982),fecland (37.71ta, "iltooct al,,1999) andthc crushing and fusion in v'acm), following the p)rotocol i
73 Galapagos (30.3 Rn; Kurzi and (Geist, 1999;. Saill ct al.. reported in (Kurz' i al., 2004). The sample th the 12o

20M07), referred to here ats H(G. The (Ofu lava.- air highest 31-e/41-le value, OVIJ-0)4-06, was taken from anl I,?
isotopically more enriched (higher 87 Sr!'"Sr and lowei ankaratnite dike exposed at 2 to depth in a recent road I T
14 'Nd/'44Nd) than the high 'He/ 4 He samples fiom HIG cut. Olivines from this sample are relatively gas rich 123

>and exhibit elevated incomipatihie trace element con- (67.5 x 10 9 ctm3 SIV' g 1, the sum of crushing and i .i
IS centrations. Due to this isotopic and trace element fusion) and yielded simla 3HeHe ratios onl two sepa- 12,
-,, enrichment relative ito URI lavas, the new data thtm rate crushes of the same olivine separate (01IIJ4-06erl vi%t
Ao Samoan high 31lle!41IlC lavas are inconmistenit with recent followed by ()0-"Xkr2). Foillowing the crushiitg cr,
Ai models that describe the evolution of the high 3HeW"He experiments, a fusion extraction of the resulting olivine v's
'?nlmntle, and the 'i aasugs ht the high 'I e/41leI powder (OMl1J4-0 6fiis) yielded lower 'I le *11e ic.ndi- r ,

o mantle domain is isotopically heterogeneous. eating the presence of ingrown radiogenic helium. prob- I,,
ably implanted fromn the 'Ilh and If-rich trix. Iwo tim

s~2. Methods and mesults different olivine popuslations (lighteriiddarker olivines) ixLm
separated from sample OFU.04-06 yielded similar imt

.m 2. 1. .1arn pie loralion ands.tate qf pre-rervarian "HleI ratios (3-3.4 and 33.6 Ra). *fhese fusion and rvt
crashing experiments, coupled with sampling depths, ix,

At. Ofu I'slatnd is located in the eastern province of the preclude the influence of cosmogenic helium for cii
All, Samnoan archipelago, an age-progressive hotspot track this importmuit sample.T'he lava with the semond highest ix-
IRS (Hart et al., 2004; Koppers et al., submitted for 3HeHe value measured by crushing-sample OFU-04- i k
SP puhlication) located just north of the northern terminus 15 also, yielded lower "HlleSle ratios% upon fusion iro
Wo of the Tonga subduction zone. The samples were col- (OFU-04- 15fuis) of the crushed olivine powder. Addi- wa~
91 lected at various locations on the perimeter of 'fu and tionally, crushing experiments of sample Ol'IJ-04-03 1i

tV2 0losega islands (Ofus hereafter:.sanple location maop is (OW4-03erl followed by 0FIf4(4-0_3cr2) yielded i,t
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Al G erkss; i il. Lirrhiund tirefjpi Sc;etl&e Lens's i x'2fx, x,,v--7ki

reprtticihIr result-,. I hie repioducihilt" ol"the nleaLure- ks iine voth Coll% enltonlal loll chromlutogn ll h, Ulnie'

Incills for 0I U "amples, theick eati%e!k hiuh hlliumn fl) N~Ucto ei ndIIDI -eadtct o r I,-

r. oncenirmotis, the abNeilce of' hilit: '1 c "ile ratios Nd Separation (F1i10 MasIIlai I9 - All 11 llNOj I-,,.

o)0 fl15lttng. and dhielding of' many sit' the samples all p)roccIlulV ( ill, pt-iS. \loiaill -1 I 1 xs I s 1<

i mlinicriti: dial cosino-cilic 'Hc is, not it 14CW1 inl LeCMUtilli ubcd Cut Pb cleicusu,-. x ith a niti-lc colunin puvss. Si, Nd. I,
thle rem;irk:ihly mh I lie'41 le vzitos allid Plh-isotope anialyses, vs eve done onil the \I 1 )1P I N

I-t I, \d, and 11h ehiilt'ry. lal;ss speetCrotietry 11101li-OletolO C RTI'-I at \ M10! 1111MNI, 110Ikill IS I'

i 3551 ICrllCd nIMvitIirI pt-Cci SiOll atId SLandaird florial - 5 10 PI)IICuI (T)1 1 Si- and Nd-iisotoiwc 1 tezlsia ctt iclti. 11-

iI i zatioils tc i epocted inl itt idL BIIasS,I lo (200Oo Iill Adiutm tu 0, 10,1 ( SRA-198- Si SUIlandil;d) I I-i
I. ilcoccs 111ciCiti. B)asalt Si. Nd rind lb-iotopic aiaIycs 0.5 18~47 (1a ;Jo! il Ndl sL;jjlidiol) ins" ;Il Ln ctiliiticd I '.

i,'. k\ ele peltoiled onl thle Saine povider fotllowig- 1 h1 of" exlenail precision for Si and Ndl of' 1' 2 plpmi n I
leachniig ill 6 2 N 11 (iat 1 00 V . Sr anid \il chenisity The wletrilal piccisiln tll Ph-lsotopte fililo" Is liellel i

lhani Ii M p)1im1, and usi,,tii SR\lQt112 I I ari.t mitiid 11C iII-,

standardii. thle e\ternlal repriiicibi!ity follo\im -n fl 1-

HIdcti sir> rnlgcs 1n oi -2))10 ik I-r " l t "'Fl , -,
5) to - 1201 ppm (2,,T) for- I-t,b 2

1
"1P -t,I fIaI. Ind J II T,Ias:1. 1

4:1 40 O 2006) Ph isotope. ratilis are adJusted to the SM Ox!8 2

VrjIIle S of hl4o t C Il;[ I1),)
Ofu luais exhibit %l~b aliatiols ilt the i iidioteeii,c

0, ~~isoto)e fritios ot- 'ISr shSr (0704418 0I - H) 9 .2
iWN i4aNM (0.M1 2800 to 0.5128~--1 r ii :'Pb 'h vL

019,120 to 19.2i7) (j,I, I and Ehic I1). Aooether ws itha
* Ofu, data r-ont SaMo01ii lrI%4'S U1 g1entTil detfila5e dc a.'

l ik e shape li e 1 i I c -Sr-' Sr i)torp c sp;lee 1 11 as., \\s il

<07 7 '3 704 0 05 05 -3 070 78 *'J9 thle lICJIeSt (1110le enr1idhed) 'Sr 'ISL natios exhibit it'"

"'Srf"Sr lie 4 lie rcitilos andk .iliphlexs~ "Ih the leait ritihoct ic

6~S 0sS ratios, found piiiiaily at Ofui. -Lie associated ,

HG ~~WIth) the ItUlheSt 'Ille4'le Vttio, I IISat a I-'
Wr S;Imoanl lavats With the ITHist enriiched dlo\Xesti *' A q

144~Nd have lowv 3H-C. 4
1-e ratioS. 1lowVev el Nil andt Ph -i

Or Iij iloitipeS MeaMurd ill Ofii la doVI no) t Lei'T :eli wilieber 'l

valueti tor Samori, hut instead fill[ tim5aid thle tupper emd ir-

found ill thle hotspot.
hi A nOrder to firther constramn tile natureT of' eCaIk atd

3111c4Hc lavaus associatled withl EN12 hotspols. we piesent .I
Si, Nd iAd Pb isotol-e fix t high 'H C,

4
[I baiptc fiQII 21

C............Fig. 1. Tlie tiew OL, waia inu%;slc diat I.e Swry,iu taigi '1Ie I ia%s
0.5123 0.5125 0.5127 0.5129 0.5131 0.5133 taeencesrSad', 'Nit.ntehpetle1

lN/ s N av s f fiom I law i L l. l e a r.d a r.d Ga la p gos ( b re viat ed I rt TG h' e IIeI2
U OtiUl ot'Samsoar. strield;)asatis is shaded grey. and tdre fielk of Sami Iditvas
* Other SaMcIa sield
In Galapay frontOiX. tWand is shadied green (see TSActe 1AI; o1Tr.e.iroaiiorc
0 9

4:1 A :!== , iotopiIstv denle-ted hiO. 'le "Il comsponent than mas im Ofa A
A OIL a 85110i isisd '1Cc%ml rmBli l,' ,-e I Vr',31

3 .p 1 O isotope separation bet%veen the Of.&rad M lavbas.bit ws as indiicatec )N
z ~0 H .s. ,sii,s K.,g.s.is. ',tial cI aL. (21JIt) to ic crasialtv rontamnatcd Data sourcest arc

Ut .biintraanditz
in 2~eA-- iiitalinmi ilt Gia-usu (200112, s l,r Ite;i I" -,ic 2 ITs IE11141

13 ", -sus projections sJ,.oN;T in tfa% hinue. the sepatirnto relwemt the tlItLest
RZ9, 0 ls'o 1e.-41k slimpies from the -norithemr and southern honiiphirc high
RVCVy -bs) 1 HH holoi is Itol litci&. hsr cx-attpie, itic Pli-isoli. coIi thi:

V) rioAtMR i-heso rHe He iais from *anioa and tile (sssia7s<m -verino

0 However. te isotopic andi henuispieiic se-pIrlionbt of FOZO A5 iusd
3 F070-P Mlis (7:1,11 21 ks oissersl in &-C ssisw 1sgscetior,:

17 18 19 20 21 22 %howT.ii"l 2 fFor irterlrclatiosn oit *,c rckmteecc% to ciioo itr thi%
"6Pb2"P ftiuc lceird.tJ.L Uxeaderi is l:I%:Ie ) iute Web YCiUsi Lt tiJS 4,ii1ii.)

Pisissc Cite ihis article as: Jacksmit, MAG, ct at, New Samoain lavai ftwm Ork Tsaru reiveal a leictiplieically hutilrticotils hiril LTh1k
mantle, Earth Planet. Sci. tt. (2007), doL tO.10l6,1.2007.0.023
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a. b.
0 5133

N-MORB Sutshern Hernisphure 86Sr M
512INorern Hem priee

0~': OF.. ,24,P EM 2
0 5 1 3~~)~,~F O Z O2 0

FOqO

0 5122

0.702 0703 0.704 0 '00 0.706 0.707
87Sr/ Sr

C. d.

uLJ40 F5,2-8 FOZA50 j

130 512 01OZO-A POO-v Ff

0. 7, O.. 0 0 5 0

. d.0

05h "" a- .. . 0.07 N-MOB00705 5 .121 0Ee121 1)i I) 5172

20 30.04l , #

0 0l. 0 12 7.04

Iih " IPc i:l,'hesi H:,Hc la1517 irntn , ":rth int helnit tcre I (I- '!/[h i hiis-p lil 2crtt In.,,,l I, I:.sthisI litt i-ic vIIllph.Ic nu :lli:ci
I;enlisp( e}tc - ir i )/)u .I-.) lats[po i l , I, I S r{ N 'Nc ," SO 1i.ae *I ) the rtantle teiratheoror., C I a El-iilti 1)a1h,111" n'imI:1 1,* Itrxs -St '

5
5r.l

' Nd 'Nd 'He, '1-e. aandd. 2. ,a Nc. 'Nd 'HHe -i soope spaces. Th'e critenar for seeitmg ]i4l: 'He He Lavit with Sr Nd lb isotopes most
rqcll;tlic Cof th Iic C)nl arciii Iici.(fhli ii i ".ehl i re! t,ins I ad -:I il tIcu leN.t. T: Fill ItC Ikc tii,T.clitiIriiic fiS ti Crlcit.id 1
I- ti' I Aitho1,. d.c Ialhi Island lava (scuare narked titl- a "ii is emtted it a ¢n cntpiit CttliC. and is thi:s cxch:eied tite the crnipilatinn iif
lid. -Ke til lavas (see l.ijle" 2|. iii IYls rhe i rehest iragHtati He 

4
He air jeew-d urd. ts urci,[.( eir ur tiig..r ta., et1eretrce. t'he l.idi.es 'Her

3
He

list ,s Iiitia]l iic l1ols,t,,,,,,,,, Iatld iIl iihi i-ic "tide Idalu in Is -u av ire sif, :Ii'a:lly tatirm,-etin.i.7l .e Il It: \.\ IROt clttUlllsilt Imi S; Iii- -,ir.-I
Cutsitc:l til;titis i-isesarnti Ilii c i. "2~ ittt,:rs l titr s,i itl:cn: ]ct.li c hulh liHw ti Itt la,a, ismtt dt I tcIstii

not exlibtl arniln5s Sr'. Nd ac0! E70 iS1t1N"s.

hp:' Moorea isla3d in the Societies hotspot. The high HHeh 4 He Shtu m hc 10 W pot is more enriched than ti e high He He 77'

en sample hiorn inir, M $001 -01,S has a c .l l e ratio ot rele ltiv sampled y II I la'as. Data in i io show a I-S

,,17.0 Ra (T;ri[an ai;d Kr,rieaka, 1997), rind has Sr. Nd and clew, "salkvy" betwccit thc iuighcst Hc'IHc Satorat and ',cl - Nd Pb-isotope ratios similar to Of N sa'Hs (Table i1). iG laf s, smples with lHe 4 He greater than Nd 22 R

have not been tbund U) this gap. The Otu srunples have 271t

27- 3. Ofu iin a global co nxtet Sti"5% ratios g=naier than 0 7044 , while thD hiah a'
lie: =lie 111G lava, have WSr S'r less than (0.7038: 27,1' , 6he ft'S th an c! avi curcNd niakiiwit, as i cno) a setiglr itilii I slaid san t. cchich is cnnih ciatior. t'

wl. asras sho vs tat the high 1 Ic 4 1 e Ltcscroestagsniled b the SLitr ci al. 2003 to t affected by c ttamirati n foras H -,

[ilesse cioe this aticlie aS Jaieists, M., et at. New Samoan lava a rnm Ofu ota p rvetal a hinrplrtricaey irrtegtlrigh 'He', 4iT ]mantle Earth Plant. eL Let., (2001, Noi:10 10 6 lepst200I7 9 v023
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t1! I la ,t 2

C2,2 S-nunaiv ot the raciogenic isotope ata !or the highest He Ise samples :;sed to deie FOZO-A and J-OZO-B

t2.' l-tspot Islatnd 1D of sample He He Sr-Sr :*"Nd :Nd P"Pb , p p 2'' VP Epslon 
'

seamnort with highest I.(_ lro
regl(ot 'I e tie 'sed

C2 4 FOZO-,4

.2,. Stlla, Of. Ol -U -1.16 33 8-U 2 0" _059i 051282- 1) 189 1;551 3t21-12 2

tA. Societies' Moorea MO-Ol-tl 1-.0= 16 0.02621 O.512 -% 19.216 15603 3x.03 3.2

t2 Macdorald' Macdonald SO-I" (Y1DS2 158 03 0703755 O.5127"Y7 2 116 561 327 1 2

t2 Viat: I ' %nrIeA t s a Iriern PIN-A F 2 113 0t t1361 0 ;12810 19 1" i,O 5 . 099
t: - e1. K'.ICW Reuion 'P1931 13.6O 3 070-4130 1.112v4 1 33 1&9 390.

C.tIl Kergteln r. eard 6 1112 IA 18.,-05 0.70 :862 0.512705 18.76 15588 3, 817 18

t2 11 bouvet
"  

Btscl WJNB 12 1= I 0.70371 0_5 I234 19SM 1 
5 

i53 3, 243 _5
t2.12 tarq:e,-

2  
Hisa 0, Hi .AI I I -I1 i I }otl:t 11.5123 0.1 1510 3 .I .2 3

t1. 13

0 t F)7i).R
12. 

1
, Hawaii I 0E1, KK1I-8 31- 0 6 t N136,O 0.5 121)45 18 44$ I 'IN 3 iAO (15

1.i t: eLaU ld Wstiuid SEL-y- 3 '72.0 0703465 0.512961)9 X.653 15-"3 3N1.53 '.0
(2 ,. Galapagoc,s Feiandla NSK Q7-21 I 303 0.2 0.'0329U 0.12937 19.080 1 Y3- 38 11 6, 1
2 I C leaw Vvr,ic Sat Nitlal SN-ill Ii 1-0 1 0 0310"O 0 it1296 t4 )3 1J; I9 IN 9f-: 6 ?

C.2.1! ' Azores' lercivia 1"2 11,3:0.8 0703520 0,512960 19.883 15,630 39.31U 6.

11 Sr. Nc a=6. Pt isotopes are alavailable tor a sample witl: high 'He ,, 
4
He. They are estimaled based on t:e criteria below and the estimated vahes are

1.2.211 Ilaliciued I. the taale.
Hi,E He tie la%a,cr.rplIC'4! at ilc spt.' inanntc n r rs :WI inTilli allsan: cCLloi;, Weil i1t0t1c 1U iJ:O lllii 3t., I ailll'S l ilsii ianle i -i l :ion 1 _Io

_oqtheac hrilian ide rear nstserdtm antd 1t Paul (4. 1 Ral, eat and west rits or the Fater iernolate li1 -i Ra-,wt ci Ihjura neii \ftxr

(14,7 Ra, P so4tLern. Mid-Atlantic ridge near Shona and Discoverv (12.3 ar.d 15.2 Ra. respectivelv). South,west Indian Ridge near Bo::ve Island

(1 1 Ra aird the ln :s Basii hack-arc spreai:'g center (15.1 Rat. Ho%ever, sub-aerialhv eranted high 'lIe,"lie lavas sxnmnled at ntge-ceitrei
hripcits i l.n eRnrxt Iklanti (t ,rz ct . lis) ard Iceland (Hilton c" at t'19 ), are inlerhucd ir the ealaset -dditionalliv hii 'Hc-He latii

eiupted in contilertal settirgs are not considered, and inclde: Hafflir Island (Stwrl et ia . 2003) and West Greerland ilicrites lI itA t_o oi O I-l
Y,AiloIone Ii rnl:Qc i a . 2illnit ant! Afar (lc;ari C. (rai-, P)90, Finally, igh Itc,Itv taas creatlod i back-are -1,ta,cni."ich as

C221 Ktilwai; Ktalk (1. qr, La Wlti( raW, I'?o'2) a tMan- %3 HaTLI 61itCsii i c l , I '10la , are excliCirl mit iior tlrealm.lent it Iln hh He ,cti a:ric

Many TiT The Ivieh 'He'Hc lavai in thi Mole have a hill complement ot lithophile riainveric -tolie analves nicalrec. Nit the sarne %invll".
alad are ftont ll:e fiil-ing l,ltalimi The Gailpags (VK ti (;.i,t I10 al S,A l d I. liasaii (K-r. I it 19 8, - i,tel r, i 198

Saina t'.i I,L , l elal'A ( Ito' ji d a9"101 gocielici Ofan".; ard Kaici-ka, 1 9O: Tabli, I1. Manica (C mltill cil d 24 ""). Maclhald

t122 (11i."in ci t ;'ii \ ,d 19e w, leii. 2110 arnd \7pre I lnef Cl at. NIC \ii--ia 0i 1 9 0t1').

A fAll complement of Sr. Nd and Pb-isolose data do not exist for all the high 'He"te samples listed inthe table a'xoc, Vahtes for the "missirg

lihihhilc rma1i Cis l0siilip- Walm aix in I isit are onnuml basel ith i:e illiwitng criteria. The Higl i-t-fe Cape VVric lat a has Sr avi' Pi iolli
-nll lacks 'Sn n,0,Nipes ,(I o I ii it)-. S r aiui Ni- .tilite data eLuI-atC ,ll in tile Cape Vrle lvlaxt, an! the Ni,.aiioipe nal e ir m it ( Ap
Verde samoale is made y reg-ssion themngh existig data. Fhe high '11e"Ile Boavel Island sample (K arzel ii. I 'P4N) also has Sr ard 'b-isotoie daia,
utol tat-ksa N",1i-1.yh,pc ira, - i..-n'i ilit iisn Nt! T1 \41 6wii, ... is e,Jtiitt:e it aimrlgsistuIghtOFins i d fliii. .. I'i .... .'-. i.1 4I 1 - -

it hieI- iHe,4He smNpl eiltO Ren ic with 'r ithm' data ( 'iilmti i I w
1
t1 lacks Ni and Ph.istii a Re:niitn liea a at_ isnliiiealh iii oilli

ard the GEOROC databise t-a. Pevroc tmpch-iatait g-cg cc gerri ) was :sed to estimate thle Nd and PI) isotopic compositions for tke Rcarton

samiple Sr atd Nd-i.solu-c da are rqeorli. fora saimnA mit]; tie si.iAnd highest lte-Ic mestaid frum Jua.Fer.anicz (IaiL- cl at I 9w" 1. btajl Fea-
is, pQ,C duia arv imi sin',,, I il: li 1te Fernan.ficv-z st vil ,il, t uijih l cto f tlne Ia..tllmii nie Nd-imolt.Tl lliti, (0.3 122 in it,e J.1i:

Ferranli7 lAe, soit Pi-i%ntrole cnaji-itinns (2 0Ph,v
2 0

4Pl from It 114 t t It) 2 14) firom Ihreenther lian Pernande7 sif-ipie (i ;e-lt13, eT 1r 1 t 1Il
t.22 3the lcast radioget6c" Nd isotopes (es 51282-0 518 ) Iere averaged to generate a P3lisotlopc wamposiii for the higl I4Ic lloa.

1
i la th H raliis ioh: aali are liiwer thatn Ikc tiem iliin tir a lalpit, its th.rbause Sr, Nd amajuir Iiliilni-isikiir ratii calc tall e

estitnate) retiah~ t trhe s pite, o'lr 'ecatse hiwher renorted He He ratios; were not ra nea.sa-erl apreciely (or were in%leted nthavir a c lsrtocenic
'tie ilctxet. I-tic carinile. a lc,1ll0 ali.t-s.f Ig .8 Ra wasracrtwed for an Azores lava (Mddweer:iei it . 2tuwi.t. bt1 litloplide ialdioeiic ilo os
mern nil is-vitric.il alt a elextureigeriei )He int 11:ctc eanltelt ;ien r.;Icml .IitIer thjixsat;ieliwc S,ieilarly, a s al:tt etup hii 33.3 IL. Imx tc-n repeirtci e+liot I tiu

C2,24 ( itt ei .. lt1), 1)ut ailNtical tuncertainties at; this ratlasuervient wsere large and lithopitile sloi:vs t e JtIt reoi lle'd.
n Tt:e Sr, Nil ant Pl isotiilve Iltrard satiple (tarlitig al iot,ii. I N40 1illon. eil Al I Otu) were lir tiaear ili lihe %nrie sailitph as tI!e

1'2.'2 'Hc'H. ill mere lhl,lEvv w i,a,m;l n a v1iitc (6124-) him ti e til ie Iliw.

Ki., continental ctust, is an exception to the separation of Ofu that the Samoam data trends toward a similar high He"He -21
Saind I UG IavLS. (fMu's tend to i more enriched region component a.s the 111( Ivs (FtaiIc'3 et al, 1 1,2 lit v.

23s of Nd-isotope space than that sampled by the HIG lavas et al., 1992). The new isotope data argue against this 21o

"nt.t is Also clear ( "'Nd '*"i'Ndc -0.51215 in ()Vu verstes "' N& hypothesis becaliL,e (ti has 'Ile/'1le .is high wLs II I hut i

.1l. 14<'Nil - 0.5 1290 hii HWi Iavts). PrcvitiN, work suggc.stcl with git corichcd 7Sii Sr aid "'Nd'44N.

matle,, Eart Plairld. Sci.Lett. (2007)11 doi; 10 1 0 1 G .epld. LY2 ...
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• I tornrder to place constraints oin the Sr. Nd and Pb- 4. )iscussimi
14- iSOtope hetcro,,CCijy ffthe hi_h Ifle,"He mantle rrsc-

voir(lIg 2), ,e have compiled a dataset ofSr. Nd land Pb 4 1. FOZO-. I and FOZO-B" some 1mportain caveats 2,yl
2.', isotopes fior lavas that are representative of the hiyh
. He 4Hc Of3 marItle. We include only the hotspots that Unfortunately. thcre arc limited numbct-s of hotspots .,o

a\ hae 'lle.'41le> ll Ra. thereh% CXC IludlI h0tSptSuUch as with moderately high 'I le1le (from 11.3 18.3 It. 9 L t
-,: 1 istan, Giough. aud St. Helcia. etCe.. that doV not smplc a hotspotls) and ,cry high 3He 4Hc (:>30 Ra. 4 hotspols). *n
2m conipoieitl lion the high 31 le 4c Ini i lso uutiit lilhophile isotope data on aN as from maiy ofthese high n,

i our discussion to just tle sin,'le hi', Ithest t4Ale sample 
311e, 411e hotspots are also limited (see Ta,ble 2). There- 3N

Oil e'ach hi,,h 3H-e 41Iv holspol, Ittl a atiempt to det fore. wc canuot exclude the possiblity thiat the apparent *,-a,-.
2,,,, the Sr Nd Pb-isotope comlosition of the hitest 'He, hemispheric separation is related to sparse data, tId that 3,1

4" Hrscrl ohrsaitiled by ahoispot. Falally. Igi Ih Hc He e\istimg He. Sr. Nd and Pb-isotope data do not yet :232
,laas eruptedat ctlinenital. back-are and deep ubruaritinc adequately characterize the terrestrial inalitle. Further- .a

ridue envirmnments are excluded (see Tabe]- tot I list of more, the isotopic and heispheric sep,.ration of the two 2,,
S ' specific .,anples fi-olm hewse three elt%iioanients). F(OZ)s is not obserNcd in all isotopc projections. In :w,

2,,i Using the above criteria, T.ihle 2 lists the high I le 4 [le vs. !P.2'lPb and He lte vs. Sr5s Sr iso-.

Oi! ;lie' le sainples that best represet the Sr, Nd and Pb tipe spaces (not showwn), the FO)Z)-A and IHWO/()-I :ui2
32:21 Clitl Insi tlts oft he high 311 .4 11e OiI niant t esert 01rV fields hiverl ts. | hiwever, it 41 %S 4 Ie \s. 143\d,

t 4
,Nd- 11,

-,, i Combined with the new Ofu data. the high -e "4He OB isotope space the two FOZOs are completely resolved ii
s.. datxset i kihle 2 suggests the existence of two iso- (I g. 2). 11,

-2- topically distinct high 'He "He rcscrvoirs in the mantic. An additional chatactcristic of the -two FOZOs" 3i,
2 , These two high Ille,411e reservoirs sepa'ate in the model is that the isotopic and hemispheric distinction is u-
wi noilhem (boreal) and southern (austral) hemispheres not always ohs-rved in the highest 3le411 li i ca lrupted :it,

2,;o (Fi , 2). The highcst 3Hc, 4Hc sarrples frin each of the in continental. ba ik-arc aid deep submaine mid-occan t,
2%0 southern hemisplerc hotspots, Macdonald seamount, ridge sttings. One possible explnaitin is that niuatlc ii
221 Bouv cL. Kreiguciil,. Juan Fenndcz. Societies, Reunion plume inicraction with the shallow eochenical rcscr- kti
-. and Marquesas appeal to sample the more isotopically voits in these three environments Car decoupe the deep ,l'-!
272. enriched (or less isotopically depleted. see Section 4.5),  mtle 31 le"l le si_iatuoes fiom the associated Sr. Nd and 22
v. high Hle. 41-1c mantile c)nm nhlill fo)umtl in ()fu lavas. t3y H Ph isotopes. ffso, then the high 3Hc 4 He ratios innsured '!a

2"2. contrast, Hl(i lavas and two other northem hemlisphere in lavas fiol these three settings cannot he traced to the iq:
a-, holtspols Cape Verde and Azoics s i, pl I Iuore i.so- sinc source coinra.,rs ;Ls the Sr, Nd and bI isotoics. a'.

, it piclI y dlep licit high HeaHe comopommciit thart H ibgh 3IH He Ja,%as crupted in cntinctal settings ilay 2-:

-7> observed m southern hemisphere high He'4He lavas. have suffered coastal assimilation such that the Sr, Nd and 323

*he h ighesl 31 le.41 le sanples from tihe boreal and austral PI isotope s are not representative of tile high 31 il41 le I21
, high IHe.A He hotspots separate toward the depleted mantle. For example. a high 3He^4 He Baffui Island 3XI

.-,q and enrichedends,, respectively, of the glohal St""Sr sample (41.9 R;a; St;u-it et al . 201) with the least ui
W i4 1 Nd '44Nd ()IB array (I;wt. 2). 1Ig. 2 shows that there depleled 4 Nd '44Ndill the suite 0512730 is itiferred 3,

2s.3 are two separate 'He 4 He peaks in St-Nd-He isotope to be crust lly contaminated, and is not interpreted to be a 3.
ts4 space: ()ie peak is formed by the highest 'lle' l1c northern hemisphere expression of N()O-A. ligh it

2,2. northern hemisphere samples and another peak. an- -He, He Iavas erupted in back-are environments may 32,
-las chored by the high II le'41 I ()fu lava, is ftimed by the not have lithophile isotope ratios that reflect the high Lits
2s, highest I le/Al Ie southe1 li InispIlere Sailples. Samples "I leAl Ie mantle source, owing to 1,sSible iLIvolVelenutOr -iX
2,k with the highest 3

He,,He frolm each of the horeal aid slab-derived fluids that may affect tile St. Nd and Pb ims
-i- austral [OZ) hot pots also are distinguished isotopi- iW)tolpes (even though such fluits nmay have a negligible :p

c'3 cally inside the mantle tetrahedron formed by the effect on the 311e"4fie ratios; lacphersti et al.. 1'99). 14;1
-!Al isotopes ofSr, Nd d Pb. Ihe boreal (F:OZ()-I3) domun The high 'I lell le signatures olserved in deeply erupted wial
,52 ploLs closer to the DIM Vt-1HI VI join while tile austral submarine ridge lorvws nmy host S-, Nd ntul Ph isrhtopes 1.1

293 (FOZO-A) domain plots closer to tle EM I-EM2 join thlat reflect entranimnent of the slidlow depleted mantle. %3
.!. (Fiv 2). F()Z(-A ind 1 0/0-It also clearly separate in I lowever, we presume that the high plume flux neces- :t<i
Q,I a mantle tetrahedron constructed fiom the isotopes of Pb sary for the generation of a sub-aerially-exposed, ridge- 3 ,1

ill' (a figure of the Ph-isotope tetrahedron is availahle as centered hotslt volcano enhances the plume contribution :t-si
-is- supplementay data in die Appendix). in the Cutnlcl liinw, thus oernhelhitilrg tile depleted -u-

SPlrme cite this aulite as: Jackson, M.G., et al., New Samoan lavas from Oft Island mveal a hemisplerically heterogeteous high 311-'4e/
ati, Earthi Planet. ScL Lett. (2007), diA1 1016j.epsl.2047.tQ023
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I p: , t pl)l msant I e coimonent. I here i ore, suh-aeriaI l, 't pted 0 A, n GLOSS

Bouvet Island and Iceland hi-h 3 liel lavas arc " !
i, s RMIudCL i the dlauib;uxe buth taasl hosl Sv, Nd wid Pb i EMI
1!1 I miopcl' tlh;at more enriched thall ilarb ridec , and .arc

taLrti ,.[ to ictccit it plLune¢ compontit). ' a'Arf
I' /  /  

" U

I 1,Clocn 1)1ihliel c deep mantle signatureg be CL - Mt; iu..n u efe,,,,lWk :otpiiiitl
pr t0d ald ficiic, doem1piIledL i t ile15 teel, InaflHillo ,

Sr. Nd and Pb si.natures in continental, back-arc and R I
L.. deep suublltine ridge el iluCneit,' .0 it SlilnuIls lti

fu i clh i III C S I e a Lio l I. ', C gs' e th a t t ie I l c (S ,,N d J h ) CM M '

x., ratios rt,, be hii,her un the hit,i li 4[e le miantle ... , + Ot,l).e

, (kit Ilantle melt) than iII the shallow contatiinating 0 FOZO H ,

5' r0SL7tA ii toi)ili iln these IIItIce eolos4 al sctat igs. li thi IIU C, td

. a,1 w ). hi ih I- lt 'le signanIres often mauly he little affected
a h\ L0itL tiitoli n;llt) f -701i stalltn re.ser\oir, Mlitle St., Ni A- Pb iP

iiind l'b isotopcs in such lavas can bc strongl dccouplcd
a,; trosm the originaal ih ltle Imntle aorce. . ,; h . ilt Vt"'t'hiIics* ii I 1

lI
1
X .Q ianioar Iat. ir. chdinC' Of.. ha,paltsi ain, plo,al malne

SedllB' ie ln s e ,iat i I er.t .' tieics IvItl. eI a liliSs. Ha
,2 FOZO-A is. FOZO , is (he tlre'e sedhne, , ,t,c, t ,',. .

circleed coilmr.hlinp to Cin'W s;;hdixtin F, WdimcnT ((iiI 1OS I hiool

S Tihe isotopic cnriciuncuit obscLnixi iit FZO Ilitas. Paiia;,c L il;l)'J' In Sr oan Livas horriOL [slat.c Aotclose
311- particilarly tiom Oti, relative to the FOZO-B reserwoir l t: t lcsl :Hv H. Ia' , i at Haai. edd aixd Jtuglx

.ic iN not easily reconciled with existing niodels for the tOttv ilned I',. la -Ye on,' vr \I(5IiH

i, C I olutioln of the h 3igth 'i e 'Ie i c. ( )1n l On i pottheis lin I 'aeina¢ tf l 4 I "C,5 I. (a, (crkag inof;.

x"o the genieation of the felifive lithophile isotope arld trace oi :P+ 2u12, Hart ard 1;t.;rin .iaI' (Hal illd. HIMI Nm\:at;us tm.

I ncii i I ilrichinet die h i p1 high lIeI," Ic lciaS from Sianioil I uhuan IHa, r anI Will II' 1 A ,ai m , P)90 I IC iII ,,:Fc IS x.al IO.

l rlinStan Itlt tile high 3He'He nsvttle beneath this lr-giu Jacstu et l si I . at d data t r -,arests ri ant tfae tamLt:

h lntspot was recently c(itamnated by rapidly y ccd sedt- gi: (pwci i%ol ala tlrc olAcan;up:l rid arv frta di:c nc

- Mnent fion the riearbV 'onga trench (C la i aie (hi isteii sedu iertl recetif, sb;*r!tefd rLK1 the rOK2a

i--. 21h''). However, evidence fi-om Pb-isotopes rules out Iten h ie 10Z-A tile antclei s'. 01": la'j.,

i,', modern marine sediment cont;inaition of the Samoan
--- high 3lle

4 1e mantle. the sediment-(01 d11 iscminating

1, prupetics (liii, 1988) of %,' Pb'*Pb-A"lPb ?I Phb sediment contamnination of the Sanioa hi h Ii 4lie ; ' fi
,i- isotope space (I lar, 1!984) show that Sarnoa basalts and mantle (Class and Goldstein, 2ti05). olwever, our .,
M;', modern loIal nIUric scdicits (Plank and Lainmuii. fuorcd c.xplanatioii ut the clcttcd tace clunciit 4'.
m)i I ),M) exhibit non-overlapping fields with diverging concentrations in the Ofu (and Moreal high 'tc4He 1
31;. trends (I i 3) (J.ack+on et al., 2007). Pb-isotope data lavas is that they are products of low degrees of melting. 4 11

i., thus preUCCuIC the )icC ICe of Modenll Marine Sedilell t a Iechallisn that calt greatly increase the trce elerneld It.

3 . (including sediments outboard of the Tonga trench) us die concentrations in laias relauti,e to theit Mantle sOute. I.
As' F(Z-A ininlC Saplicd b ()fu la,,1%a. ()fu and NIU- lre,' Is i i 11c,'11c iti.n iM c alkainc. +:,

Xi-, Sr. Nd and Pb-isotope compositions for the high a petrologic feature that is Liieonuron among high 4,.-
Is- HHe Mcoorea lava (H.arnu and Kancoka. 1YJ17 ) He 4 He HI lavas and one tiat is hkely to be a result of no

.,,, iro'vide further evidence that tile miore enriched radio- lo%V degrees of Iadle melting. Therelfie, the alkaline
i -) genie isotope compositions of Samoat high 'He 4He natlre of Sanoan high 'He He lavas may hselp rsolve I,,,

:V, la,;ts (compared to I I Ki lav-ta,) are not Liecessarily a result the app;irett paradox of high I and Ti concentrations in ;I
'30t of rapidly cycled, subductd scdirlmenit (I'ablc I). Moorca Samon lavas that alsohost high 5HI 4 He ratiob ( 4i. 4.11
:102 island is not located near a subduction zone, yet the high Although the Samoan plume exhibits a 0low 'He 4 He) i':

"3!:I lle4 lLe Moorea sample his "'Sr,"'Sr, t+Nd/'Nd and component with recycled sediment, the high tlel1e a

3,1 -''Pb 2 "Pb-isoopc ratios similar to Ofu basalts. Samoan lavas fiotin Ofu cxhibit no cidence for an wcicnt ;i
3" The observation of elevated trace element concentr- recycled sediment component. The most enriched lavas I:.

- ts tions in S4iroai sigh 3HC. 4 HC la ,t s (relaii%c to HIl(i li-111 SantamKa display evidence fll aln allcic recycled 4i,
W, higt 31 Ic 41 Ic la%, as) has bccn used is cv idcicc for recent sedinmlent component (VIite alId I Ioftli1u I t9b2 . ri\ht i i

Please cite thiil rticle A: Jaekalin, M.G., et at., NLw tman lavas from Ofu Island reveal a limiiptfically lietemgteous bigli HeI-He
mantle, Eau. Planet Sci. Leut (2007), doil0.J0I6;jxp.200709.023
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S.Iotis,, cOllpl.lse tie Upper (ceanlic ithloslieve arie lix) depleted III

50 i tic I I X11 ibLIc; cic Ce xlits ( NNo Ikialn a] d I II. 2,' )) It)
A 'iaC lSC 3 OI C S t'c 01' 111w 11141 1 I ICli 016ii bNas

4C2 L2 3r. .a. For c\alnile , thle niaxiiusm Si c(iniciin-anorl that call be

MORBSi A& A i niodern [IXh111U hs ldltirl.
NOIiB ~ A A A (WipC iII u lli all :121tC ICII 1.IIUCledI -l

50 A
bulk ruck Sr coneetiatu iii of' -0.02 1pii, see figuiv 4iC

aNailable as suppietly data ini lIxt AppelndoL I, its
5 ppln, which Is il li ck)w tile S- CImee[llaiolis mI

2~~01 [)4 5 i H ~ pll) otlininary 0tU Inotis. Trace element bud,.-eis
Thlp.)II Iniieil ahsa JIb I a~1 lkl dillics su!ggest thid A lUs biv;alls11H are

I W, 4. H'ic, H.e ul tl la,lscollir'ucc. tL2 0rAit 13 w:sMORBS. 40
OfaI b)islts, ar.d thc high: ft 4vH baaihnin \I Ni O-W-0i lC1lIIUI--e FZ Samoa (Otu)
oxhiui I w1lcr I'll ,1Lct ira11io,ilia I l i LCI -1 1tlc t. IrIlli W vI:r as-E - . Hawvaii
hotix-Nt isev 1*Iv Ic i. lIe fiek loi ?+-,1xq DIBS (xcl"(1ile SiJlloal aix 30:
N tOltro i, fi-ni C: L-~( I,rs- o2 ul Of" n! Nfil TT Wltpllqos -- Q

(i la ,, mk itrc . ' 11, I. ; [iCc )Ll I lial; an:2 TIM vorccw l 6 o lipc 2b
OT LrX flVI110AlOT- I e hipl. II1 corcentral,iwi; in tEe Ofiiiiw %mo 1-rea
UA Ht 'He iiisallis wie uwipicivdaIs isLtuif fi(All lV%Ci dxCVIC ie f a

vllliv iV 1 I svih"kxi 111:11No i vi l 01 Willi 1l1c fltuulillr 11I;r, 'r 111 1 ',.. O h et SanmOA

il i l i II'A X7, F;tile' ci al.. 1992), includliio hicl)OS

I. Si- ;Sir rat1oS Up 10 0. 7216) ad loivw 'He 4 He tlJos 0 - A -

Ra .ickson il il.. 200 ') BY5 cuiivo, liSl 'U"rait1

1Nd14Nd isotopes imeasured i Ofu lavas ate arnoligBii

2the Most depleted in SamI1a (laaNe 1 )L Furitherinore, tile FOZO

4! diais.mostic of sedimient tare ot-Aerved in the most iso-4)
topical ly enriched Sanmoan I uvas. hut are absenit in thle

lx Isloi.icl Iy depletek ()f Iit Iav;s lFit e i). '[hle I 3a. N h arnd 2r

42- Pb-Tb' measured in the HI11 (YOZO-B) hic-h 'He'0 HC
12- lavas tue indistinguishable fior the 0bi Itavas, providing

4 Iii.t11CL csidciiccdiat tie Ofu taNaus do ntl host anncicill1
;,o recycled sedimuent componienT 4ffag. 1

EM2
'ki 4-3. Ofis laus hy2 )ni reetliIicl harzbwile: Of.

010 ir)1a
i 12. Suvlic rcentI iics aidNocatc LL role l6r winicrt. Pb)lpI*
-03 depleted, hligh 31-le (L 1-Th) 1-ambhux6itic mantle litho-
i, sphere In the torination ot the higJi 'He,

4He mantle Fiw 5 'tke"lle viritionxwith B3aNo arA t'II a Sanwmar bvas and
i.1 dit1illt Allde[Nill, 14'98. P.lnlhll el al-, 200i, 1 ivrbt ii~I.H ,ntls IiJlliai Kii li 10520celan(l(IHilnll

434. et al., 2007). This assumes that cpx-poor m-elt residues etal- 1991}midldie GAkpagos(Krzc OKIeisl. llsx-danelal-. 21JO-1.
may hve th * atincreve, ~ ~ ~. 133a'Nb ralios iniO.'H~ tefiHe [aasfromi all I'mirhtsolts ar low.arx1. do

13 a aeteprinert) ficeLe I lejl! Tit) relative I:(,[ ini;cialc irl.l InlTn n,iarimc xifinwrl (G] OS 1,1..k wi."!'i 12'!112.11r,

4,ls to the initial, uuninclied hourec Wamai ct al.. 200i4. and 151fr4per .coirientlJ crmst15 l< i, c C; L (;,, P)~ P;),
4,1 thus may preserve high 'He H1-e ratios over time. Trace vAtacs in high 'He IN la%vai also=Unlck GLOSS midu UCC. On iIc.

a element budgets i abyssal peridotites provide a critical oither hanit4, dlic CIcu (HN12i Sa1inimt a Imave link 11c14Ic Le
I test ofille hypothtesis ilhat recycled havAburgilc is involked Ra~Nla arw et. CI; Pl v'ahirs th.at Tiv,7'ex a recyclec! we6inent

signarae Jackson: etal.. 2V..1lltaeeiui dtweeHsL.iv42 in the source of high '1I 'e-tIe O[B lavas. \\hile a hiwz- REl', Inl vIme CILeIIci 4dla ffili flie t"lar t 14;nkaaii xatil2les Hre
.44A hi-Hp1le I1loug is Conisislet with the Cp\-p(K?ro latic (if (Cci215C, s'='w,.ue.xNe~.WL N irtisnomu,~li7ni.

tilc uppei mcanluc lithosplicrc, ihc ahyssal pci-dotes that titeu, cPliillifin Imulelv ';.cI i. S-i:. 1q)-"

Mleami ciie tlik article as: Javiisrin, M.G., et Ill. New Samoan lavas5 from Oua Tslaild reveal a llemkptmcraliy I,egTLsu4 Idrl'lTe/'
maIIle, Earth Pl anet. ScL Let. (2007), doi:10.JU16.j.l:psL200"..09.023
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is not the melts ofancient, recycled (depleted) oceanic upper Carlson, 2005) has important consequences for the sti
4ms mantle lithosphere. origin and evolution of the two FOZOs. The trrestrial ,,,
1$ The base of the oceanic mantle lithosphere, which is 14 Nd/'44Nd anomaly inidicates that all measured terres- si
W, I thought to have a Iherroitic compipsition similar t) )MM trial rocks were derived from a reservoir that had sto
461 (Workman and Hart, 2005), can produce the Sr concen- superchronditic Sm/Nd daring the lifetime of "6Sm, as.",
%2 trations observed in Ofu lavas if it is melted at low degrees. imperfect mixing ofntcleosynthetic material in the solar sii
461 Lherzolitic melt residues also may have the property of nebula (Ranwn and Jacobsen, 2006) does not explain the sit

44 increased 3He/(U+Th) relative to the initial, unmielted terrestrial excess in 14 "Nd-(HidakaetaL. 2003. AitreasLen su
i, source (Parman et iL, 2005). llowever, results from recent ant Shmrm, 2006, Carlson et al. 2007; Wombacher and si,i

., helium partitioning experiments yield conflicting results Becket, 2007). For cxample, if Sm/Nd rauos were cm4
4-i (Hebc et al., 2007; see Section 4.5 below), and suggest heterogeneously distributed in the solar nebula at the si.
t6fs that lhrzolitic meh residues will have greatly diminished time of accretion, hulk silicate curth (BSE) may have sni

469 3HC/(U'lh). 'Ihe observation of radiogenic 187( X.11880s acquired higher Smi/Nd mitn thus higher tinm-integraied si,
47o in high 3HeAHe lavas from Iceland is inconsistent with 4t'Nd/44Nd ratios than ehondrites (Boyet min Carlson, ,is
4-, a purely pcridotiic origin of the high -IIC!'4Hc nmante 2006). If the asuniptiors for a non-choodmitic HSE me .1g

. (Brandon et al., in press), and suggest that helium valid (Boyet md Carlsot, 2006), then both FOZO-A and r,_n
t7:A partitioning studies based on melting pure peridotire F()Z)-lI ate isotopically enriched relative to IISE (I ig, 6. %s?

I comi[iositions nty not he applicable to melting of the high top ianel). Altenaitively, if lISEI has chondritic SmoNd, s!;
, 3 He, 4He reservoirs in the earth's mantle. the terrestrial 142Nd4Nd anomaly in accessible terres- r,-.

trial mantle rocks could have been generated by an early, si
4-A 4.4. ( fi lavas firor chontbitic primitive (undegassed) global terrestrial differentiation event within 30 Myr of,2.i
-7 mantle or regassed mante' accretion (Boyet and Carlson, 2005). In this case, the b'.,

resulting early depleted reservoir (EDR) has superchon-
,'1s An alternative hypotcsis suggests that high 3He. Hc dritie Sm/Nd and evolves superchondritiC 142Nd44Nd (a '

47! Samoan lavas are derived fiom chondritic primitive mantle complementary hidden early enriched reservoir, or EER, s.,
4s; (referredto aslPHEM Faricyetal, 1992). However, sucha evolved sub-chondritic 142Nd/1'Nd; Boyet and CarLson, sx,
4zt model ftils to explain the non-chondritic '4 Nd/'4Nd and 2005). The FOZO reservoirs exhibit 4 Nd'44Nd ratios ,.i

4vi_ zisPb,/u4Pb ratios obtained in Ofh lavas: the 143Nd/'44Nd that are lower (more enriched) than the minimum ,,32
4A and 206

ph
204

l1) ratios of Of lavas, which re 0.51293 W4 3Ndl"iNd of the EI)R (Fig. fi, bottom panel). If the .,o<
484 and 19.19, respectively, aie much higher than the cot- FOZO reservoirs (like all accessible terrestrial mantle zm
S- responding chorkdritic primitive mantle values, which rocks) were ultimately derived from the E)R at sOme sI.T,

,:6 are 0.512611 (4oyet mitt ('arlson, NtX5) and 17.675, piint in earth's history, then the high 31e'4He FO.()0 .v
4.,7 respectively, mantle hias been re-enriched since the early diffeientiation ,-
'I' Another, nore recent nmel auempts to reconcile event. In sunmry, if the terrestrial "4'Nd/' 44Ndmionmaly sv,
4sl the non-chondritic lithophile isotopes in high 3HeriHe relative to chondrites is due to the decay of "6eSm, the ,s
ii, lav s aNumes that a depleted upper mantle source was observed 14 "Nd'44Nd rutios in FOZO-A and F()ZO-lI s,it

91 "regassed" by mixing with a small proportion of helium- lavas require that they were re-enrichei relalivetocithera s.ii
402 rich, high 3 le4He chondritic mantle (Stuant et al., 2003; non-chondritic BSE or the EDR.
WA Ellam and Stuart, 21 )4). Ibis model suggested that There a a number ofmechanisms by which the high . -ui

494 regassed, depleted mantle is in the source of the high 3Hett He mantle could have been re-eriched. However, ,44
*!. 'I leeVI le ratios fiund in biwalts associated with the prot)- the enriched material added to the high '1 le,*l le res- s-.s
4A Iceland l)lume (PfP). Ilowever, Ofu lavas fill well outside ervoirs must also have the property oflireserrving a high s.
i,) ofthe array formed by PIP lavas in 3He,uHe-C_ 4 Ndi144Nd_ 3He/He signature over time. Thus, re-enrichment by -
as isotope spxce (Ellam and Stuart, 2004), highlighting the addition of recycled sediments seems unlikely, as lavas s,i

4(.) need for a model that includes a heterogeneous high exhibiting clear evidence of sediment recycling, such as r,
s~+ I le e le nuimtle. the high 'iSr/ oaSr Samon lavas from Samoa, exhibit s,,i

low 3He/4He (Jackson et al., 2007). On the other hand, s,i

ni 4.5. Implications of", Nd" 44Ndfor "re-enrichment"of re-enrichment by addition of recycled (oceanic crust) s,
.w). the high 'lle/lle mantle eclogite plums to a high 'I le!4l Ic mantle source may not .sm

necessarily diminish the high 3He/ 4He signatrme (Btua- sn,4
'11 The discovery of ' 41NdI'"Nd ratios in accessible don et al., in press). As an alternative to re-enrichment by sv
o,i trestrial rocks that tire higher than chondrite (11)yet and eclogite addition, depleted oceanic mantle lithosphere s.f.
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Z,7 that has been re-enriched (metasomatized) with melt may mantle lithosphere may provide a viable mechanism Ibr t:
5w serve as a source fr high I e/W4 1 le basahs (White, 2005). preserving a high 4l le/lie signature, and may have -o-
b,- However, if the re-enriching melt is a result of imperfect potential for describing the radiogenic isotope composi- ."t

mtit extraction near a mid-ocean ridge (Worknan et al., tions and trace clement budgets observed in global high .,
.- 2004), the 3Hle/(U +Th) of the melt will have to be 3lletie lavas. 5M
t,(, similar to or higher than DMM to preserve high 3He/4He
,o3 in the recycled upper oceanic mantle lithosphere over 4.6. Origin of the hemispheric separation of 'OZO-A -i
,56; time (i.e., following subduction mad isolation in the and FOZO-B. hints fi-om the DUP4L anomaly
w, lower mantle). This condition requires that the compat-
, ihility of helium is similar to or lower than Ij and Th The observation of a southern hemisphere high ss
, during peridotite melting. He/4 1]e domain that is isotopically more enriched ,
os lowever, such partitioning behavior is inconsistent than its northern hemisphere counterpart is reminiscent t-m

ao, with the helium partitioning results of Parman et al. of the DUPAL anomaly (Han, 1984)-a globe-encircling :.
, (2005. Recent helium partitioning results oftleber et al. feature of isotopic enrichment observed primarily in the m,

, 201}7} do suggest that He is less comptible than I and southern hemisphere mantle-and indicates a long-terni m-i
s 2 Th during peridotitc melting (assuming a DMM separation of the earth's northern and southern hcmi- ,.4
, lherzolite lithology fiom Wotkman nd lart (2005) sphere high "Hc!4Hensmantle. Ikhile there are a number oft.w
r,74 and U and Th partition coefficients lirom Kelemen et aL processes by which the re-enriched high lHe/41e mantle
7 (2010)). If the partitioning results of I leber et al. (207) can be generated, the mechanisms responsible for the r:,
•':6 ate correct, then oceanic mantle lithosphere hosting hemispheric selaration, and long-tern preservation, of na9

trapped melt may preserve high 'He,'He over time. two isotopically distinct FOZO reservoirs are elusive. swi
Thus, long-term isolation of melt-impregnated oceanic Like the high 'He/4He reservoir (Kurz et al., 1982: ,

Hart ct al., 1992) the DUPAL anomaly was suggested to .9i,
1 be an ancient feature residing in the lower mantle (Hai, 6 0
it '- Non-chondnitic BSE 19M8: Castillo, 198X). The I)PAI. anomaly is the only N)l
0 fMORBS

Fig. 6. Implications of terrestrial "Nd/144 Nd anomalies for the
8 ,'TIi 4".d evolution of BSE an thL origin of the two FOZOs. If

10 7 . thc obscrvod sipcfihiodritic terrestrial miati -Nd''Nd .alim
6 (Kyet al ( artvw. (Zt1i were vencratd .iy 146iStu tct-ea , eith.er i.)

5 (t4mp p)anel) the earth accretcd from non-chtndrdiic minland HSE hm554 , supmt}onrific Sm,Nd, or 2.) (botrom pane€l) USEN is ch'on,drific buti

ZOIA ,C' underwent an early depleticu. event and all available te estrial mantle
2 rocks dCe1Ve fFonM An early depleted reservoir (tEDR) withsuej
1 d'hundrtiic SmNd. All calculations am after Ro ei ard Carlon (2005,

0 . 2(06, and assume a chondrite avenigo "Sn0 .'4Nd of 0,19.,10,

lChondrite ''Nd," "'8d of O.51261 , a solar system initial Sm'"So of 0008,
2 " and at identical age of .567 (a for the accmetion time oftIeearth (to!)

panel) and for the arly differentiation event (bottom panel). Given
t2 these assu ptions, the non-chondritic BSE and the EDR require

1 4ORS lChondritic BSE! '41Smv-"Nd atilos o -0.2)9 to gencratc the "'Nd,!"Nd artmnlaie

S A Ilat are 210 pnm higher than chondrile (later lbrmation times ftr the

accretion of the earth, or for the early dilerentiation event. require even.
8 kigher SsuNd ratios). Th s. the lowest present-day 

"
'Nd'

1 4
?,d value

7 iN '" ' .' for a rm-chomdriti FtSE and the EDR is 0.51304 .)1 Nd-v8.4).
Z 6 FBZO- Bth, FO7s exhibit "IN&d Nd values I,vwe than the non-chondritic
W 5 USE (top panel) and the EDR (bottom panel), and both FOZOr thus

4 exhibirevdenocefot-re-enndhmenr. Starting at 3 Ga. the DNIM reservoir
3, ,olved by continuous extraction of continet al crust (NVorlnan arld3 F&ZO-A CP r2 Ilan. 2005) tiom the non-chondritic USE (top panel) or trom the EDtR

I (bottom panl; DMM calculations ae identical to Uovel and Carlson
0 &P (2000. The trajectories of CC and EFR are estimated CC is not
1 eChondrite & BSE xracted as a ine event, but in continuously extracted aficr 3 (in- The

A1A MORB tield is trom R,.el and Carlvo f2tF15 and FOZO-A and
0 1 2; 3 4FOZO-B are from [awe 2, the Balln island (Bal. Is.) high 'He'He
0 1 2 3 4lava (Stu;m cl at- 20013) is plottod for refercum. -,tt-["Nd

Age (Ga) 10'."'" ... . . r I

Please chte thi &rtlt aw Jaukton, M.., et al. New Samoan Wvm f"om Otf" Island mw a heas*WTany uirogem high 3HW"We
Plaind.thFt,w Sci. 1--t. (200), dv-il0l6tjzz27,019 023
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W2~ other mantle domain suggestedI to occupy similar, ct al1., 2002). 1 owever, the hem ispheric heterogeneity in tis-
403 hemispheric proportions. Thc DUTAL anomaly shows the highl 3nefle reservoir is apparently not a feature 6me
w-i that thec southern hemisphere exhibits generally more preserved in the convecting upper mantle sampled by bm.
wst isotopically enriched mantle domain.% thani the northern mid-ocean ridges (see Sections 34.1). Thus, the shallow tws
wo hemisphere, and we find a sinilar southern hemisphere mantle may not beanidical location for the preservation of 6,-A
w7 enrichment in the high 'I1le! 4

1 le FOZO-A reservoir; the, the FOZO-A an FOZO-Bl mantle domains. I lowever, the ibs-
6cis depletion in the northern hemisphere DUIAL reference less rapid convective, motions of the lower tuantle muay s
w4n reservoir is mirrored in the FOZO-B reservoir. The make it a mtore suitable homec for the FOZOs (H-an ct al., me,
6w~ geographic and geochemical similarities between the 1992; Macpherson et al., 19498; vani Keken et atl_ 2002-: (.6'
6ij FOZO anid IIAL reservoirs suggest that their origin Olas anid Goldstein, 2005).66
o.2 may have been linked. One mechanism for the preservation ot'heinisphieric- (,#4
61.3 One hypothie4is for the formation of the DMIPAL scale heterogeneity may he the isolation of the high 6,'o
M14 dormin is that occanic mantle andctnu%taJ lithosphcre were 3H-c/4He domains, in a dense boandary layer at the cire- f.6

6~, in1jected into the maintle, thereby enriching this region mantle boundary (CMB). Seismic tomography suggests 6u
616 Of the mantle. '[his nuodel has the advantage of being that some hotspots, like Samoa arid Hawaii, may well tss
617 compatible with two of the possible re-enrichment originate. as upwellings fr-om this region of the mantle cd,
6is~ mechanisms suggested forthe FOZO reservoirs in Sectiorn (Montelli et atl_ 2006), and many hotspoms with high w,'
6 1, 4.5: 1.) oce4nic ciustal eclogite plunms wereadided to the 31Ie/41 le have beeniassociated with velocityanomalie'sinl 6(0

ci)depleted high 
3Hc/le 4Hc mantle via subduetion, or 2.) re- the deep mantle (Courtillot et al., 2003). The Post- 670

o,n enriched (met.asomati7ed hy melt near a mid-ocean ridge) perovskite phase proposed to exist at this depth may fi
ea oceanic mantle lithospherc was subductod and isolated in exhibit a sufficiently large density contrast to isolate it 6-2

023 the (deep?') mantle anid became the high 'I le/41 le mantle from the overlying convecting mantle (Gignot et al., t:
6?,1 domain. These injectiori models may produce a random 2007), and a new seismic technique may allowv detection t,
th2S pattern of isotopic enrichnient thr-oughout theniantle, with of this phase at the base of the moantle (van der' Hilst ct al., 6sm
6tt no coherent hemispheric pattern (I lart. 1984). 1 lowever, 200). Exploiting this new seismic tool, it may be pos- 676

w2 - if injction were focused around the perimeter of a sible to better resolve the spatial relationships between 6n;';

ees supercontinent during a period of anomalous subduction, velocity anomalies at the CMB and high 'Het lHe ocean
(a-,) a hemispheric pattern in the FOZO andi DILIPAL reservoirs islands at the earths surfacee. Thbus, a confluence of (,,j
iix) might emerge. "Ibis modAel would suggest that the geochemical andi geophysical observations mtay ulti- sea*
win hemispheric and isotopic separation may be a surviving mately reveal the mechanism responsible for the long- 6si
mq'A artifact of the paleo-arrangeinent of the suhiduction zones terni preservation ofthe hemnispheric heterogeneity inl the s'/

(,m and continents daring the formationi of the FA) reser- deep niatntc,a feature that hinges onl new observations of6ms
(4t4 voirs. While the timing of the formation of the FOZO high 'HeHe in Samoan lavns fromt Ofu. 4

6-in reservoirs is unknown, we note that the Northern
eac, Hemisphere Reference Line (NHRL) separates the two 5. Conclusions 6Ke
617 FOZOs in ""ljh! 'AAP 'A)&h4Phioop space (see
s figure included iii the supplementary data in the From this study we draw the following conclusioins: m6s

eap Appendix), possibly suggesting a similar formation time
sw (- 1,9 Ga) for the DUfPAL. and FOZO) reservoirs (Ph- (1) Newv high 'lte/ 4 lie ratios (19.5 33.8 times 't

(4 1 isotope ratios in high 3 He/4 H1e lavas are displaced from atmospheric) from Ofu island are the highest fm~
642~ the Gieochron andt precl rale coeval formation of the I OZO) from Samoa (and the southern hemisphere)I, and 6a*o
m'i and the hypothetical IMlR reservoirs), place Sam~oa i n the samei categoty of high 31 lej,41lHe -5w-

hotspots as Hawaii, Icelanld anid the Galapagos. 6qi
im~ 4 7, F'OZO-A and F10Z-lI1: impicatiorafi7i, mantle (2) 'the new Ofu data reveal that at least two distinct 6w.o
A5 dy namics high 3HeH1e reservoirs-one more isotopical- cma

ly enriched than the other exist in the earth's 6oi
W,6 A clear imp)licatiotl of the isotopic and geograp)hic miantle.6W

w'separation of the two high 'He"He reservoirs is that they (3) T1he two high 3He/4He reservoirs separate inl the 6sW.

tos had to he isolated from each oither for long timesailes.T'he earth's northern (POO-I3, boreal) and southern st.'

s,, , long-term separation of the two FOZO domains requires (FOZO-AX austral) hemispheres. CIAS
tiw preservation despite convective stirring, a mechanism that (4) '[he trace element, budgets and isotopic compost- tiwo
,s i efficiently attenuates mantle heterogenei ties (van Keken tion,,ofthe new high 3N"He saniples from Samnoa'ico.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data (as it appears, published, on the Elsevier website)
Supplementary material for on-line publication only
Click here to download Supplementary material for on-line publication only: Supplement.pdf
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Supple&nentary Material Fig l- Upper panel: Locaticon map for samples taken from Ofui

and Olosega islands that awe reported in this study Samples were taken from the major

geologic formations recorded by Shoce and McCoy (1968) Lower-Panel ObuIsland

relative to the subaerial islands (Savai' i Upohi, Tutuila and Ta'u) and submarine

volcanoes Oofuli, Malurnalu and Vailulu'u) of the Eastern volcanic province (map from

Workmnan et al. (2004)). Papatua and Uo Mamae are isolated, " off-axis" seamou0nts.
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reservoirs. Pb-isctcpe data used to define FOZO-A and FOZO-B are fc,und in Table 2
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Chapter 4

High 3He/4He hotspot lavas expose the Earth's
"missing" titanium, tantalum and niobium
(TITAN): The missing link between continental
crust and depleted mantle found?

Abstract
A shortage of the elements titanium, tantalum and niobium (TITAN) exists in the

Earth's shallow geochemical reservoirs-the depleted MORB (mid-ocean ridge basalt)
mantle and continental crust-and the location of these missing elements is unknown.
Here we report evidence for a global, TITAN-enriched reservoir sampled by OIBs (ocean
island basalts) with high 3He/He ratios, an isotopic signature associated with the deep
mantle. Excesses of Ti (and to a lesser degree Nb and Ta) correlate remarkably well with
3He/4He in a dataset of global OIBs. The observation of TITAN enrichment in high
3He/4He OIB lavas suggests that the mantle domain hosting the Earth's "missing" TITAN
is sampled by deep, high 3He/4He mantle plumes. The TITAN enrichment in the high3He/4He reservoir has profound implications for the origin of the high 3He/4He mantle
component, and suggests that, far from being a primitive reservoir, or simply a depleted
peridotite reservoir, the high 3He/4He mantle sampled by OIBs appears to host a
component of recycled, refractory, rutile-bearing oceanic crust that was processed in
subduction zones.

*Submitted to Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems (G3) as: M. G. Jackson, S. R.

Hart, A. E. Saal, N. Shimizu, M. D. Kurz, J. S. Blusztajn, A. C. Skovgaard, High 3He/4He
hotspot lavas expose the Earth's "missing" Titanium, Tantalum and Niobium (TITAN):
The missing link between continental crust and depleted mantle found? Submitted
October, 2007.
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1. Introduction

The standard model for the evolution of the silicate earth maintains that the

depleted MORB (mid-ocean ridge basalt) mantle (DMM) is the residue of continental

crust (CC) extraction from an early primitive mantle (Jacobsen and Wasserburg, 1979;

O'Nions et al., 1979; Allegre et al., 1980; Hofmann, 1988, 1997). If the earth has

chondritic abundances of the refractory elements, DMM and CC must be geochemically

complementary reservoirs within the earth. However, the TITAN trio of elements are

prominently depleted in the continents (Rudnick and Gao, 2003), and their absence is not

balanced by a corresponding enrichment in DMM (Workman and Hart, 2005). Thus,

another deeper reservoir hosting the missing TITAN elements has been proposed to exist

in the earth (McDonough, 1991; Rudnick et al., 2000; Kamber and Collerson, 2000).

Oceanic plates are formed by melting and depletion of the upper mantle at mid-

ocean ridges. The resulting oceanic lithosphere, composed of mafic oceanic crust and the

uppermost region of the depleted peridotite mantle, is subducted back into the mantle at

trenches, thereby contributing to its compositional heterogeneity (Hofmann and White,

1980, 1982; Chase, 1981; Zindler and Hart, 1986; van Keken et al., 2002). During

subduction, the mafic portion of the plate is dehydrated and may be partially melted, and

the resulting lavas erupted at subduction zone volcanoes are depleted in the TITAN

elements. Incompatible elements are largely lost to the overlying mantle during

dehydration and melting of the eclogite portion of slabs. By contrast, titanium-rich

phases, such as rutile, may preferentially sequester the TITAN elements in the mafic

portion of the downgoing slab, balancing the depletion observed in subduction zone lavas

(Green and Pearson, 1986; Ryerson and Watson, 1987; Brennan et al., 1994; Foley et al.,

2000; Schmidt et al., 2004; Kessel et al., 2005). Refractory, rutile-bearing eclogites have

been subducted in large quantities over geologic time, and may form a reservoir in the

mantle that hosts the Earth's missing TITAN (McDounough, 1991; Rudnick et al., 2000).

TITAN enrichment in hotspot lavas also has enormous potential as a geochemical

tracer for recycled oceanic plates (Rudnick et al., 2000). If TITAN-enriched refractory

eclogites are returned to the surface in mantle plumes, their presence would be evident as

TITAN enrichment in hotspot lavas. A common mantle dynamics paradigm maintains
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that mantle plumes complete the process of recycling by transporting plate remnants from

the core-mantle boundary back to the surface, where they melt and erupt as ocean island

basalts (OIBs) (Hofmann and White, 1980, 1982; Chase, 1981). However, the reservoir

hosting the Earth's missing TITAN has been difficult to detect in hotspot lavas

(McDonough, 1991; Rudnick et al., 2000).

Rare, high 3He/He (>30 Ra, ratio to atmosphere) ratios in lavas erupted at some

hotspots, including Hawaii, Iceland, Galapagos and Samoa, are thought to be tracers of

buoyantly upwelling mantle plumes that sample an ancient reservoir residing in the

mantle (e.g., Kurz et al., 1982; Hart et al., 1992). Variously called FOZO (Focus Zone;

Hart et al., 1992; Jackson et al., 2007a), PHEM (Primitive Helium Mantle; Farley et al.,

1992) or C (Common; Hanan and Graham, 1996), the precise location (shallow or deep

mantle) of the high 3He/4He reservoir is a source of intense debate (e.g., Anderson, 1998).

Nonetheless, there is a growing consensus that this reservoir hosts a significant

component of depleted mantle peridotite (e.g., Hart et al., 1992; Anderson, 1998; Parman

et al., 2005; Heber et al., 2007). Recent work suggests that the high 3Hei4He mantle may

also host a component of recycled eclogite (Dixon et al., 2001; Brandon et al., 2007). In

this paper, we argue that the high 3He/nHe mantle sampled by OIBs hosts a component of

recycled, refractory eclogite, and that this component balances Earth's budget for the

elements titanium, tantalum and niobium (TITAN).

2. New Data and Observations

We report new trace element data by ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometer) on the highest 3Hei4He lavas from Hawaii (32.3 Ra; Kurz et al., 1982),

Iceland (37.7 Ra; Hilton et al., 1999) and Samoa (33.8 Ra; Jackson et al., 2007a) (see

Table 1). In Fig. 1, these new data are presented together with previously published ICP-

MS trace element data for the highest 3He/4He Galapagos lava (30.2 Ra; Kurz and Geist,

1999; Saal et al., 2007). These high 3He/4He lavas exhibit Ti, Ta, and Nb excesses, or

positive anomalies, relative to elements of similar compatitiblity in peridotite (on a

primitive mantle normalized basis, see Fig. 1). While the association of positive TITAN

anomalies and high 3He/4He (or plume) signatures were previously observed regionally in
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Hawaii (Dixon et al., 2001), Iceland (Fitton, 1997) and the Galapagos (Kurz and Geist,

1999; Saal et al., 2007), we suggest that the large, positive TITAN anomalies are a global

phenomenon in high 3He/4He OIBs. The primitive-mantle normalized trace element

patterns (spidergrams) of the highest 3He/ 4He lavas from Hawaii, Iceland, Galapagos and

Samoa all share prominent, anomalous enrichment in the TITAN elements compared to

elements of similar compatibility in peridotite (Fig. 1). In fact, the Nb/U ratios in the

high 3He/4He OIB lavas are all higher than the average Nb/U value of 47 previously

proposed for OIBs and MORBs (Hofmann et al., 1986).

By contrast, the mantle endmembers (Zindler and Hart, 1986) with low 3He/4He,

including HIMU (high 't', or 238U/24 Pb; Graham et al., 1992; Hanyu and Kaneoka,

1997), EMI (enriched mantle 1; Honda and Woodhead, 2005), EM2 (enriched mantle 2;

Workman et al., 2004; Jackson et al., 2007b) and DMM exhibit spidergrams (Hart and

Gaetani, 2006) that lack such pronounced TITAN anomalies (Fig. 1). While HIMU

basalts can have positive Nb and Ta anomalies (Weaver et al., 1987; Weaver et al., 1991;

Chauvel et al., 1992), they generally have lower anomalies than high 3He/aHe lavas, and

can even have negative Nb anomalies (Sun and McDonough, 1989). Importantly, HIMU

lavas exhibit flat or negative Ti-anomalies (McDonough, 1991), and thus lack the

positive Ti-anomalies observed in high 3Hei4He lavas.

Available data (see Appendix A) also indicate that the TITAN enrichment is

enhanced with increasing 3He/4He in OIB lavas (Fig. 2): Large, positive Ti (high Ti/Ti*),

Nb (elevated Nb/Nb*) and Ta (Ta/Ta*, not shown) anomalies are observed in the highest
3He/4He basalts. While all high 3He/4He lavas (>30 Ra) have large, positive TITAN

anomalies, not all lavas with positive TITAN anomalies have high 3He/4He. In the plots

of TITAN anomalies vs. 3He/4He, the OIB data outline a "wedge-shaped" pattern. For

example, Cape Verde lavas have large, positive Nb/Nb* values, but have low 3He/4He

(Fig. 2). However, high 3He/4He lavas with negative TITAN anomalies are absent in the

available dataset.

High 3He/4He lavas exhibit moderately radiogenic Os-isotopes
(187Os/18 0s>0. 135), an observation that is contrary to previous suggestions that this

reservoir hosts unradiogenic 1870S/1880s ratios (Hauri et al., 1996) similar to DMM
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(Standish et al., 2002) (Fig. 2). Radiogenic '87Os/'Os in the high 3He/4He reservoir is

consistent with the positive correlation observed between 3He/4He and '87Os/' 88Os in

Icelandic hotspot lavas (Brandon et al., 2007). However, radiogenic 1170s/188Os is not

unique to the high 3He/4He mantle: the low 3He/aHe mantle endmembers EMI and

HIMU also have radiogenic '87Os/ 88Os. Importantly, unradiogenic 187 0s/'88Os is not

observed in high 3He/nHe OIB lavas.

3. The case for a refractory, rutile-bearing eclogite component in the

high 3He/ 4He mantle sampled by OIBs

3.1. TITAN enrichment and high 187 0s/' 880s: Evidence for refractory

eclogite.

The lack of large TITAN anomalies in DMM (Fig. 1) demonstrates that phases

contained in upper mantle peridotites do not preferentially sequester the TITAN elements

relative to other incompatible lithophile elements. By contrast, subduction zone lavas are

TITAN-depleted, indicating that processes operating in their mantle source can

fractionate TITAN from the other lithophile trace elements. It was suggested that

eclogite melting in subduction zones may generate rutile-bearing residues that are

residually-enriched in TITAN elements (e.g., McDonough, 1991). Experimental studies

indicate that the TITAN elements are strongly partitioned into rutile during eclogite

melting (Green and Pearson, 1986; Ryerson and Watson, 1987; Ayers, 1998; Stalder et

al., 1998; Foley et al., 2000; Schmidt et al., 2004; Kessel et al., 2005), thereby generating

positive TITAN anomalies in refractory, rutile-bearing slab residues that balance the

depletion observed in subduction zone lavas.

Like TITAN-enrichment, radiogenic 18 7 0s/18 8 0s is not a geochemical signature

typically associated with a peridotite reservoir. While peridotites tend to have low Re/Os

and '87Os/188Os, mafic igneous rocks generally exhibit elevated Re/Os and '87Os/188Os

ratios, (Walker et al., 1989; Reisberg et al., 1991; Hauri and Hart, 1993; Reisberg et al.,

1993; Snow and Reisberg, 1995; Becker, 2000). Oceanic crust enters subduction zones

with initially high Re/Os, and owing to moderate compatibility of Re in garnet, oceanic

crust may retain high Re/Os (and with time, radiogenic 1870s/1880s) ratios during
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subduction zone processing in the garnet stability field (Righter and Hauri, 1998). While

it has been suggested that Os and Re are extracted from the slab in the subduction zone

(e.g., Brandon et al., 1996; Mclnnes et al., 1999; Becker et al., 2000), we note that the

Re/Os ratios of altered oceanic crust ('87Re/1 88Os averages of 349 and 353 in composites

of two separate drill cores; Peuker-Ehrenbrink et al., 2003) and oceanic crust gabbros

("87Re/188Os average of 472, Hart et al., [1999]) are similar to the ratios found in

metabasalts metamorphosed in paleosubduction zones (median 187Re/, 88Os = 326,

including eclogites, blueschists and mafic granulites; Becker, 2000). Thus, there is ample

evidence supporting the contention that high Re/Os ratios can be preserved in the slab

during subduction zone metamorphism. Like TITAN enrichment, the observation of

moderately radiogenic 1110s/1880s in high 3He/4He lavas is consistent with a refractory

eclogite component in their mantle sources, and not consistent with the high 3He/4He

reservoir being primitive mantle.

3.2. Depletion in the 4He-producing elements (U and Th) and TITAN

enrichment.

While recycled oceanic crust has been suggested to be ubiquitous in the mantle

sources beneath hotspots (Sobolev et al., 2007), the close association of a refractory,

TITAN-enriched mafic component with the high 3He/4He mantle may appear

contradictory since eclogites are quantitatively degassed in subduction zones (Staudacher

and Allegre, 1988; Moreira and Kurz, 2001; Moreira et al., 2003). Far from hosting the

high 3He/4He signature in the mantle source of high 3He/4He OIB lavas, the eclogite will

instead contribute 4He (via alpha decay of U and Th) and generate low time-integrated
3He/4He ratios. However, the long-term 4He production of an eclogite can be greatly

reduced by melt (or fluid) extraction of highly incompatible elements like U and Th from

the slab during subduction processing. By contrast, the TITAN elements will be

conserved if melt (or fluid) extraction occurs in the presence of rutile (e.g., McDonough,

1991). In this scenario, a positive TITAN anomaly indicates U and Th (including other

incompatible trace elements, like La, Tb and Sm) depletion in a slab. The positive

TITAN anomaly is formed by relative enrichment of TITAN due to conservation of Ti,
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Ta and Nb and concomitant loss of U and Th. Therefore, the refractory eclogite model of

McDonough (1991) is potentially consistent with the preservation of a high 3He/4He in

the mantle. A U- and Th-depleted, TITAN-enriched eclogite will not produce significant

post-subduction radiogenic 4He ingrowth (see below), and may explain why TITAN

enrichment is associated with high 3He/4He signatures.

By contrast, subducted oceanic crust that conserves much of its original U and Th

budget through the subduction zone will not possess positive TITAN anomalies and will

produce more 4He over time than a U and Th-depleted slab. Consequently, the abundant
4He produced by an undepleted slab would infect the surrounding mantle with radiogenic

4He due to rapid diffusion of helium in the mantle (Hart, 1984; Trull and Kurz, 1993;

Hart et al., 2007), and is not compatible with the preservation of a high 3He/4He signature

in the mantle. This hypothesis is consistent with the observation that high 3Hei4He lavas

never have negative (or flat) TITAN anomalies.

3.3. Refractory eclogite and high 3He/4He peridotite: the raw materials for

the high 3He/nHe OIB mantle.

While refractory, rutile-bearing eclogite possesses positive TITAN anomalies, it

does not have intrinsically high 3He/4He ratios: high 3Hei4He signatures in the TITAN-

enriched, high 3He/4He OIB source must be derived from another lithology. Ancient

mantle peridotites can potentially preserve elevated 3He/ 4He ratios over time (Hart et al.,

1992; Anderson, 1998; Parman et al., 2005; Heber et al., 2007; Jackson et al., 2007a) if

they were isolated from the convecting mantle early in Earth's history. However, mantle

peridotites do not generally exhibit positive TITAN anomalies (McDonough, 1991).

Alone, neither eclogite nor peridotite can contribute both TITAN-enrichment and high
3He/nHe to the mantle source sampled by high 3He/4He OIB lavas. Both refractory

eclogite and the high 3HeiaHe peridotite are required to generate such a mantle source.

Thus, an important question is how the TITAN-enriched eclogites came to be associated

(i.e., mixed) with high 3He/4He peridotites in the high 3He/4He mantle sampled by OIBs.
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3.4. Peridotite and eclogite portions of ancient subducted slabs: A high
3He/4He, TITAN-enriched "package".

One possible explanation for the generation of a hybrid lithology in the high
3He/4He OIB mantle is that the crust and mantle components of ancient, subducted

oceanic lithosphere contain the raw materials required for the generation of a mantle

source sampled by high 3He/4He basalts. TITAN-enriched refractory eclogite exists at

the top of the slab, and ancient high 3He/4He asthenospheric peridotite (with the same

composition as contemporary DMM) is coupled to the underside of the downgoing plate.

After processing in subduction zones, the crustal portion of the subducted plate hosts

TITAN enrichment, and the asthenospheric DMM coupled to the bottom of the

downgoing plate remains unscathed by subduction zone processes. The two components,

TITAN-enriched eclogite and high 3He/4He asthenospheric peridotite, should be

intimately associated as a "package" in space and time within a subducted plate, a

geometry that is conducive to later mixing in the mantle.

We present a simple model for the generation of the high 3He/4He mantle sampled

by OIBs, whereby the eclogitic and peridotitic components of the oceanic plate are

subducted and isolated from the convecting mantle at 3 Ga and mixed during storage in

the lower mantle (Fig 3). We assume that the upper mantle began with a primitive

composition (McDonough and Sun, 1995) at 4.4 Ga, and evolved by continuous

depletion to the present-day DMM composition of Workman and Hart (2005). Oceanic

plates were continuously injected into the mantle over this time period, and the eclogitic

and peridotitic portions of these subducted plates were thoroughly mixed in the lower

mantle and were later sampled by upwelling mantle plumes and erupted at hotspots.

In order to develop a quantitative geochemical model for the 3He/4He,
'87Os/' 88Os, and TITAN of the two lithologies (peridotite and eclogite) in a subducted

plate, we make the following assumptions about their compositions over time:

i. 3He/4He of ancient asthenospheric DMM peridotite and refractory eclogite: The
3He/4He of DMM is thought to have decreased significantly over time (Fig. 3). However,

portions of asthenospheric DMM peridotite that are isolated with the downgoing plate
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(i.e., removed from the upper mantle) are not subject to further depletion. In the model,

the subducted asthenospheric DMM peridotite "locked in" the high 3He/4He and 3He/2 38U

ratios of ancient, less-depleted DMM, and evolved by closed-system decay of U and Th.

By contrast, if the subducted portion of ancient asthenospheric DMM had remained as

part of the convecting asthenosphere, it would have evolved by continuous melt

extraction to become modem DMM with low 3He/4He and 3He/238U (see Fig. 3 and

Appendix B for details of 3He/4He evolution in the mantle). Consequently, following

subduction and isolation, the 3He/nHe of the isolated, ancient DMM rapidly diverged

from (and preserved higher 3He/4He than) its upper mantle counterpart, which continued

to be depleted (in He relative to U and Th, see Appendix B) by continental and oceanic

crust extraction (Fig. 3).

By comparison, we model the 3He/nHe evolution of the subducted eclogite using

the trace element composition of a hypothetical refractory eclogite calculated by

McDonough (1991) (see Fig. 4 for a spidergram of the refractory eclogite). The eclogite

is assumed to start with a 3He/ 4He ratio equal to DMM at its time of isolation, and

following over 99% degassing in the subduction zone, the U and Th of the eclogite

generates 4He by decay, thus rapidly diminishing the 3HefnHe of the eclogite over time

(Fig. 3, Table 2). Degassing of the eclogite portion of the subducted slab is simulated by

increasing the 23 8U/ 3 He of the eclogite by a factor of 1,000 relative to contemporary

DMM.

ii. 1870s/18 80s of ancient asthenospheric DMM peridotite and refractory eclogite:

The '87Os/ .88Os of DMM and Primitive Mantle are not very different (0.12-0.13; Standish

et al., 2002; Meisel et al., 2001), and thus the isolated, ancient asthenospheric peridotite

portions of the subducted plates are assumed to have an intermediate present-day

composition (0.125). DMM is also assumed to have had an Os concentration of 3000 ppt

over geologic time. In contrast to the asthenospheric DMM peridotite, the eclogitic

portion of the subducted plate likely evolved extremely radiogenic 187Os/' 88Os over time

(Fig. 3). The '87Os/188Os evolution of the refractory eclogite is modeled using the median

...Re/ 88Os (325) and Os (6 ppt) from eclogites metamorphosed in paleosubduction zones
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reported by Becker (2000): earlier subduction injection of eclogites with this

composition yielded higher '87Os/' 88Os in the present day. The high calculated present-

day '87Os/' 88Os ratios in the recycled eclogites are similar to the most radiogenic

eclogites presented by Becker (2000).

iii. TITAN anomalies of ancient asthenospheric DMM peridotite and refractory

eclogite: The trace element content of the present-day asthenospheric DMM peridotite is

assumed to be the same as the DMM compositions calculated by Workman and Hart

(2005). However, DMM has likely become increasingly depleted throughout geologic

time. We assume that DMM began with a primitive mantle composition (McDonough

and Sun, 1995) and evolved by continuous depletion until the present day. Using the

continuous transport equations in Appendix B, the trace element budget of DMM is

calculated at various times, and "snapshots" of DMM compositions through time are

plotted as spidergrams in Fig. 4 (see Table 2 for compositions). By contrast, the

subducted eclogites are assumed to have the same present-day trace element composition

as the hypothetical refractory eclogite from McDonough (1991), regardless of the

isolation time (see Table 2). This hypothetical eclogite has a trace element composition

similar to the eclogites with the largest positive TITAN anomalies presented in Becker et

al. (1999) (see Table 2).

3.5. Mixing asthenospheric DMM peridotite with refractory eclogite.

The high 3He/4He, moderately radiogenic 187Os/' 88Os, and positive TITAN

anomalies observed in the highest 3He/4He OIB lavas can be generated by mixing

refractory eclogite and the asthenospheric DMM peridotite that were subducted together

(in the same plate) at 3 Ga. When the proportion of refractory eclogite in the mixture is

between 20 and 25%, the model generates 3He/4He, 1870s/1880s and positive TITAN

anomalies that are similar to the highest 3He/4He OIB lavas (Fig. 2). If the proportion of

refractory eclogite is increased, the present-day 3He/4He in the resulting mixture is

diminished and the positive TITAN anomalies and 1870s/18 8Os ratios are both increased

to values above those observed in high 3He/4He OIB lavas.
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Fig. 4 shows that the addition of 20% eclogite to a 3 Ga DMM composition

generates a hybrid eclogite-peridotite spidergram that is similar in shape to the

spidergram of the highest 3Hei4He lava from Iceland. (Sr is a poor fit, however, due to

the positive Sr anomalies in the Icelandic lava, a possible result of interaction with

shallow lithospheric gabbros [Gurenko and Sobolev, 2006]). This hybrid spidergram

may thus serve as a plausible melt source for the high 3He/4He lava. It is important to

note that the TITAN elements are "bracketed" by elements of similar compatibility (as

long as rutile is absent) in the spidergram, and these bracketing elements are used to

calculate the TITAN anomalies. Thus, the magnitude of TITAN anomalies are little

affected by partial melting beneath a hotspot, and the positive TITAN anomalies in the

mantle source of high 3He/nHe lavas are reflected in the erupted hotspot lavas. Clearly,

this assumes that the rutile present in the downgoing slab is no longer present in the high
3He/4He mantle that melts beneath hotspots. One way to destabilize rutile is to

completely mix the (smaller proportion of) eclogite and the (larger proportion of)

peridotite in the ancient recycled slab. Alternatively, if eclogite is still present in the

source of the high 3He/aHe OIB mantle source, it must be melted to a sufficiently high

degree to eliminate rutile as a phase in the residue of melting (Gaetani et al., 2007).

This model for the generation of high 3He/4He, TITAN-enriched mantle can also

generate a low 3He/4He that has positive TITAN anomalies. Subduction is a continuous

process that has operated for much of geologic time, and the 3He/4He ratio of the upper

mantle has likely decreased significantly (Fig. 3). Thus, the peridotite portion of more

recently subducted oceanic plates will trap and preserve a lower 3Hei4He upper mantle

signature than ancient subducted plates, and the refractory eclogite portion of recently

subducted plates will also host positive TITAN anomalies. For example, the lower
3He/4He, TITAN-enriched mantle source sampled by Cape Verde lavas can be generated

by mixing refractory eclogite (10-30% by mass) and asthenospheric DMM components

of a plate subducted between 1-2 Ga (Fig. 2).

The "wedge-shaped" outline of the OIB data in Fig. 2 highlights a striking

absence of high 3HeiaHe lavas with negative (or even small positive) TITAN anomalies.

Why do all high 3He/ 4He lavas exhibit TITAN-enrichment, or rather, why have high
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3Hei4He-TITAN depleted (or only mildly TITAN enriched) lavas not been found?

Continental crust and arc lavas (and associated sediments) compose the only known

reservoir to exhibit TITAN depletion. Due to its extremely high U and Th contents,

admixture of CC with high 3He/4He peridotite may not be conducive to the preservation

of high 3He/4He (Jackson et al., 2007b), and could explain why TITAN-depleted lavas

always exhibit low 3He/4He (Fig. 2). OIB lavas lacking TITAN anomalies may host an

eclogite component that was not U and Th-depleted (and thus did not acquire positive

TITAN anomalies) in a subduction zone, and may also produce significant 4He.

On the other hand, the absence of high 3He/4He lavas with flat (or even slightly

positive) TITAN anomalies may be explained by the intimate spatial and temporal

association between the TITAN-enriched eclogites and high 3He/4He peridotites

suggested by this model: The peridotite and refractory eclogite components-the raw

materials for the formation of the high 3He/4He, TITAN-enriched mantle-are always

together in subducting plates, and it may not be possible to melt pure high 3He/aHe

peridotite without also melting some eclogite. This will be true particularly if subducted

slabs are stretched, thinned and folded in the dynamic mantle (Allegre and Turcotte,

1986), such that the diminished thickness of the (eclogite and peridotite) slab is less than

the width of melting zones beneath hotspots. Such a process might explain why an

eclogite signature (positive TITAN anomalies and radiogenic .87Os/' 88Os) is invariably

present in high 3He/4He lavas.

3.6. Two alternative models for a hybrid high 3He/4He mantle: "Eclogite

Injection" and diffusion of "Ghost" primordial helium.

An alternative process for generating the hybrid eclogite-peridotite high 3He/4He

mantle assumes that subducted slab peridotite contributes little to the helium budget of

the high 3He/4He mantle sampled by OIBs. In this model, the refractory slab eclogite

penetrates into the lower mantle and mixes with a hypothetical lower mantle high
3He/4He peridotite reservoir (i.e., not associated with the peridotite portion of slabs). The

hybrid mixture then rises in a plume where it is melted beneath a hotspot. By comparison

to the slab peridotite-eclogite "package" model describe in section 3.4 and 3.5 above, this
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alternative "eclogite injection" model does not guarantee an intimate spatial and temporal

association of the high 3He/4He peridotite and TITAN-enriched eclogite components. For

example, deep mantle high 3He/4He peridotite could upwell in a plume without first being

inoculated with refractory eclogite, in which case the erupted high 3He/ 4He lavas would

lack positive TITAN anomalies. Such lavas have not been observed. While this model is

not explored further here, one possible solution could be that, due to mixing by stretching

and thinning of slabs in a convecting mantle over geologic time (Allegre and Turcotte,

1986), recycled eclogite has become pervasive in the mantle and is distributed at

lengthscales smaller than the melting zones beneath hotspot volcanoes. In this way,

volcanoes fed by upwelling high 3He/4He mantle plumes will inevitably sample

subducted eclogite.

Instead of mechanically mixing the high 3He/aHe peridotite and TITAN-enriched

eclogite, as suggested in the "slab package" and "eclogite injection" models above, it

may be possible to diffusively mix helium from a high 3He/ 4He peridotite into a

degassed, U and Th-poor pyroxenite (i.e., refractory eclogite) (Albarede and Kaneoka,

2007). Due to the higher diffusivity of helium compared to non-volatile major and trace

elements, helium isotopes may become decoupled from other lithophile isotope tracers

(Hart et al., 2007), and primordial helium may become associated with recycled materials

like refractory eclogites (Albarede and Kaneoka, 2007). Albarede and Kaneoka (2007)

propose that helium from deep (high 3He/4He) mantle peridotites can diffuse into

embedded, tightly folded layers of stretched and thinned refractory eclogite. They

suggest that changing the duration of the diffusion process, as well as the U and Th

contents of the refractory eclogite layers, can generate mantle sources for both high and

low 3He/4He hotspots. U and Th-poor refractory eclogite that was processed in

subduction zones will have positive TITAN anomalies (McDonough, 1991), and because

such eclogites will produce little 4He over time, they are perfect "containers" for

preserving diffusively acquired high 3He/4He signatures. If these eclogites become

sufficiently thinned (to <1-2 km thickness, by mantle mixing), they could acquire high
3Het4He signatures by diffusion from the ambient deep mantle peridotite (Hart et al.,

2007). Thus, the "ghost" helium model of Albarede and Kaneoka (2007) may offer a
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resolution to the paradoxical association of high 3He/4He signatures in lavas with strong

eclogite signatures.

Nonetheless, the "ghost helium" model suffers from the same spatial and temporal

issues as the "eclogite injection" model: There is no obvious mechanism preventing

ambient lower mantle (eclogite-free) peridotite from upwelling and melting beneath a

hotspot, thus generating a high 3He/4He lava that lacks positive TITAN anomalies.

However, one possible resolution is that plume-entrained, high 3He/'He lower mantle

peridotites are too refractory to contribute significantly to melting beneath OIBs (i.e.,

Albarede and Kaneoka [2007] invoke dunites and harzburgites), so that pure peridotites

are never melted. Alternatively, if eclogite layers are pervasive in the mantle at

lengthscales smaller than those sampled by melting zones (<100 km), it may be

inescapable that eclogites always contribute to mantle melts. An additional problem with

the "ghost helium" model is that rutile may still be stable in a pure eclogite mantle

component that is upwelling beneath a hotspot; the residual rutile will hold back TITAN

in the source, and as a result, positive TITAN anomalies will not be observed in the

erupted lavas. However, if the eclogite is melted to sufficiently high degrees beneath a

hotspot, the rutile will be completely consumed and not present in the residue (Gaetani et

al., 2007).

3.7. High 3Hei4He lavas without positive TITAN anomalies?

If a high 3He/4He peridotite could be melted in pure (no eclogite) form, there

would be no positive TITAN-anomalies in the erupted lavas. There would also be no

contribution of 4He ingrowth from the eclogite, and an even higher 3He/4He might be

expected in the melts of such a mantle source. Such lavas have not been identified.

However, with the highest magmatic 3He/4He values on record, Baffin Island lavas

(Stuart et al., 2003) may provide an important test case for this hypothesis.

3.8. TITAN anomalies due to partitioning between lower mantle phases?

It is difficult to rule out the possibility of TITAN fractionation in lower mantle

materials. Experimental studies of high pressure partitioning and mineralogy are in the
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early phases. However,Ca-perovskite in peridotitic and basaltic systems shows negative

Ti and Nb partitioning patterns compared to Th, U and the rare earth elements (REEs)

(Hirose et al., 2004). This means that a Ca-perovskite bearing solid assemblage would

have negative anomalies, but melt equilibrated with Ca-perovskite could have positive

anomalies. It if it possible to generate Ca-perovskite melts at the appropriate pressures

and temperatures (for example, D"), and extract them from the lower mantle (the

inferred home of the high 3He/4He domain), then Ca-perovskite melting in the lower

mantle may offer a potential explanation for the origin of TITAN-enriched, high 3He/4He

lavas.

4. The high 3He/ 4He, TITAN-enriched mantle: A reservoir for the

"missing" TITAN elements in the earth?

In addition to offering insights into the composition and generation of the high
3He/4He mantle reservoir, TITAN-enrichment in high 3He/4He OIBs may provide

information about the location and composition of the reservoir hosting the earth's

missing TITAN elements. If the refractory lithophile trace elements have chondritic

abundances in BSE (bulk silicate earth), mass balance constraints require that the TITAN

elements missing in the shallow earth reservoirs-DMM and CC-must exist in the

deeper earth (McDonough, 1991; Rudnick et al., 2000), perhaps in a deep reservoir

composed of subducted oceanic plates (Christensen and Hofmann, 1994). In this section,

we calculate the trace element budget of a hypothetical missing TITAN-rich reservoir

that, when added together with DMM and CC, generates a BSE (McDonough and Sun,

1995) spidergram. We show that, like high 3He/4He OIB lavas, the spidergram of the

TITAN-rich reservoir has positive TITAN anomalies.

In order to estimate the trace element composition of this deep, TITAN-enriched

reservoir, we assume that the composition of BSE can be approximated with just three

reservoirs: CC, DMM and subducted plates (here called PLATE, which is composed of

oceanic crust, mantle lithosphere, and everything else--like sediment--subducted along

with downgoing plates). The trace element budget of the PLATE reservoir is calculated

using the following mass balance relationship:
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[X]CC X Mcc+ [X]DMM X MDMM ± [X]PLATE X MPLATE = [X]BSE X MBSE (eq. 1)

where [x] represents the concentration of the element x in the four reservoirs, and M is

the mass of the reservoirs. Assuming the mass of CC is fixed at 0.6% of BSE, and given

that the mass proportions of the DMM and PLATE reservoirs are unknown, the following

relationships are used to calculate possible trace element budgets for the PLATE

reservoir:

Mcc = 0.006 x MBSE (eq. 2)

MPLATE = 3 (eq. 3)

MDMM = 0.994 - 13 (eq. 4)

where the mass of the three reservoirs, PLATE, CC, and DMM sum to the mass of the

total silicate mantle. Employing the trace element budgets previously derived for CC

(Rudnick and Gao, 2003), DMM (Workman and Hart, 2005) and BSE (McDonough and

Sun, 1995), the trace element budget of the subducted PLATE reservoir is calculated for

different values of MPLATE (3). The results of the mass balance model are plotted in Fig.

5 (assuming that 13 > 0.4). The calculated PLATE spidergram changes as a function of its

mass proportion (13) of BSE. For large values of 3, the PLATE reservoir is more trace

element depleted, and for smaller values of 13, the PLATE reservoir is increasingly trace

element enriched. The most important observation is that, regardless of the value of 13,
the PLATE reservoir exhibits positive TITAN anomalies.

It is possible to place constraints on the minimum size of the subducted PLATE

reservoir and show that its mass proportion of BSE is unlikely to be small. Following

Rudnick et al. (2000), we assume that the present mass of the oceanic crust (5.3x 1021 kg)

has been subducted every 100 Ma for the past 2.5 Ga, and the total mass of the reservoir

comprised of subducted oceanic crust is 1.3x 1023 kg. Assuming that the portion of the

subducted oceanic plate that is oceanic mantle lithosphere is 10 times thicker and 10%

denser than the oceanic crustal lithosphere, then the total mass of oceanic plates
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subducted over the past 2.5 Ga is -1.4x 1024 kg (-8% of which is oceanic crust), which is

-40% of the mass of BSE. We consider this a minimum estimate for the size of the

subducted PLATE reservoir, as subduction probably operated before 2.5 Ga, and the

Archaen mantle was hotter, thereby leading to higher rates of plate formation and

subduction (Rudnick et al., 2000). Thus, the PLATE reservoir composes >40% of BSE,

and all possible spidergrams for the plate reservoir are more depleted than the PLATE

spidergram shown in Fig. 5.

Therefore, mass balance considerations (equations 1-4) and estimates of plate

recycling budgets suggest that a large mantle reservoir host for the missing TITAN

elements. The spidergram of the calculated PLATE reservoir exhibits hints of the

positive TITAN-anomalies observed in high 3He/4He OIBs. Thus, it is not implausible

that high 3He/4He lavas are sampling the "missing" TITAN hosted in the PLATE

reservoir.

While there are many similarities, there is some disagreement between the shape

of the spidergrams of the calculated PLATE reservoir and the high 3He/4He OIB lavas.

Most significantly, the positive TITAN anomalies in the PLATE reservoir are not as large

as those observed in the high 3He/4He lavas from Hawaii, Iceland, Galapagos and Samoa.

One solution to this discrepancy is the following: The PLATE reservoir is likely to be

heterogeneous, as it includes everything in BSE that is not DMM or CC. These other

components in the PLATE reservoir will dilute the large, positive TITAN-anomalies

contributed from recycled, rutile-bearing eclogites. While the PLATE reservoir is not

purely a high 3He/4He reservoir, its spidergram balances the Earth's budget of TITAN,

and recycled, refractory, rutile-bearing eclogite likely contributes the positive TITAN

anomalies to the PLATE reservoir (McDonough, 1991). It is this TITAN-enriched

domain of the PLATE reservoir that may be associated with the source for high 3He/4He

lavas.

In section 3.5 it was shown that, if mixed with high 3He/4He peridotite,

approximately 20 to 25% refractory, rutile-bearing eclogite can generate the 3He/4He,
'87Os/"'88Os and TITAN anomalies in high 3He/4He OIBs. However, this percentage of

eclogite greatly exceeds the percentage of eclogite in the PLATE reservoir (-8%).
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Perhaps this inconsistency can be explained by the fact that eclogites have lower solidus

temperatures than pure, unadulterated peridotites. Thus, when melting the high 3HeiHe

portion of the PLATE reservoir beneath a hotspot, the eclogite's (be it pure eclogite or

eclogite completely mixed into a peridotite) contribution to the melt will exceed its mass

proportion in the mantle source.

5. Implications for "'Nd/4Nd measurements on terrestrial mantle

rocks

A recent discovery demonstrated that the 142Nd/ 4 4Nd ratios in all measured

terrestrial mantle rocks are 20 ppm higher than chondrite (Boyet and Carlson, 2005,

2006), indicating that these rocks were derived from a reservoir that had superchronditic

Sm/Nd during the lifetime of 146Sm (the first few hundred million years following

accretion). If the BSE has chondritic abundances of the refractory elements, then the

superchondritic 1 42Nd/144Nd ratios observed in the accessible terrestrial rocks suggest that

they sample the depleted residue (early depleted reservoir, or EDR) of an early

differentiation event. In this model, a complementary hidden "early enriched reservoir"

(EER) with subchondritic 142Nd/144Nd must exist in the deep earth (Boyet and Carlson,

2005, 2006; Andreasen and Sharma, 2006; Carlson et al., 2007). Alternatively, if BSE

accreted from non-chondritic materials, an early differentiation of the silicate earth is not

required (Caro et al., 2007).

If the earth accreted from non-chondritic materials, the superchondritic
142Nd/144Nd ratios in the terrestrial mantle could be a result of superchondritic

147 Sm/14 4 Nd (> 0.209) ratios in BSE (Boyet and Carlson, 2006). However, a non-

chondritic earth does not necessarily obviate the need for a deep, TITAN-enriched SLAB

reservoir, because we see evidence for its presence in high 3He/4He OIBs.

Alternatively, if BSE does have chondritic abundances of the refractory elements,

neither of the two early formed reservoirs-EDR and EER-have the appropriate

isotopic and trace element characteristics to be the mantle source of high 3He/4 He lavas.

The EDR was suggested to be the high 3He/4He reservoir variously called FOZO, PHEM
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or C (Boyet and Carlson, 2006). While the EDR does have higher 143Nd/144Nd than

chondrite, consistent with globally high (superchondritic) 143Nd/144Nd ratios in high
3He/tHe lavas (Jackson et al., 2007a), the EDR is calculated to have negative TITAN

anomalies (Boyet and Carlson, 2005) and is not consistent with being the mantle source

of TITAN-enriched, high 3He/4He OIB lavas. By contrast, the EER does have positive

TITAN anomalies like those observed in high 3Hei4He OIB lavas. An early crust isolated

at the bottom of the mantle has been suggested to host high 3He/4He ratios (Tolstikhin

and Hofmann, 2005). However, the EER cannot be the mantle source of the high
3He(He as it has Sm/Nd ratios lower (more enriched) than chondrite, and will generate

lower 143Nd/144Nd ratios than observed in high 3He/4He OIBs. Thus, neither of the two

initial reservoirs suggested by Boyet and Carlson (2005) describe both the isotopic and

trace element characteristic of the high 3He/aHe OIB mantle. The depleted peridotite and

refractory, rutile-bearing eclogite in ancient plates that were subducted and stored in the

mantle are ideally suited to be a mantle source for high 3He/4 He OIB lavas.

6. The fate of slabs and the high 3He/4He reservoir

The presence of recycled eclogites in the mantle source of high 3He/4He lavas has

important implications for the helium isotope evolution of the mantle, since subduction

zone processing likely plays an important role in determining the composition of recycled

eclogites. Specifically, the uniqueness of the thermal regimes of different subduction

zones may affect the composition of eclogites in dramatically different ways. Slab

melting and dehydration in ancient, hot subduction zones may residually enrich the slab

in TITAN elements while depleting it in U and Th, a process that is conducive to the

formation and preservation of a high 3He/4He, TITAN-enriched mantle reservoir.

Alternatively, cooler subduction zones may not generate TITAN anomalies (or deplete

the 4He -producing elements, U and Th) in the slab, a scenario that may produce mantle

reservoirs with small positive TITAN anomalies and low 3He/4He. Thus, the fate of the
3He/4He evolution of the various mantle reservoirs may hinge on the processes operating

in subduction zones.
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Appendix A: 3Hef4He, 187Os/188Os and trace element data compilation.
3He/4He, 187Os/188Os and trace element data for representative OIB samples

(plotted in fig. 2) are from the GEOROC database (http://georoc.mpch-mainz.gwdg.de/),

from the helium database of Abedini et al. (2006), and from the literature. Some of the
3He/4 He and 187OS/I880s data from Iceland are unpublished, as are 187OS/I880s data for

Samoan samples with 3He/4He >20 Ra (the protocol's for measuring 8.Os/ 88Os are the

same as Skovgaard et al. [2001] for the unpublished Icelandic data and Workman et al.

[2004] for the unpublished Samoan data). The 3He/4He data from OIBs (plotted in Fig.

2) were obtained by both crushing and fusion of olivine, clinopyroxene and glass, and are

not filtered based on helium concentrations. However, samples suggested to have

suffered shallow contamination by crust (e.g., several samples in Macpherson et al.,

2005) were not included. Additionally, very evolved rocks (MgO<5.3 wt.%) were

excluded, so as to preclude the effects of extensive fractional crystallization on the

various trace element ratios (e.g., Ti/Ti* and Nb/Nb*). Using Ba/Rb as a filter for

alteration, samples with high ratios (Ba/Rb > 25) were not considered. Only trace

element (Th, La, Sm, Tb) data measured by ICP-MS and neutron activation are included,

thereby eliminating samples with low-precision trace element measurements.

Appendix B: Helium isotope model.

The precise timing of the genesis of the high 3He/4He reservoirs cannot be

calculated using helium isotopes because the degassing history of the DMM reservoir, the

initial 4 He/3He and 3He abundance of a (hypothetical) undegassed mantle (and DMM),

and the present-day 3He abundance in DMM are not well known. Thus, the age of the

reservoir (3 Ga), as sampled by the high 3He/4He lava from Iceland (sample SEL 97, see

Table 1), is poorly constrained. For example, in the model presented in Section 3.5

above, a present-day undegassed mantle 238U/ 3 He ratio of 70 was assumed (Table 2).

However, if the initial 23 8U/ 3He ratio of the mantle is increased to a value of-250, then

our model can generate the TITAN anomalies, 1870s/1880s and 3He/4He of the mantle

sampled by the Icelandic lava by subducting and isolating a plate at 4 Ga (in this case, the

amount of eclogite required to generate the high 3He/4He, 1870S/I 88Os and positive
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TITAN anomalies in this older, high 3He/4He mantle reservoir increases slightly). In

order to generate a TITAN-enriched, high 3He/4He mantle at 2 Ga, unrealistically low
23U/3 He ratios (238U/ 3He < 10) are required.

Our preferred model for the time evolution of 3He/4He in DMM and primitive

mantle are as follows. If an initial 23 8U/ 3He and 3He/4He of the undegassed mantle are

assumed (see Table 2 for assumed values), and if DMM was formed by continuous

depletion by extraction of oceanic and continental crust from a chondritic primitive

mantle over Earth's history, the known 3He/4He of present day DMM (8 Ra) can be used

to calculate the present-day 238U/ 3He of DMM. Thus, assuming that the continuous

transport equations (Allegre, 1969; Hart and Brooks, 1970; Workman and Hart, 2005)

accurately model the continuously depleting upper mantle (DMM), the 238U/ 3He and
3He/4He of DMM can then be calculated at any time from 4.4 Ga to the present day (see

Table 2 for list of these values for DMM at different times in earth's history). The

helium isotope evolution of the continuously depleting DMM reservoir (shown in Fig. 3)

is modeled using the following continuous transport equations:

4He/3Het = 4He/ 3HeT +

8X2 38/(k 238+k 238)( 2 38U/ 3He)T(1-exp(- 1 (T-t)(k 238+ k2 38))) +

7k 2 35/(X 235+k 235 )( 2 35U/ 3He)T(1-exp(- 1 (T-t)(X 235+ k 2 35))) +

6k 232/(X232+k 232 )( 232Th/3 He)T(1-exp(- 1 (T-t)( 2 32
+ k2 32))) (eq. 5)

where

k238 = - I ln(( 238U/ 3He)o/( 238U/ 3He)T)/(T-t) - X238; (eq. 6)

k235 = -1 ln(( 235 U/3He)o/( 2 35 U/3He)T)/(T-t) - X2 3 5 ; (eq. 7)

k232 = -1 ln(( 232Th/3He)o/(232Th/3He)T)/(T-t) - ?1232 (eq. 8)

where X238 (1.55x 10-°y-1), X235 (9.85X10 y-) and X232 (4.95x10 -" y-1) are the decay

constants for 238U, 235U, and 232Th, respectively, and k 238, k235 and k 2 32 are the continuous

transport coefficients for the U-Th-He system in DMM. The k-value is the difference in

transport coefficients for U (or Th) and He, and is related to the difference in bulk
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partition coefficients between U (or Th) and He; negative k-values in the model indicate

that He is transported from the mantle more efficiently than U and Th.

When k 238,235,232 equals zero, equations 5-8 describe closed-system 3He/4He

evolution. It is assumed that the undegassed mantle has been closed to degassing since

4.4 Ga. Thus, the closed-system model starts at time T=4.4 Ga, where "t" is the time

before present day (and T-t equals elapsed time). The 4He/3HeT (initial ratio) of primitive

mantle is unconstrained, but is assumed to be 5,995 (or 120 Ra) and is assumed to

increase to 7,224 (or- 100 Ra) today. The 232Th/ 238U0 (present-day) ratio of primitive

mantle is assumed to be 4.05 (McDonough and Sun, 1995). The primitive mantle
238U/ 3He0 (present-day) ratio is then 70. From the 2 38U/ 3He0 ratio, the 3He can be

calculated by employing a present-day primitive mantle U concentration of 0.0203 ppm

(McDonough and Sun, 1995), and is 7.3x 10l1 atoms/g.

The model for the 3He/4He and 23 8U/ 3He of DMM starts at time T=4.4 Ga. It is

assumed that DMM and primitive mantle had the same composition (4He/3HeT, 238U/ 3HeT

and 232Th/238UT) at 4.4 Ga, and that DMM began forming immediately by melt extraction

from primitive mantle starting at 4.4 Ga. It is further assumed that DMM has evolved to

exhibit present-day 232Th/238U0 and 4He/3He0 values of 2.55 (similar to the value for

average DMM in Workman and Hart [2005]) and -89,900 (8 Ra), respectively.

Equations 5 through 8 are then solved for 238U/3He0, which is calculated to be -54,000.

For this solution, k238 and k235 are both -1.51 x 10.9 y- and k232 is -1.41 xl 0-9 y-. If a DMM

U concentration of 0.0032 ppm is assumed (Workman and Hart, 2005), the 3He of

present-day DMM is calculated to be 1.5 x 108 atoms/g.

The 3He abundance in DMM calculated with the continuous depletion model is

within a factor of 3 to 20 of the 3He abundances inferred from MORB samples and 3He

flux from ridges (see Ballentine et al. [2002] for summary). Assuming 10% melting of

the mantle source, 3He concentrations for DMM were derived from CO 2 concentrations

and canonical mantle C0 2/3He ratios in MORB melt inclusions (4.52x 108 +1.93 atoms
3He/g (Saal et al., 2002), "popping" rock (>2.69x 109 atoms 3 He/g [Moreira et al., 1998]),

and flux of 3He out of mid-ocean ridges (1.18 x109 atoms 3He /g [Farley et al., 1995;

Ballentine et al., 2002]).
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The increase in 238U/ 3He in DMM over the age of the earth (Table 2) requires that

He is less compatible than U and Th during melting of this mantle reservoir. However,

the assumption of increased 238U/ 3He in DMM over time is realistic given the lherzolitic

lithology of DMM, a mantle reservoir that hosts an estimated cpx modal abundance of

- 13% (Workman et al., 2005). Results from a recent helium partitioning study (Heber et

al., 2007) are consistent with helium being less compatible than U and Th (assuming U

and Th partition coefficients from a recent compilation [Kelemen et al., 2003]) during

mantle melting of a lherzolite lithology. However, helium partitioning during mantle

melting is a controversial subject. Parman et al. (2005) reported olivine-melt partition

coefficients for helium suggesting that helium may be more compatible than U and Th

during melting of a cpx-poor lherzolite or harzburgite. However, Heber et al. (2007)

report values that are over an order of magnitude smaller (less compatible), suggesting

the helium may be more compatible than U and Th only when melting cpx-poor

harzburgites or dunites. The discrepancy in olivine-melt helium partition coefficients

between these two studies is not yet resolved.

Finally, the continuous transport equations can be written to calculate the

concentrations of any element in DMM at any time in earth's history, assuming that

DMM formed by continuous depletion of BSE starting at 4.4 Ga:

XDMM,t = XBSE,o(exp(- 1 (ctx)[T-t])) (eq. 9)

where

ax = -1 ln(XDMM,O/XBsE,o)/(T) (eq. 10)

where ax is proportional to the transport of element X out of DMM over time; XBSE,o and

XDMM,o are the present-day concentrations of element X in BSE and DMM, respectively;

"t" is time before the present day and T = 4.4 Ga, and XDMM,t is the concentration of

element X in DMM at any time "t" before the present day. Using equations 9 and 10,

concentrations of trace elements that are known in BSE and present-day DMM can be

used to calculate their time-dependent concentrations in DMM. For example, the

present-day Ti concentrations in DMM (716 ppm) and BSE (1205 ppm) yield an aTi value
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of 1.18x 10l° y- in equation 10. Thus, using this OtTi value and solving for TiDMM,t in

equation 10, the concentration of Ti in DMM can be calculated at any time in earth's

history. More incompatible elements have larger values for a. For example,

aTh=5.2 5 xlO-0 y- and au=4.20x10 -1 y-, where Th is more incompatible than U. In

Table 2, the abundances of several trace elements in DMM are provided at various times

in earth's history.
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Figure 2. Relationships between TITAN anomalies, 187 Os/' 88 Os and 3He/,He in
representative hotspot lavas. High 3He/ 4He lavas all have elevated Ti/Ti* (top panel),
Nb/Nb* (middle panel) and Os/ Os (bottom panel). With increasing positive TITAN
anomalies and 187Os/1880s ratios in the OEBs, the maximum observed 3He/4He increases.
All samples with high 3He/ 4He (>20 Ra) host radiogenic 187Os/188Os (> 0.130). The
model curves describe mixing between the high 3He/4He (low TITAN anomaly)
peridotitic and low 3He/4He (high TITAN anomaly) refractory eclogite portions of
ancient oceanic plates. More recently isolated plates, and/or more contribution from
eclogite, both tend to generate lower 3He/4He ratios in the peridoite-eclogite mixture over
time. The model curves are not meant to describe the global OIB array. Instead, the
model curves are only intended to constrain the mixing proportions of eclogite and
peridotite in the high 3He/4He mantle sampled by the highest 3He/4He lavas (>30 Ra). In
the model, more recently isolated plates (the I Ga plate example is shown) can generate
TITAN anomalies, but cannot generate high 3He/4He. However, the mixing model does
match the 3He/4He ratios, moderately radiogenic '87Os/'88Os and large positive TITAN
anomalies observed in the highest 3He/4He lava (sample SEL 97 from Iceland, see Table
1) when the eclogitic (20-25%) and peridotitic (75-80%) portions of a 3 Ga plate are
mixed. Mixing is marked at 10% intervals, with increasing contribution from eclogite.
The most extreme lava in the figure (sample SEL 97) is the highest 3He/4He lava
available that also has a complete suite of trace elements measured by ICP.
Unfortunately, 187Os/ 188Os is not available for this sample, and the 87Os/1 880s of the
highest 3He/ 4He mantle is instead approximated using lavas (with 3He/4He > 30 Ra) from
Hawaii and Samoa. Samoan post-erosional (from Savai'i) data are excluded; all
187 Os/188s data in the figure are >50 ppt Os, except Cape Verde (>10 ppt) and Pitcairn
(>20 ppt). Data sources for the highest 3He/4He mantle endmembers can be found in
Table I and Appendix A. Nb/Nb*=NbN/(ThN x LaN)0 5 and Ti/Ti* = TiN/(Sm x Tb)°- ,

where N means normalized to primitive mantle.
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Figure 3. Time evolution of 3He/4He and '87Os/' 88Os of DMM, ancient subducted
(asthenosperic) DMM and eclogite. Top panel: At 4.4 Ga, DMM starts formin by melt
extraction from primitive mantle to form continental and oceanic crust, and the -He/4He
trajectories of DMM and the (hypothetical) primitive undegassed mantle separate
immediately. Due to continuous depletion by melt extraction, DMM evolves low
3He/4He. Portions of the ancient (asthenospheric) DMM, coupled to the bottomside of
downgoing slabs, are sent into the lower mantle throughout geologic time (model curves
are shown at I Ga intervals, and this is not intended to imply that the isolation of oceanic
plates is episodic). These isolated peridotite portions of the downgoing slabs are modeled
as having exactly the same U, Th/U, 238U/ 3He and 3He/4He as ambient DMM at the time
of isolation, and they preserve higher 3He/4He than DMM due to their isolation from
further melt depletion. Also shown is the concomitant subduction of the eclogitic
portions of the same slabs, which begin with the same 3He/4He as DMM at the time of
subduction; the U and Th of the subducted refractory eclogite are from McDonough
(1991) and shown in Table 2. To simulate degassing, the 38U/ 3He of the eclogite is
increased by a factor of 1000 (Parman et al., 2005) relative to the contemporary DMM
composition, and as a result the 3He/4He ratios of the subducted eclogites rapidly
decrease. Bottom Panel: The '87Os/.88Os of Primitive Mantle (0.130; Meisel et al., 200 1)
and DMM (0.125; Standish et al., 2002) are very similar, thus ancient subducted
asthenospheric DMM is well-approximated by the trajectory of DMM in the figure (a
continuous depletion model is not used to describe the evolution of '87Os/"'88Os of DMM).
The present-day 187Re/' 880s of the refractory eclogite is from Becker (2000), and this
composition generates increasingly radiogenic present-day 187Os/18 80s for earlier
isolation times. Refer to Appendix B and Table 2 for all parameters used in the model.
When 20-25% of a refractory eclogite from an oceanic plate subducted at 3 Ga is mixed
together with 75-80% of the asthenospheric portion of the same plate, the models
generate the 3He/4He and '87Os/t 8 Os of the mantle sampled by the highest 3He/4He (>30
Ra) OIBs (see Fig. 2 for mixing results). Note that the very radiogenic Os of the eclogite
is vastly reduced in the mixture due to the very low Os contents of the eclogite (6 ppt)
and the high Os contents of the isolated DMM peridotite (3,000 ppt).
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Figure 4. Spidergram of McDonough's (1991) refractory eclogite used in the
modeling, including spidergrams demonstraing the time-dependent trace element
composition of DMM. In the mixing models shown in Fig. 2, the asthenospheric
DMM and refractory eclogitic portions of a 3 Ga subucted plate are mixed together
such that the final mixture has 20-25% eclogite. This mixing calculation is shown in
the spidergram of this figure, where 20% refractory eclogite has been added to the
composition of DMM at 3 Ga (See Table 2 for compositions of the refractory eclogite
and the 3 Ga DMM peridotite). Excluding Sr (see text for discussion of shallow
lithospheric contamination, and the resulting Sr-anomalies in some Icelandic lavas),
the shape of the hybrid peridotite-eclogite spidergram, including the positive Nb and
Ti anomalies, is very similar in shape to the spidergram of the high 3He/4He Icelandic
lava. This similarity is consistent with the hybrid peridotite being the source of the
high 3He/4He mantle sample by OIBs.
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Figure 5. Spidergram of a reservoir composed of recycled oceanic plates (called
PLATE) hosting the elements missing in the CC and DMM reservoirs. If BSE
(McDonough and Sun, 1995) is chondritic, then CC (continental crust; Rudnick and
Gao, 2003) and DMM (depleted MORB mantle; Workman and Hart, 2005) are not
wholly complementary reservoirs in the earth. Regardless of the relative proportions of
CC and DMM, there is a shortage of the elements Ti, Ta and Nb in the silicate earth.
The trace element composition of a PLATE reservoir is calculated to balance the budget
of elements missing in CC and DMM (the PLATE spidergram is calculated such that the
three reservoirs, PLATE, CC and DMM, sum to the total silicate mantle). The PLATE
reservoir is thus composed of everything in the silicate earth that is not in the DMM and
CC reservoirs, and is likely composed of mostly subducted plates and (a small portion
of) sediment. The plotted spidergram of the PLATE reservoir assumes that it constitutes
40% of the mass of the silicate earth, the minimum mass of oceanic crust and
lithosphere subducted over the past 2.5 Ga. If the PLATE reservoir constitutes more
than 40% of BSE, its spidergram becomes more depleted (note direction of arrows in
figure), but it will still exhibit positive TITAN anomalies. The PLATE spidergram
shares the positive TITAN anomalies with the high 3He/4He OIB lavas, consistent with
the hypothesis that high 3He/He OIBs sample the domain of the PLATE reservoir
composed of subducted, refractory, rutile-bearing eclogites.



Supplementary Table 1. Major and trace element and isotopic composition of the highest 3HeN'-le lavas from 4 hotspots.

Hotspot Iceland Samoa Hawaii Galapagos
Volcano Selardalur Ofu Loihi Fernandina

Sample No. SEL 97 OFU-04-06 KK18- NSK 97-214
rock type Tholeiite Alkali basalt Tholeiite Tholeite

SiO, 45.94 44.84 48.43 49.44
AJ0 3  9.72 11.04 12.62 14.77
TiO-, 1.19 4.95 2.88 3.12
FeOT 10.37 12.78 11.90 11.3
MnO 0.15 0.18 0.18 0.19
CaO 10.15 12.42 12.82 11.6
MgO 18.74 9.81 8.06 6.41
K,O 0.05 1.14 0.50 0.39

Na,O 1.18 2.24 2.34 2.46
PO 5  0.06 0.59 0.50 0.31

"Sr/P'Sr 0.703485 0.704584 0.703080 0.703290
"'Ndi"Nd 0.512969 0.512827 0.512945 0.512937
x"6PbP"rPb 18.653 19.189 18.448 19.080
2W PbP'Pb 15.473 15.571 15.447 15.537
'Pbr'Pb 38.453 39.202 18.189 38.710
'He/4

He 37.7 33.8 32.3 30.3

Ni 759 201 80 49
Cr 1728 533 384 155
V 203 364 350 366
Ga 21 28
Cu 80 83
Zn 132 110
Cs 0.02 0.33 0.09 0.07
Rb 0915 25 64 912 7A0
Ba 19.03 248.9 123.1 89.0
Th 0382 3956 0994 1,310
U 0.072 0.991 0.285 0.380
Nb 6.50 50.56 16.35 20.00
Ta 0.434 384 1.50
La 3.85 37.93 13.82 14.1
Ce 8.52 80.5 32.9 32.3
Pb 0.38 2.61 1.25 0.93
Pr 1.23 9.99 4.82 4.23
Nd 5.80 4408 20.65 19.5
Sr 173 599 349 351
Zr 57 293 125 155
Hf 1.65 7.56 3.48 4.15

Sm 1.78 1075 5.33 5.77
Eu 0.79 3.39 1.83 2.04
Gd 2.05 9.93 5.50 6.01
Tb 0.35 1.40 0.87 1.03
Ov 2.16 7.34 4.89 8.08
Ho 0.42 1.23 0.92 1.21
Y 10.03 30.29 21.87 30.1
Er 1.08 2.70 2.24 3.04

Tm 015 032 0g29 041
Yb 0.88 1.66 1.69 2.46
Lu 013 023 0 24 036
Sc 33.9 31.2 35.4 44.3

Trace element data (excluding Ni, Cr, V. Ga. Cu, Zn and Sc) are by ICP-MS and are here reported for the first time the on the high
'-le/4He samples from Hawaii. Iceland and Samoa: the trace element data on the GalaDaqoes sample are reported elsewhere.
(Saal at al.. 2007). The isotope data for all four lavas are also reported elsewhere (Hilton et al., 1999; Jackson at al., 2007a;
Saal at al., 2007: Kurz at al., 1983; Staudigel at al., 1984). Major element data for the Samoan lava are reported here for the irst time;
major element data forthe Hawaii. Iceland and Galapagoes samples are available elsehere (Hifton at al., 1999; Saal et al. 2007;
Frey and Clague. 1983). Samoan major element (and Ni, Cr, V, Ga, Cu, Zn and Sc) data reported here were measured by XRF.
Trace element (for Samoa, Hawail and Iceland) data reported here were analyzed by ICP-MS. Major and trace element data reported
here were analyzed at the Geoanalytical Lab at Washington State University. Internal and (estimated) external precision for major and
trace element analyses at the Geoanalytical Lab are given in Jackson etal. (2007b). The Loihi sample was powdered in
Tungsten-carbide, and Ta is therefore not reported for this sample.
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